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Introduction

1

What is informatics all about? From its history it can be learned that it has to do with machines (automata) and ways to organise, arrange and plan the activities to be carried out by
those machines. In the early days, these activities mostly consisted of calculations, formerly
performed by people whose profession was that of a 'computer'. Nowadays, the machines are
not considered to be number crunchers only, but are basically processing information of all
kinds which legitimates the word informatics. Nevertheless, deeply in the machine it is just
computing numbers. Further terminology tells that the organisation of activities is called
programming, and programs - or algorithms - consist of a sequence of instructions. Later
on we distinguish between sequential and parallel programming, differing in the number of
instruction-processing units that are installed and being active in the machine, and thus in
the number of sequences of instructions. This chapter positions the research of this thesis in
the broad spectrum of informatics.

1.1 Computers computing
There is an ongoing discussion whether the science of informatics should be called computer
science or computing science. This section tries to give motivation for the latter of the two.
From the results of Turing's and Church's work we have a very good guess what a computer
can compute and what it cannot. In informatics therefore the computer is taken for granted;
it is a given concept, leaving only the computing as an object of study. Questions of research
are, for instance:
• what problems have a computable solution;
• how to solve a problem;
• how to translate a problem solution into a program;
• how to represent the programs (notation);
• how to make the programs efficient, and what does efficient mean.
Hence we abolish the word informatics and use the term computing science, to refer to the
field of research of this thesis.
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1.2

Introduction

Computer-programming

To keep the construction of programs intellectually manageable abstractions are made for the
physical computer. These abstractions form the fundamentals for high-level programming
languages in which software (i.e. programs) can be written that is to a large extent hardwareindependent. For sequential computers one such abstraction proved to be sufficient. It is
called the Von Neumann machine model which can execute exactly one instruction at a time.
Parallel computers, on the other hand, are made up of a collection of processing elements
(PEs) that (should) work cooperatively in a computation. To do so, in general they must
communicate with each other via some network. However, physical limitations prevent the
graph of interconnected PEs from being complete, hence PEs will be connected in some
non-complete topology, such as an array or a tree. As a consequence, an algorithm has to
be optimised with respect to the target topology (architecture). A more detailed treatment
on architectures is found in Section 2.4.2.
An active field of research in parallel programming deals with the space- and time complexity of a parallel algorithm. Another field, called software engineering, is concerned with
the construction of an algorithm from a specification1. This thesis is part of the latter research area. In the sequel only the technical aspects of software engineering are studied, thus
disregarding managerial issues, for instance. Following Partsch (1990), we define software
engineering as:
the systematic development and maintenance of certified software that correctly
solves a precisely specified problem.
This definition depends on the intended meaning of the words certification and correct. For
now we conclude by saying that we will use formal (mathematically based) methods, in which
case correct means that an algorithm and its initial specification should be mathematically
equivalent while certified means that a proof of this equivalence can be given. More details
on this subject are given in Section 2.2 and 2.3. In terms of the above sketch of the field,
this thesis is a computing science exposition that deals with the software engineering aspects
of programming parallel computers.

1.3 Overview of the thesis
This thesis is a monograph about the development of methodological knowledge for the
construction of parallel programs, not about the parallel algorithms themselves other than
in examples illustrating the method. The context for this knowledge is provided by including
a state-of-the-art overview of the research area. Furthermore, the methodological knowledge
should be applicable in a software engineering practice, and should be mathematically sound,
i.e. formal.
Chapter 2 presents an introduction into software engineering and parallel programming,
resulting in a statement of the questions to be solved in this thesis. Possible solutions to these
'One can argue about the terminology: Here, it is meant that a specification is (possibly) non-executable
and that an algorithm or a program is executable.

1.3 Overview of the thesis

questions are discussed in Chapter 3 including the approach taken in the remainder of the
thesis. This approach is presented in Chapter 4 to 7. Finally, Chapter 8 gives conclusions,
a discussion and further research perspectives. After Chapter 2, Chapter 3 to 6 can be read
in any order, whereas Chapter 7 rests on its preceding chapters.
The major contributions of this thesis are:
• state-of-the-art overview of the field;
• integration of skeletons into transformational programming (Chapter 4);
• various transformation rules and strategies (Chapter 5 and 6);
• demonstration of the applicability of the approach through:
— realistic examples (Chapter 5 and 6), and
— actual implementations (Chapter 7).
Previous versions of parts of this thesis have been published before. (Geerling, 1994) contained (part of) Sections 4.3.2, 5.3, 5.4.1 and 5.4.3. (Geerling, 1995) contained (part of)
Section 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.4, 6.1, 6.5.1 and 6.5.2.
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This chapter presents an itemised view of the field before we delve into the research ques
tions. After an introduction on the engineering of sequential programs upto the level of for
mal methods, the perspective taken in this thesis is discussed. This means that the relevant
technical details of transformational program development are explained. The subsequent
section then gives the necessary prerequisites of parallel programming, including some ar
chitectures and possible models for programming them. One of these models is chosen as a
basis for the remainder of the thesis. Finally, the foregoing is resumed in a clear listing of
the research questions treated in this thesis.

2.1 Software engineering
Sommerville (1992) gives four conditions for naming software 'well engineered': it should
be maintainable, reliable, efficient and offer an appropriate user interface. For now, we
will concentrate on the first three aspects, which are (more than the last one) strongly
related to the process of software development. Figure 2.1 shows a simplified version of the
traditional process. For further details including all sorts of questions about management or
cost measures of the process the reader is referred to (Sommerville, 1992).
informal problem

ЯПЯ

.,

specification

ЧІЯ

design
design

implemen tation
program

VPrfíratir
"
certification

Figure 2.1 : The software-development process
Regarding our definition of software engineering in Chapter 1 we are only interested in
certifiedly correct software constructed from a precise specification. This view is depicted
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by Figure 2.2 which is a shortened version of Figure 2.1.
informal problem

requirements engineering1

formal specification

formal construction
program

Figure 2.2: A shortened software-development process

Requirements engineering is that part of the engineering of software that deals with
the investigation, formulation and analysis of tasks and requirements of (software) systems
(Kühnel et al., 1987). As its input, the requirements engineering process takes an informally
stated problem, and besides a formal problem specification it delivers other requirements,
e.g. about the quality or implementation of the system. A state-of-the-art overview of this
subject can be found in (Partsch, 1991).
Thus remains the formal construction of a program from a formal specification. The next
section will examine existing formal methods for this construction.

2.2 Formal methods
Chapter 1 already gave a quick impression of the formal specification and development
methods we are interested in. Here, a more detailed treatment of the subject is given, which
is based on our definition of software engineering. Unnecessary to say that the specificationand programming language must have formally defined semantics, for them to be able to be
part of a formal method.
In these methods, the process starts with a formal (i.e. precise) specification that is
altered into an efficient program in a number of steps by correctness-preserving rewrites.
Hence, the resulting program is correct by construction, since the initial specification is
correct by definition. Furthermore, the construction is the proof (i.e. certification) of correctness.
There exist two types of correctness, one relating the program to the specification (verification) and the other relating the program to the user's requirements (validation). Boehm
(1981) puts this difference into words by:
verification: "Are we building the product right?"
validation: "Are we building the right product?"
In our context, we are only concerned with verification, without denying the importance
of validation in producing high-quality software that is accepted by the proposed users.
The formal methods discussed in the rest of this section are divided into specification- and
development methods. They were selected because of their relatedness to the methods used
in the remainder of the thesis. A more comprehensive overview of formal specification and
development methods is found in (Moller et al., 1993).

2.2 Formai methods
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2.2.1 Specification methods
Algebraic specifications A formal specification approach is the algebraic specification of
abstract data types, i.e. sorts with operations defined on them. The two kinds of operations
that can be distinguished are constructor and inspection operations. A very simple abstract
data type is that of the natural numbers:
type NAT
exports nat, 0, suce,. =0;
based on BOOL;
sort nat;
0: -¥ nat,
suce: nat —» nat,
. =0: nat -» bool;
axioms Vnat x:
0 =0 Ξ true,
succ(x) =0 = false
endoftype
where BOOL is an abstract data type defining the sort bool as expected. In the type NAT,
succ is a constructor operation and =0 is an inspection operator. A specification based on
this type could be
isprime: nat —> bool
isprime(n) = п > 2 Л ( г : 2 < г < f-y/ñ]): π mod г φ 0
which specifies (= means is-defined-by) whether or not a natural number η is prime. We
will call this specification descriptive, as opposed to operational.
Most other formal specification methods use some sort of traditional logic too, for instance
Ζ (Hayes, 1987) which is based on typed set theory.

2.2.2 Development methods
It is now the task of a (formal) development method to construct an efficient executable
program from the initial specification. For the development method to guarantee that the
resulting program is semantically equivalent to the specification, the semantics of the target
language should be formally defined as well. Additionally, the statements of the language
should be free from so-called side-effects, which means that any statement should always
have the same meaning irrespective of its context. For instance, a function call should always
deliver the same result, when its parameters remain unchanged. This allows a development
method to consider and manipulate only part of a program without the need to bother about
the rest of it (i.e. the context). The main advantage of functional-language programs is their
freeness of side-effects, which makes them perfectly suitable for formal program manipulation.
Today's advanced functional languages that support the algebraic specification of abstract
data types are for instance Haskell (Hudak et al., 1992) and Opal (Didrich et al., 1994).
Four different approaches to formal program development are discussed below: the
weakest-precondition calculus, the refinement calculus (both for imperative languages), the
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(functional) Bird-Meertens Formalism (BMF) calculus and the relational calculus. The lat
ter two are based on variable-free (or point-free) reasoning, thus respectively being calculi
of higher-order functions and higher-order relations.
Weakest-precondition calculus A calculus introduced by Dijkstra (1976) and further
developed by Gries (1981), based on the notions of pre- and postconditions. Let a state
be a set of bindings of identifiers to values, then we can define the weakest precondition of
statement S with respect to some postcondition R, denoted by wp(S,R), as:
the set of all states such that execution of S begun in any one of them is guar
anteed to terminate in a finite amount of time in a state satisfying R (Gries,
1981).
Since the above defines the weakest precondition we know that by executing S from a state
not satisfying wp(S, R) it cannot be guaranteed that the system ends in a state satisfying R
or may not end at all.
By defining weakest preconditions for all constructs of the target language a semantics for
this language is set up. Some special attention should be paid to the assignment statement
χ := e, since it bears a potential hazard to violate the freeness of side-effects. The definition
for a simple assignment is
wp(ux:=e",R)

= R[x/e\

where R[x/e] means: R with the value of χ replaced by the value of e. Since no side-effects
are allowed, it has to be the case that for all y (different from x) and с
wp{"x := e",y = c) = (y = c).
In other words, the assignment of some value to χ may only change x. Therefore, we have
in particular that
wp("x := e " , i = c) = (e = c)
or in words: expression χ :— e establishing χ = с is correct, if and only if e is equal to с
before its execution.
Finally, strategies (heuristics and combinations of rules) are devised for developing al
gorithms. A problem is descriptively specified by formulating a postcondition R that the
algorithm to be developed should satisfy. Programs should be developed from this post
condition by application of the primitive and combined rules, and expressions should be
looked for that establish wp(S,R). Therefore, Gries (1981) states the following principle:
"Programming is a goal-oriented activity."
Refinement calculus This calculus is based on Dijkstra's (1976) language and its weakestprecondition calculus. A comprehensive treatment of the calculus can be found in (Morgan,
1990); an introduction is given by the same author in (1993). The two major extensions to
the weakest-precondition calculus are the concepts of specification and refinement.
A specification is denoted by

2.2 Formal methods
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ν:[α,β]
which is a command in the language and should be read as a description of a computation
in which the variables in list ν may be altered, and having α and β as its respective preand postcondition. In terms of the weakest-precondition calculus a specification is defined
by (for any 7):
wp{v. [α,ß],j) = ο Λ (Vu: ß=^f)
Algorithms are derived from specifications by means of the (reflexive, transitive) refinement relation Ç. Informally spoken, to write
Pi EP2
means that anyone who asked for algorithm p\ should be satisfied with algorithm p 2 . Formally, the above relation holds iff (for all 7):
wp(Pb7)=>wp(P2,7)
and as a special case, the definition of an algorithm ρ refining a specification υ: [α, β] - i.e.
v. [α,β] Ç ρ - is
α=Φ· wp(p,ß)
Bird-Meertens Formalism BMF (Bird, 1989) is a calculus for functions on algebraically
specified data types. In the early days these were only lists (Bird, 1987), using square
brackets as the list-formers. For instance [19,12,66] is a list with three numbers, [ ] is the
empty list, and the operator -H- stands for list concatenation. BMF notation is compact,
but equally powerful as functional programming languages. Function application is denoted
by juxtaposition, the о is function composition and functions are curried. Symbols such as
θ and ® will be used to denote binary operators. Frequently used operators on lists are *
(map) and / (reduce). These are informally defined by:
f*[ai,a2,...
,an] = [/o b /o 2 ,... , /a n ], and
θ/[θι, α 2 , . . . , α„] = αϊ φ 02 θ · · · θ o„.
Since all entities in BMF are deterministic functions having an operational meaning, all
specifications written are of an operational kind. Specifications in BMF are written in a
short style without considering their efficiency. For instance, by generating some large set of
objects and filtering out the wanted (with respect to the informal specification) solutions. A
subsequent derivation then aims at transforming this specification into an efficient solution.
The correctness-preserving rewriting is entirely done on the syntactic level. Possible rewrite
rules are the formal definitions of operators, such as the one for *:
ƒ*[] = []
ƒ * (x -H- y) = ( ƒ * x) -H- ( ƒ * y)

10
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Two examples of rewrites that relate ƒ * and Θ/ are:
ƒ* о -H-/ = -H-/ о (ƒ*)*, and
®/о-н-/ = ф/о(ф/)*
In algebra-based BMF everything, such as devising laws and proving them correct, is
done anew for each new data type (lists, trees, bags, etc.). By changing the algebraic basis
to the more general category-theoretical one (Barr and Wells, 1990), the BMF theory can
be extended to arbitrary inductively defined data types, as is reported by Fokkinga (1992b;
1992a) and Malcolm (1990).
Relational calculus This calculus (Backhouse and Hoogendijk, 1993) is for deriving al
gorithms from specifications, where specifications are relations - as opposed to functions and programs are implementations of such relations. The objective in generalising functions
to relations was to have the possibility to specify non-determinism, since in languages like
BMF in which functions are deterministic by definition it is impossible to write a descriptive
specification. By introducing non-determinism, design decisions can be postponed until the
appropriate stage in the derivation, thus yielding a clear separation of concerns.
Current work in the calculus of relations (Backhouse et al., 1991) is based on category the
ory. This work goes hand-in-hand with the category-theoretical research done in functional
programming.
The following section discusses the formal program development method used in the re
mainder of the thesis. In the process of narrowing the problem area it should be added
that formality in the construction of programs should be applied only with prudence, in the
software engineering practice. Only those pieces of a program that justify the extra effort
to yield high-quality code should be constructed in this way. Although, as support-tools
become available (see Section 2.3.3 for an overview), the criteria whether or not to develop
(part of) a program formally will change through time.

2.3 Transformational programming
The history of the approach presented below goes back to (Backus, 1978) and (Burstall and
Darlington, 1977). This section elaborates the transformational programming method used
in the remainder of this thesis, being a slight variant of the CIP method (Bauer and Wössner,
1982; Bauer et al., 1985; Bauer et al., 1989). CIP - Computer-aided, Intuition-guided Programming - is based on the wide-spectrum language CIP-L that incorporates algebraic data
type specifications and descriptive (non-deterministic) and functional as well as imperative
language constructs. An extensive set of transformation rules has been developed through
the years, of which a comprehensive overview can be found in (Partsch, 1990).
Figure 2.3 (Boiten et al., 1992) shows the various stages in the track of software development by transformational programming. The formal problem specification is (preferably
descriptively) defined on an algebraically specified data type. The subsequent transformational development consists of the application of semantics-preserving rewrite rules as well
as combinations of such rules, called strategies. This development aims at a tail-recursive
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precisely defined
little detailed
clearly structured
- addition of details
through design
decisions
- application of
seman tics-preserving
rewrite rules

Q.

precisely defined
fully detailed
'intertwined' structure
Figure 2.3: Software development by transformational programming

function, since this kind of function can be implemented efficiently by means of loop itera
tion. This last step can be performed by a compiler, hence our derivations are finished when
the specification is in tail-recursive form.
The notation of the wide-spectrum language used here is easily readable. For specification
purposes traditional symbols from logic, such as V and 3, are used. Typing information is
kept to a minimum, and where possible, mathematical and λ-notation is used. The characters
α, β, etc. denote type variables. Details about the semantics of our language can be found
in (Bauer et al., 1985; Partsch, 1990). How to write data-parallel algorithms in the language
is explicated in Section 3.4.
Assertions
There is one aspect of the language that needs some extra attention, viz. assertions. As
sertions express the partiality of an operation or function, and provide information (about
function arguments) that can be profitably exploited in a subsequent transformation of the
function. Assertions are formulated by a special (semantic) predicate defined. For instance,
if the data type NAT of the naturals would be extended with a constructor pred with the
following axiom:
pred: nat —> nat
pred(succ(x)) = χ

12
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an assertion has to be added, which would read:
defined(pred(x)) =>• χ φ О
In a function definition, an assertion is denoted as
minlist: [nat] —>· nat
minlist(s) = if rests = [ ] then firsts else min(firsts, minlist (rests)) fi
defined(mmftsí(s)) => s φ [ ]
where [nat] is the data type of lists over natural numbers and min determines the minimum
of two natural numbers.
From defined(/(i)) =>C{x) it immediately follows that ~<C(x) =>-'defined(/(a;)), i.e.
the application of ƒ to an χ that does not satisfy С evaluates to undefined. Note however,
that C(x) => defined(/(x)) does not hold in general, so ƒ(x) may be undefined for values χ
that satisfy C(x). Hence, assertions in our approach have a twofold objective: they can limit
definedness as well as keep context information that can be used in a derivation. Note that in
a recursive function definition the assertion acts as an invariant. More methodological infor
mation about the usage of assertions can be found in Section 2.3.1, with the transformation
rule finite differencing.
Assertions do not give any guarantee of the full correctness (i.e. termination) of their
function, in contrast with preconditions in the weakest-precondition calculus. In this calcu
lus, postconditions are formulated to specify the outcome of a program, and the stronger the
postcondition the more information is available about the program to be developed. The
precondition sought for has to be as weak as possible in order make the final program suit
able for as many situations as possible, i.e. to have as few provisions as possible for safely
executing the program. In our approach, the initial specification specifies the outcome of a
program, and the assertion provides information about the arguments that should be prof
ited from in a transformation of the specification — see also (Möller, 1989). Therefore, the
stronger the assertion the more information about the arguments is available. In a singular
case, when the precondition and the assertion for the same problem are equal, they form
the weakest precondition. The relation between the defined predicate and the notions of
precondition, weakest precondition and assertion is as follows:
C(x) =*• defined(/(x)): C(x) is a precondition for ƒ;
C(x) = defined(/(x)): C(x) is the weakest precondition for ƒ;
C(x) <= defined(/(x)): C{x) is an assertion for ƒ.
Transformational developments
A transformational development starts with a specification, which is preferred to be descriptive. The reason being that a specification should be as abstract as possible, i.e. not be
biased towards any possible implementation. We have seen the constructs V and 3 before to
formulate these descriptive specifications. A construct like £ is considered to be descriptive
as well, since it does not specify the order of summing. Now two other ones are added, namely

2.3 Transformational programming
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that and some, respectively called deterministic and non-deterministic choice. Their syn
1
tactical appearance is that x: P(x) and some x: P{x), where the former yields the value
satisfying the determinate predicate P, whereas the latter non-deterministically delivers a
value satisfying the predicate Ρ — provided such a value exists. For instance, assuming the
existence of the data type real of the real numbers, one could specify:
2

some real x: x = 2
Further details on the semantics of these constructs can be found in (Bauer et al., 1985) and
(Partsch, 1990). Here it is only mentioned that the semantics of an expression are given by
a set of values. For the choice operator some this implies that in general it describes a set
of values of which only one can be the result of the algorithm constructed. By way of one or
more design decisions the some-expression has to be operationalised such that an algorithm
comes out that delivers the intended result. The same holds for a that-expression except
that the set of values is of size one. Two useful equivalences in eliminating these two choice
constructs, are:
that x: P(x)
= ¡[Equivalence of some and that]]
some χ: (P{x) Λ (Vj/: P(y) =• χ = y)\
and
some χ: χ = E
= [[some-eliminationj
E
Following the formulation of the initial specification, a program has to be derived trans
formationally. An introduction to transformational program development is given in (Boiten
et al., 1992). The authors distinguish four basic tasks of the method, which all can be found
in this thesis:
• development of algorithmic solutions from algebraic or descriptive specifications;
• optimisation of programs with respect to their control structure;
• efficient implementation of data structures;
• adaptation of programs to different architectures.
The first two tasks mostly deal with the control structure of the specification, whereas the
other two are fulfilled by data type transformations; see Section 6.1 for details on the latter.
The adaptation to different architectures is demonstrated throughout the thesis in Chapter 4,
5 and 6.
By convention, uppercase letters in specifications denote expression-variables.
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2.3.1 Transformation rules
Transformation rules come in a variety of all kinds. Firstly, there are simple and straight
forward rules from the language definition and the axioms of the underlying data types.
Secondly, there is a vast amount of transformation rules that are more complex, since they
establish a substantial rewrite of a specification. Before introducing the relevant transfor
mation rules used in this thesis, their general structure is shown. Basically, there are two
parts in a rule: a syntactical and a semantical (or logical) one.
Generai structure
< input scheme >
1

T< applicability condition(s) >

« output scheme >
The input and output scheme define the (syntactical) rewriting. The applicability condition
contains semantical or logical predicates about the possible interpretation of the input and
output scheme; for instance ASSOC(®) means that operator θ should be associative.
The oldest rules in the transformational programming approach are the unfold/fold rules
firstly introduced by Burstall and Darlington (1977). These rules respectively replace a
function call by the body of the function and vice versa.
Unfold
f(E) where
f(x) = E'

E'[x/E]

Fold
E'[x/E]

|

[DEF[/(£)]

f(E) where
f(x) = E'

The applicability condition DEF[/(J5)] - requiring that expression f{E) is defined - is nec
essary to ensure total correctness of the output scheme, for which it is sufficient to prove
termination2 of function ƒ. In case the function has an assertion (invariant) associated with
it, this assertion should also be guaranteed to be true before folding is valid. When the body
of the function has changed substantially between an unfold and a fold, the assertion can
be used to preserve the relevant information for the subsequent derivation. See the proof of
finite differencing below for an example.

2

This proof is not explicitly given in the transformational developments in this thesis.
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Fold with assertion
E'\x/E]
|"DEF[/(£)]
P{E) = true
L

f(E) where
f(x) = E'
defined(/(x)) => P(x)
In the process of transforming a descriptive specification into an operational one, it
might be easier to solve a slightly more general problem. A technique called embedding (or
generalisation) provides the formal instrument. For instance, the generalisation of a constant
to a parameter of the specification often provides the key to the introduction of recursion.
In addition, a beneficial assertion could be invented for this new argument.
Embedding of a constant
ƒ (x) = some y: R(x, y)
Γ(3y: fí(x,y)) =*
(P(x,E)/\3y:Q(x,y,E))
(P(x,E)AQ{x,y,E))^R{x,y)
L

ƒ(x) = /'(χ, E) where
ƒ': (α χ 7) -» ß
f'{χ, ζ) = some y: Q(x, y, ζ)
defined(/'(x, z)) =» P(x, z)
An extra argument z is introduced with initial value E, for which a newly invented assertion
Ρ should hold. The applicability condition ensures that if a solution existed in the original
ƒ, one also exists in ƒ'; and further that if a solution for f'(x, E) exists, it is equal to ƒ (x).
A frequently used decomposition technique is the introduction of a case distinction in a
function. Its simplest form is:
Case introduction
ƒ(x) = some y: R{x, y)

—

\

f(x) = if B(x) then some y: R{x,y) else some y: R(x,y) fi
Predicate В should be chosen such that simplification of the some-expression in the thenor else-part is possible in the knowledge of B(x) respectively being true or false.
When a recursive solution has been devised there are several rules (Partsch, 1990) that
can be applied to transform various forms of recursion to tail recursion. The one defined
below has an applicability condition stating that the operation К in f has an inverse.
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Recursion simplißcation
f:a->ß
ƒ (χ) = if ι = С then H{x) else Ε [χ) θ f {Κ (χ)) fi
i

[{K-^Kfr))

= χ) = true

ƒ (ζ) = <?((?, Я(С)) where
g: {α χ β) ^ β
g(y,z) = if y = ι then г else g(K-1(y),E(K-1(y))®

г) fi

A transformation strategy that combines some of the rules introduced above, and is reg
ularly used in this thesis is finite differencing. Partsch (1990): "if in the course of evaluating
a recursive definition a new argument у is computed from an old one x, then frequently,
in particular with complex structured objects, only a certain part of χ has to be computed
anew, whereas the remainder of χ remains unaffected." The strategy starts with an em
bedding with an appropriate assertion. This assertion is essential, because it should specify
the update of the new argument from the old one. The embedded argument is then put
into use by unfold/fold and simplification steps. In short, this is expressed by the following
transformation rule:
Finite differencing
f(X) where
f:a-+ß
f(x)=E(x,f(K1(x)),...,f(Kn(x)))
defined^ (x)) =• C(x)
j

[E't'(x,y) = E'{Kt(x)),

for all 1 < i < η

f'(Χ, E'{X)) where
/':(αχ7)->/3
f'(x, у) = Ε(χ, №(!),
Ε·({χ, у)),... , f(Kn(x),
defined(/'(x,y)) =>С(х) Лу = Ε'(χ)

E'¿(x, y)))[E'(x)/y}

A proof of correctness for this rule is given in Section A. 1.1. Applications of finite differencing
can be found in Chapter 5 and 6. An illustration of its use is presented in the following
section.

2.3.2 Example algorithm development
To illustrate the foregoing rules an example derivation is presented now. Consider the
abstract data type clist(a) of cyclic lists with elements of type a. This type provides
the operations read and Imove, among others. The operation read yields the element of the
list that is at the current reading position, while Imove (having an inverse rmove) cyclically
shifts (i.e. rotates) the lists one position to the left, i.e. moving the reading position one
step to the right. If we want to accumulate all the values in a cyclic list of length η with
elements of type nat a possible descriptive specification could be
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sumhst clist(nat) -4 nat
n-l

sumhst(c) = Σ

read(rotateJ(c,p)) where

p=0

rotated (clist(a) χ nat) -» clist(a)
rotateJ(c,t) = if г = 0 then с else roia<eJ(Zmot)e(c),t — 1) fi
The derivation towards an efficient recursive definition starts with the introduction of a
new argument m - by means of an embedding - controlling the lower bound of the summa
tion, and providing the key for the eventual recursion
sumhst (c) = sumhst' (c, 0) where
sumhst' (clist(nat) χ nat) ->· nat
n-l

sumhst'(с, m) = ^

read(rotated(c,p))

Then, two cases m = η and m φ η are distinguished In the former case the summation
yields the neutral element of +, ι e 0 and thus the specification of sumhst' can be simplified
sumhst' (clist(nat) χ nat) —> nat
n-l

sumhst'(с,m) == if m = η then 0 else J ^ read(rotated(c,p)) fi
ρ=τη

From the fact that m Φ η and from properties of the summation it follows that the else-part
is equivalent to
n-l

read(rotateJ(c,m)) +

^

read(rotateJ(c,p))

p-m+l

which allows for a folding step of sumhst' yielding the recursive function as wanted
sumhst (c) == sumhst'(c, 0) where
sumhst' (clist(nat) χ nat) —> nat
sumhst'(c, m) = if τη = η then 0 else read(rotateJ(c, m)) + sumlist'(c, m + 1) fi
This recursive specification is not very efficient, for two reasons Firstly, the function
rotated is called each time a value has to be read, and secondly, the function sumhst' is not
tail-recursive Both inefficiencies will be dealt with now The objective of finite differencing
when applied to this specification would be to remove the inefficient rotated, and only use
the primitive Imove Instead of rotating the list с each time from its initial position, it could
be rotated one step from the previous reading position We achieve this by introducing a new
argument d m sumhst' with the assertion d = rotated(c, m) Initially (ι e when m = 0),
this assertion can be satisfied by taking с for d, and in the recursive call the applicability
condition holds, since lmove(d) — lmove(rotated(c,m)) = rotated(c,m + 1) — which can
be proved by induction Application of the above rule for finite differencing then gives
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sumlist(c) = sumlist" (с, О, с) where
sumlist"(c, m, d) = if m = η then 0 else read(d) + sumhst"(c, m + 1, lmove(d)) fi
def med(sumhst" (c, m,d))=>d= rotateJ(c, m)
= [Elimination of superfluous argument]
sumkst(c) = sumlist"(0, c) where
sumlist"(πι, d) = if m = η then 0 else read(d) + sumlist"(m + 1, lmove(d)) fi

Finally, the function can be transformed into a tail-recursive one by applying an appro
priate variant of recursion simplification, which is valid since both m + 1 and lmove(d) can
be inverted.
sumhst"(m, d) = sumlist'"(n, c, 0) where
sumhst'": (nat χ clist(nat) χ nat) —> nat
sumhst"''(m'', d', ζ) = if m' = m
then ζ
else sumhst'"(m' — 1, rmove(d'), read(rmove(d')) + ζ) fi

2.3.3 Automated programming assistants
In this section we will have a short look at computer-support for the formal development of
programs. These support systems range from (optimising) compilers to fully interactive pro
gram transformation systems. There is a constant transfer of functionality from interactive
systems towards to less interactive ones (e.g. compilers). Current compilers can perform
certain optimisations automatically, such as tail recursion detection, whereas a few years
ago this required some user interaction.
An extensive investigation into the requirements of future program transformation sys
tems is reported in (Boiten et al, 1990). The authors give three reasons why one would like
to have an automated system. Firstly, it will alleviate the task of writing down all the trans
formation steps. Secondly, it forces the developer to remain formal, i.e. not evading into
'hand-waving'. Finally, the proposed system should act as a base of programming knowledge,
in the form of libraries and transformation strategies, such that these can be easily reused.
The report presents details on the requirements of a Utopian system, emphasising on four
aspects, viz. analysis of specifications, program transformations, the knowledge base and its
implementation (user interface etc.).
A few examples of program transformation systems are mentioned:
Prospectra The ESPRIT project Prospectra (PROgram SPECification and TRAnsformation) resulted in a transformation system (Hoffmann and Krieg-Briickner, 1993) for
the wide-spectrum language PA nn dA (Prospectra Anna/Ada) — Anna is a formal
specification language for Ada.
KIDS KIDS stands for Kestrel Interactive Development System (Smith, 1993), which is a
system for so-called knowledge-based software engineering. Programs are derived by
applying a complete strategy to a specification at once, e.g. divide-and-conquer or
branch-and-bound.
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CIP-S The system CIP-S (Bauer et al., 1987) is a program transformation system for
the wide-spectrum language CIP-L and its transformational development method as
presented above. A renewed version of this system, with extended functionality, is
currently developed by Vullinghs (1994).
More information on these kind of transformation systems can be found in (Feather, 1987).
Future research on program transformation systems certainly will include investigation into
the imminent incorporation of interactive proof systems. These provers could be profited
from in proving the semantical and logical conditions attached to the (syntactical) transformation rules.
Finally in this section, we will relate the complexity of transformation rules with the
feasibility of automating a derivation. In this comparison, we distinguish between automating
the application of a transformation rule and automating the application of a sequence of
rules. In a transformational development method in which the rules are relatively small the
application of a single rule should not pose severe problems. Examples are application of
the associativity of an operator, the elimination of the application of some neutral element
or a law that relates two operators such as the following one from BMF

f*°g* = (fog)*
However, the number of decisions as to which rule to apply can grow very large. On the
other hand, if the rules are fairly complicated but perform a substantial transformation of
the program, the number of applicable rules should not pose severe problems. In this case,
the automatic application of a rule is not always possible, since it can require an intractable
proof obligation. Examples are proving the existence of an inverse for some operation (for
example in the rule recursion simplification in the previous section). Therefore, our goal
is not to come up with a transformational development system that automatically derives
programs.

2.4 Parallel programming
The foremost reason to compute in parallel is the gain of speed. As the speed-growth
of the single processor comes to an end, the computer with many processors will become
more and more widespread. Problems that arise are the communication-bottleneck and the
lack of a uniform programming model; two problems that are not totally unrelated. For
a parallel computer with hundreds (or more) processors (processing elements, PEs), it is
physically impossible to have them connected in a complete graph. Hence, these computers
are interconnected via some structured topology, for instance a mesh or a ring. Even in
computers that have the ability for each PE to communicate with any other one, there is
a switching device for routing messages between PEs that prevents those computers from
unbounded expansion (in the number of PEs). It is the variety in topologies that makes it
hard to program parallel computers with a uniform model; that is to program them in an
architecture-independent manner. Quinn (1987) phrases this as: "The algorithm must fit
the architecture."
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Extensive introductions into parallel computers and programming them are found in
(Hwang, 1993; Aki, 1989; Quinn, 1987). The next two sections discuss some software and
hardware models for parallel programming. Section 2.4.3 then selects two hardware models
and one software model that constitute a (partial) solution to the above problem, because
they are scalable. Scalability is the key to massive parallelism, which is only achieved if there
is no strict relationship between the size of a computational problem and the algorithm and
machine size. In other words, a parallel computer is scalable if its performance increases
linearly with the addition of processing elements. A software model is scalable if larger
problem sizes can exploit the added PEs by using the same, unaltered algorithm. Hwang
(1993) discusses various aspects of scalability, including more formal definitions.

2.4.1 Software models
In this section, two types of software models are discussed, which are respectively characterised as models of parallelism and programming models. The former specify how to
abstractly arrange the parallel computations, while the latter describe how to implement the
computations.
Models of parallelism
With the realisation of the Connection Machine (Hillis, 1985) a new class of parallel algorithms was distinguished, viz. data-parallel ones. Hillis and Steele (1986) characterise this
type of parallelism as coming "from simultaneous operations across large sets of data, rather
than from multiple threads of control." Hence, the latter will be called control-parallelism,
a type of parallelism obtained by splitting a task into different smaller ones that are executed simultaneously. Inherited problems are the scheduling of subtasks and the possibility
of deadlock, both of which cannot be solved efficiently in general. Data-parallelism on the
other hand is obtained by splitting the data of a task into smaller pieces. The simultaneously executed operations are identical for each part of the data. Following (Hillis and
Steele, 1986), we will put no further restrictions on the data-parallel model (see Section 2.5
for a further discussion). Other authors that treat the data-parallel model in an abstract
manner are Quinn and Hatcher (1990), Hatcher and Quinn (1991), Hatcher et al. (1991)
and Bleiloch (1990).
Another view on parallelism is put forth by Carriero and Gelernter (1989a). They propose three conceptual classes together with associated programming methods. First, resultparallelism is defined; it is the kind parallelism that arises from breaking the outlined result
into smaller parts. Each process is responsible for finishing one piece of the result. Second, in
contrast with the first class, specialist-parallelism is defined in which one starts with a collection of processes that are each particularly suited for a specific task. A process is responsible
for those parts of the job that match its individual skills. Finally, in agenda-parallelism a
task is subdivided into an agenda of activities, where each subtask is assigned to all processes at once, thus making each process responsible for cooperating in the completion of
the present subtask on the agenda.
Then the authors present three programming methods that are based on three models of
communication. It is this model (not the architecture available) that determines the eventual
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program structure. Firstly, live-data-structure programs are defined; these programs have
the shape of the result data structure. A process is assigned to exactly one element of the data
structure and communication is implicit, namely by simply referring to an element of the data
structure. Secondly, there are so-called message-passing programs that are shaped by the
process structure. Each process is assigned a part of the data structure and communication
is explicit by exchanging messages containing the requested contents of the data structure.
Finally, an intermediate form: distributed-data-structure programs are described. Here, the
data structure and the process structure are separated and processes communicate by reading
and writing the now shared data structure. These methods should be used in the respective
classes above. A programming paradigm that supports these ideas is Linda (Carriero and
Gelernter, 1989b), a language-independent set of operations for turning a base language into
a high-level parallel dialect, available for С and Fortran.
The three programming methods presented are not equally abstract. The method of
live-data-structures is the most abstract one, while the others actually are implementation
models: message passing and shared memory (see also Section 2.4.2). The authors (Carriero
and Gelernter, 1989a) recognise this problem too, as they recommend "to switch from a
more natural method to a more efficient one by methodological transformation", if neces
sary. Nevertheless, an attractive classification of parallelism is given, which specialises the
data/control-parallel view. Agenda-parallelism is equal to data-parallelism, whereas resultand specialist-parallelism are two instances of control-parallelism.
Programming models
Karp (1987) proposes three architecture classes and two programming styles that each can
be used in every class. The taxonomy of architectures distinguishes between shared mem
ory, message passing and hybrid systems. In the hybrid architectures each PE has its own
memory, but they are coded like shared-memory machines. The physical fetching of data
is however through message passing so the programmer indeed has to care about the data
distribution over the PEs. The two programming styles are Fork-Join and Singie-ProgramMultiplc-Data (SPMD). The former introduces parallelism by spawning (forking) subprocesses and waiting for them to finish (joining). Whereas with the latter, each process runs
the same program, which is parametrised with the processor identifier. This class is equal
to the data-parallel one as described above; see Section 2.5 for a short discussion on the
different names for the data-parallel model.
An extensive overview of parallel programming models is presented in (Williams, 1990). The
models described are based on corresponding hardware designs: array processing, pipeline
processing, shared-memory processing and message passing. Two other models treated are
the object-oriented and the functional one. A selected number of programming models for
data-parallelism are discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4.2

Hardware models

Before we classify parallel computer architectures some possible topologies are described.
Figure 2.4 shows one- and two-dimensional arrays (also called meshes) of PEs, while Fig
ure 2.5 depicts two hypercubes and a perfect shuffle network. A zero-dimensional hypercube
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consists of one node, an η-dimensional hypercube is constructed by connecting two η — 1dimensional ones on the corresponding nodes. So, an η-dimensional hypercube has 2 n nodes
and each node has η neighbours which it can reach in one timestcp. The perfect shuffle
architecture is further detailed in Section 4.3.2. In the literature, architectures are not
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Figure 2.4: A linear array and two meshes with and without wrap-around connections
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Figure 2.5: A three- and a four-dimensional hypercube and a perfect shuffle (of length 8)
classified by their topology only. Better discriminating characteristics are the way in which
instructions are processed or data is communicated. Two taxonomies are discussed, one by
Flynn and one by Skilhcorn.
Flynn's taxonomy (1972) is the most well-established one. It classifies architectures
according to their instruction (I) and data (D) streams which both can be multiple (M)
or single (S). An architecture executes the stream(s) of instructions and each instruction
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operates on the data stream(s). In SIMD architectures, the PEs consist of a data processor
(DP) with a local data memory (DM), which can communicate with each other via some
topology. There is a single instruction processor (IP) that broadcasts instructions from an
instruction memory (IM) to all DPs. It is however possible to mask a PE from the execution
of an instruction. The PEs in MIMD architectures not only have a DP with a DM but also
have their own IP and IM. Thus, they can all execute a stream of instructions independently
of each other. It is said that the PEs in a SIMD architecture communicate with each other
in a synchronous fashion, while in a MIMD computer they communicate asynchronously.
Here, synchronous means that the PEs both have to be ready at the same time to send and
receive data, whereas in the other case sending a message and receiving it can be at different
points in time. With this taxonomy, conventional Von Neumann machines are classified
as SISD architectures. Finally, MISD computers have no practical examples although Akl
(1989) discusses some plausible applications.
A more fine-grained classification that subsumes Flynn's one is by Skillicorn (1988). This
model not only specifies the number of instruction- and data processors and their memories,
but also identifies the way in which all these components are connected, viz. 1-to-l (1 — 1),
1-to-n (1 — n), n-to-n (n — n), or n-by-n (η x n). Table 2.1 shows how Flynn's architectures
fit in Skillicorn's model. The η χ η DP-DP connections should not be read as if the PEs are
SISD
MISD
SIMD
MIMD

IP-DP
1 - 1

ΙΡ-ΙΜ
1 - 1

η

DPs
1
1

η - 1

1

η

1 - η

η

η

η — η

IPs
1

η — η

DP-DM
1 - 1
1 - 1

DP-DP
—
—

1 - 1

η - η

η χ η

η — η

η — η

η χ η

Table 2.1: Flynn's architectures in Skillicorn's model
interconnected via a complete graph, but through a subset of the Cartesian product. Other
architectures can be expressed as well (see (Skillicorn, 1988)), such as reduction or data flow
machines, which have no IPs.
An important addition to Flynn's model has been the introduction of shared-memory
computers, which implies that DPs no longer have their own memory (DM), but that they
communicate with each other and store their results through a shared memory. Reading
and writing of this memory can be concurrent or exclusive. MIMD architectures with shared
memory are called tightly coupled, whereas the ones in Table 2.1 are called loosely coupled;
they communicate through a network via message passing. Table 2.2 shows the classification
in Skillicorn's model.
An important class of parallel architectures are the pipelined ones. These are not captured
by the above classifications, since pipelining is not a feature of the topology. In other words,
it is not characterised by the type of processors (IP, DP, etc.), their presence or absence,
or their interconnection. Pipelining depends on the way a PE processes its input data and
delivers its output data, and therefore could be regarded as a programming model that
can benefit from some special architectural support. The simplest pipeline is for instance a
MIMD array of processors where each processor accepts input from its predecessor, processes
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SIMD
Shared-memory SIMD
Loosely-coupled MIMD
Tightly-coupled MIMD

IPs
1
1

DPs
η
η

η

η

η

η

IP-DP
1
1
η
η

—
—

η
η
η
η

ΙΡ-ΙΜ
1 - 1
1 - 1

DP-DM

DP-DP

η - η
η χ η

η χ η

η — η

η — η
η χ η

η χ η

η — η

Table 2.2: Shared memory computers in Skillicom's model

it and sends the resulting output to its successor, except for the first and last processor —
they respectively accept input from and send output to the outside world.

2.4.3 Discussion
As explained in the introduction of this section we are only interested in scalable architec
tures. This requirement excludes shared-memory computers, because it is impossible to have
each PE at a distance from the memory that is independent of the number of PEs. Consid
ering the topologies of Figure 2.4 and 2.5 we call the former constant-vaJence architectures
and the latter hypercuboid architectures (Skillicorn, 1988), since the number of links per PE
is 0{\) and ö(logp) respectively, for a computer with ρ PEs. The former are regarded as be
ing more scalable than the latter. Irrespective of the topology, the architectures dealt with
in the remainder of this thesis are non-shared-memory SIMD and loosely-coupled MIMD
computers.
Regarding the software model, the data-parallel one is selected because of its scalability —
further advantages of the model are discussed in Section 2.5. Since a data-parallel algorithm
is equal for all PEs, the algorithm need not be changed fundamentally if PEs are added to
the architecture.
The more abstract the software model the less assumptions are made, for instance about
the number of PEs available in the target architecture. The software models above make
no distinction between processes and processors, they allocate at most one process to a
processor. There is a significant result by Brent (1974) phrasing the practical implications of
this premise. It was presented as a lemma in an article addressing a more general problem and
judged by the author as of "some independent interest". Brent's scheduling principle proves
that any parallel algorithm that can be performed in time t with a total of q computations
on sufficiently many PEs, can be performed in q/p + t timesteps with ρ PEs. Arithmetic
operations are assumed to take unit time. Hence, we will not be concerned about the number
of PEs available in algorithm developments in the remainder of this thesis.
In an implementation, the number of PEs needed (call these virtual) is mapped via Brent
scheduling onto the available physical PEs. Although the original algorithm might run in a
synchronous way such an implementation in general will not, since the virtual PEs need not
be uniformly divided over the physical ones. Because of these slight differences in workload
an asynchronous machine will be more efficient. Further elaborations on implementations
are discussed in Chapter 7, in particular in Section 7.1.1 and 7.1.2.

2.5 Data-parallelism

2.5
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Data-parallelism

This section motivates - besides the aspect of scalability - the choice for the data-parallel
model as the model of parallelism for the algorithms in the remainder of this thesis. The
choice for a programming model is made in Chapter 3 after a review of several of these models.
Here, firstly a definition of data-parallelism is agreed upon and secondly the benefits of the
model are discussed. Finally, the effects on the set of target architectures are discussed.
The description of data-parallelism in the previous section only mentioned the distribution of data and the algorithm being the same for each PE. The problem is that the parallel
programming community is not consistent regarding other aspects of data-parallelism. Some
say a data-parallel language should be an imperative one (Hatcher and Quinn, 1991), some
say the parallel data type should be structured rather than scalar (Quinn and Hatcher,
1990). Furthermore, there are various acronyms such as SPMD (Single-Program-MultipleData) (Karp, 1987), SCMD (Same-Code-Multiple-Data) (Quinn and Hatcher, 1990), SFMD
(Single-Function-Multiple-Data) (Pepper, 1993) all referring to more or less the same model
of parallelism or programming style. Our definition of data-parallel will be most like SFMD,
namely SIMD style with individual instructions replaced by functions. Each PE executes the
same functions at its own speed on its local data, while synchronisation only occurs at communication points. The algorithm is parametrised with the processor identifier. Note that
this PE identifier parameter should not be used to simulate a control-parallel behaviour, for
example by introducing an enormous conditional statement selecting various tasks depending
on the identifier.
In an attempt to answer the question "Data-parallelism. What is it good for?" three
software engineering benefits of the model are presented:
Scalability In data-parallelism it is not the program code that dictates the number of PEs
needed or employable. It is the input size of a data-parallel algorithm that relates to
the number of PEs needed, while Brent's theorem makes this a flexible relation. In
case the amounts of data to be processed require or allow the employment of more PEs
the software need not be changed fundamentally.
Programmability Data-parallel algorithms are as easy to write as sequential ones, since
there is actually one flow of control operating on a collection of data. This allows the
reuse of existing algorithms and programming knowledge. The single locus of control
also eliminates the chances of deadlock (Hatcher and Quinn, 1991).
Portability For the same reasons as were given for their scalability, data-parallel algorithms
are said to be portable. This property however largely depends on the language or
formalism used for expressing the programs (see Chapter 3 for examples).
The fourth point is about the scope of applicability of data-parallelism.
Applicability Many computational problems in science are tackled by a data-parallel solution (Fox, 1988; Camp et al., 1994). The amounts of data for instance in engineering,
earth sciences and astronomy are so huge, that the ratio of code to data will approach
zero. Something which will never be achieved by concurrently executing different tasks
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Problem area
(Hillis and Steele, 1986) However, parallel solutions to problems of a distributed nature on the other hand, like operating systems, should be sought in a control-parallel
direction

There are no grounds for limiting the set of target architectures for data-parallel algorithms to SIMD architectures only, as the characterisation SFMD might hint at The targets
neither have to be shared-memory machines, as Carnero and Gelernter (1989a) suggest for
their agenda-parallelism (although they provide a loophole as explained in Section 2 4 1)

2.6 Research questions (résumé)
The subject of this thesis is m summary the transformational development of data-parallel
algorithms from formal specifications that were designed without a particular (parallel) implementation in mind The perspective taken is the software engineering one, to safeguard
the practicality of the approach The main challenges are
• Massively-parallel (or data-parallel) programming requires a different way of thinking
than is needed in sequential programming, notwithstanding the relatively simple dataparallel model This new way of thinking - ι e the programming knowledge has to
be formalised in the form of transformation rules
• The algorithms to be developed must be efficient and correct In a formal methods set
ting this calls for devising mathematically based techniques that guarantee correctness
and guide a developer towards the efficient algorithms
• Regardless the portability of data-parallel algorithms (Section 2 5), the lack of a um
form model for the variety in architectures (topologies) is somewhat impeding
The first two challenges have to do with programming productivity and -effectiveness These
are coped with by augmenting the transformational programming method described above
with appropriate rules and strategies The portability issue has to do with the urge to stay
as architecture-independent as possible or at least to have a sufficient hardware abstraction
This is tackled by providing abstract architecture descriptions that are easily integrated into
the program-development formalism The next chapter will overview various solutions to
the questions addressed here, including the approach taken from Chapter 4 on
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Now that we have outlined the problem area of data-parallel-algorithm development an
account of several possible programming models is given. In the classification presented
below the first classes only solve the problem of implementing data-parallelism, the further
classes comprise (formal) development methods. The chapter ends with a sketch of the
approach used in the remainder of this thesis.

3.1 Programming models survey
This survey presents formal as well as informal methods and techniques for the development
and implementation of data-parallel algorithms. Section 3.4 introduces the approach taken
in the remainder of the thesis, which is based on transformational programming as proposed
in the previous chapter. The apparatus to incorporate parallelism in transformational programming is selected from this chapter. The particular combination of the two is discussed
in the next chapter.
High-level formalisms and methods for architecture-independent parallel programming
not treated in this overview are for instance process algebras (Milner, 1980; Hoare, 1985;
Baeten and Weijland, 1990), Unity (Chandy and Misra, 1988), Action Systems (Back, 1993)1,
Linda (Carnero and Gelernter, 1989b) and Strand (Foster and Taylor, 1990). These are
excluded, because of their control-parallel nature.
An extensive overview of parallel programming models can be found in (Skillicorn,
1994a), where models are distinguished on whether they allow arbitrary- or only restrictedcomputation structures. The criteria evaluated (among others) are abstraction from communication and synchronisation, and the existence of a software development method and
cost measures. Arbitrary-computation models include regular parallel programming languages whereas the restricted models allow the programmer only to choose from a specific
set of computation structures, for which it is known that efficiënt implementations exist.
Another listing of parallel programming models - especially functional ones - can be found
in (Schreiner, 1993).
The overview below focuses on the following aspects of the language and/or method.
How are (data-)parallelism and communication expressed? and What language constructs
^ о г references to further literature.
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are provided? How are they both programmed: directly 'by hand' or through a development
method, starting with a specification? The survey is divided into two parts, one on languages
and one on paradigms.

3.2

Data-parallel languages

In this section we distinguish three classes, complexity, complexity-compiler and compiler.

3.2.1

Complexity

This part describes two models that are used in the design of parallel algorithms, mainly
because of their associated complexity model. These complexity models provide the means
to compare the execution costs of different algorithms. The first one is regularly used in a
data-parallel setting, the second one is strictly data-parallel.
Parallel-RAM The PRAM (Savitch and Stimson, 1979) is a model in which a fixed-size
set of random access machines (RAM), i.e. Von Neumann machines, is connected to a
shared memory. The model can be restricted in the way PEs have read and write access
to the memory, viz. exclusive or concurrent. Although most algorithms designed for the
PRAM are data-parallel (actually SIMD), it is capable of modelling any sort of parallelism.
The PRAM's merits are long-standing, because the model is the basis for parallel-algorithm
complexity theory.
Vector-RAM The VRAM (Blelloch, 1990) model consists of a single RAM with a vector
memory, a vector processor and vector input/output units added to it. The parallelism is in
the manipulation of entire vectors, such as summing up all the values of a vector or adding
two vectors of equal length. In general, vectors can be of arbitrary length. The VRAM
allows arbitrary permutations of vectors to model communication. The kind of parallelism
obtained is strictly data-parallel, because of the single RAM operating on multiple-data
vectors. Blelloch (1990) also provides a time-complexity calculus for the VRAM model and
describes how the VRAM can be implemented.
As such, the two models above are only suited for complexity measures in algorithm design.
A major criticism against the PRAM and VRAM model is their disregard of communication
costs. Programming the PRAM or VRAM is completely done 'by hand', no methodological
guidance is supplied. The VRAM provides some abstraction by not fixing the length of the
vectors thus admitting a variable volume of parallelism.
From here on, the languages and methods reviewed will be high-level, i.e. architectureindependent and abstracting from communication and synchronisation to facilitate portability.

3.2.2

Complexity-Compiler

This class is for models that cannot be called 'real' programming languages, although a
mapping to parallel architectures is described in the literature. Furthermore, the models
have a detailed complexity calculus associated with them.
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Scan vector model The scan vector model (Blelloch, 1990) consists of an instruction
set with the VRAM vector and scalar instructions along with so-called scan operations —
also known as parallel-prefix operations or all-partial-sums. The model can be embedded
(as an abstract machine) in languages like Paralation Lisp (see below) and APL. The scan
operation is defined by2
scan(e, 0$, [a0, ai,...

, αη_ι]) = [0Φ, ο 0 , (α0 θ αχ),... , (α0 Φ αχ φ · · · © α„_2)]

where φ is a binary operator with 0® as its neutral element. When φ is an associative
operator, such as + or max, the parallel computation of the scan has depth (P(logn).
Blelloch (1989) argues that the scan operation takes unit time in the PRAM model, since
scan operations take no more time than memory references, which are defined to take unit
time. Several algorithms from sorting and computational geometry can be expressed using
the scan operation. The scan vector model has the same complexity measures as the VRAM
model, with the addition that the scan operation is an elementary operation. Communication
is also modelled by unit-time operations, called permutations equivalent to the VRAM model.
The model presented in (Blelloch, 1990) introduces a new way of expressing parallelism,
called nested parallelism — "code with an inner parallel routine nested inside an outer
parallel routine". For instance, in summing the neighbours in a graph the outer parallelism
is 'for each vertex of graph' and the inner is 'sum neighbours of vertex'. Nested parallelism
also appears in almost all divide-and-conquer algorithms, for instance in mergesort the outer
parallelism is 'for first and second half' while the inner is just 'mergesort'. An implementation
of this kind of parallelism is found in the language NESL, discussed below.
Nested-sequence calculus Whereas the scan vector model allows arbitrary patterns of
recursion in nested-parallel algorithms, Suciu and Tannen (1994) propose a model of nested
parallelism called the nested-sequence calculus (NSC) that only allows tail recursion. Their
complexity measures are similar to those in the scan vector model, and so is their architecture
model: the Bounded VRAM. This architecture model mainly differs from the VRAM in that
it has only a finite number of vector registers and that only a limited set of communication
primitives are available (i.e. there is no arbitrary permutation of vectors).
A major contribution of (Suciu and Tannen, 1994) is the description of the formal seman
tics of NSC. The authors assert that this makes the language perfectly suitable for formal
reasoning with NSC programs. Furthermore, they "regard NSC as a possible theoretical core
of an entire class oF' functional data-parallel languages.
Although the value of the complexity measures can be questioned in real-world implemen
tations - for instance the unit-time general permutation in the scan vector model - their
benefit is in having the possibility to compare different algorithms within one model. In both
models, the algorithms have to be written by hand, however for a programming language
based on NSC a software development method can be easily devised, since the basic calculus
rules are available.
2
The scan operation differs from the parallel-prefix and the all-partial-sums in that the latter two are
defined by the following expression, for the same input: [ao, (ao θ αχ),... , (oo Θ αϊ θ • · • Θ α„_ι)].
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3.2.3 Compiler
The 'real' programming languages - imperative and functional - belong to this class. Com
pilers for various target architectures have been developed for these languages, however we
are only interested in the language constructs provided, not in their implementation. It is
recalled that only languages with a data-parallel nature are discussed.
Fortran A wide variety of dialects emerged from including all sorts of high-level constructs
in the language Fortran (see (Bozkus et al., 1994) for references to further literature). To
provide the means for writing data-parallel programs, Fortran 90 has been developed by
extending Fortran with a FORALL statement. On a different trail the language Fortran D was
developed by adding annotations (compiler directives) for data partitioning to Fortran. The
two met each other in Fortran 90D. A similar language - High Performance Fortran (HPF)
- originated from the HPF Forum, trying to combine the best of languages like Fortran
3
90, Fortran D, CM Fortran and Vienna Fortran. Two aspects of these languages are now
elaborated: the FORALL statement and the annotations for data partitioning.
Parallelism in Fortran dialects is obtained by applying operations to arrays or their
elements. In a conventional parallel Fortran implementation an example expression could be
DO 10 I = 0.N-1
IF (I+S .LT. Ν)
10 CONTINUE

VU) = V(I) + VU+S)

in which the elements S .. N — 1 of array V are added in parallel to the elements 0.. N — 1 — S
of the same array. In Fortran 90 with the FORALL statement this piece of code is expressed
as:
FORALL (I = 0:N-1, I+S .LT. Ν)
& VU) = VU) + VU+S)
The FORALL statement specifies an index range and its body must be an array-assignment
statement in terms of individual elements or sections (subarrays). References to array el
ements induce communication if the array element has been allocated - as a result of the
data partitioning - to a remote PE.
Data partitioning in Fortran(90)D is controlled by the annotations DECOMPOSITION (called
TEMPLATE in HPF), ALIGN(ment) and DISTRIBUTE (Bozkus et al., 1994). The former two
deal with the problem data structure, while the latter has to do with the architecture map
ping. In a DECOMPOSITION, an тг-dimcnsional abstract space is declared, with which array
data structures can be ALIGNed. Essentially, these alignments are affine transformations,
i.e. linear transformations and translations, and blocking transformations, i.e. partitionings of arrays into subarrays. The DISTRIBUTE annotation is eventually used to map the
decomposition onto the available PEs. These three stages are depicted by Figure 3.1.
3

CM stands for Connection Machine (Hillis, 1985).
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arrays

ALIGN

::
DECOMPOSITION

DISTRIBUTE
;:
architecture

Figure 3.1 : Three stage mapping in Fortran 90D/HPF (simplified)

Dataparallel С Dataparallel С (Hatcher and Quinn, 1991) is a variant of the original C*
language developed by Thinking Machines for their Connection Machine (Hillis, 1985). Data
partitioning is established by writing the programs on so-called virtual processors, declared
by the keyword domain. For instance,
domain c e l l i n t χ; array[16];
defines an array of length 16 with each element being a data structure consisting of an
integer. A Dataparallel С program now looks like
[domain c e l l ] . <code>
where <code> is the С code executed by each processor in the array. To facilitate com
piling the virtual processor code to the physical architecture the programmer has to place
annotations throughout the program. For instance, the keyword interleaved indicates that
domain elements should be assigned to physical processors in a round-robin fashion.
Booster Paalvast et al. (1991a) recognise the problem that several parallel-programming
languages like Dataparallel С and parallel dialects of Fortran use different formalisms for
the description of algorithms and data partitioning, i.e. novel annotations are added to an
existing language. By doing so, it is impossible to have a formal system performing program
transformations, for instance in an optimising compiler. Therefore, a new imperative dataparallel language Booster (Paalvast et al., 1991b) was designed including a set of annotations
for data partitioning. In the program code, the annotations are kept completely separate
from the algorithms, thus allowing to easily adapt an algorithm to different architectures.
Current compilers for Booster translate to parallel dialects of Fortran and C. The semantics
of Booster are formally defined by the so-called view calculus, V-cal for short (Trescher
et al., 1994). This calculus is for mapping the data onto the PEs, similar to the ALIGN
and DISTRIBUTE annotations in Fortran D. Applications for such a calculus are not only in
compiler-writing but also in systematically studying optimising compilers in general.
Paralation model The Paralation model (Sabot, 1988) is an abstract model upon which
languages for parallel programming can be based. The author claims that these languages are
"easy to use for general problem solving" and can be "transparently compiled into efficient
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code for a variety of target architectures". The model is expressed in terms of features that
are present in every parallel computer, such as processors and links between them. It does
for instance not distinguish between SIMD or MIMD type of hardware. Currently, compilers
exist for Lisp and C.
The model consists of a central data structure and a minimal set of three operators. The
data structure is called ßeld, actually an array of objects. A paralation then is a group
of equal-length fields. Corresponding elements in a group of fields (i.e. in a paralation)
are stored near each other; in paralations terms: in the same site. In other words, fields are
aligned (compare Fortran D). Paralations can have shapes which determine the arrangement
of sites, i.e. which site is near another one. The first operator - eiement-wise evaluation
- models parallel computations by supplying it with a program that is executed in every
site of a paralation. The other two operations - move and match - respectively model the
movement of data between paralations and model the pattern of communication used in
moving.
Data Parallel Haskell Data Parallel Haskell (Hill, 1993) is a lazy functional language
with a parallel data structure called Parallel Object with arbitrary Dimensions (PODs).
Parallel computations are modelled by POD comprehensions, analogous to list comprehensions (or Zermelo-Frankel expressions).
A POD is an abstraction of the PEs of a parallel computer, denoted as index/value pairs.
The general form of a single processor in a /c-dimensional POD (k > 1) is
(I в г , . . . . e*; dl)
Expressions ei to * uniquely identify an element with d being the data in that element. A
POD comprehension is used to express parallelism, and the most basic form is the 'vector
map'
vectorMap fη vee = « (|x; f n y l )

I (|x; y | ) « - vec

»

which should be read like a list comprehension; the expression right of the I symbol is called
the generator. This example applies function f η to every element y in ΡΕ χ of a linear array.
One possible way to express communication is by changing the destination of the generated
elements, for instance in
vectorMap fη

с =«

(|x+l; f n y l )

I (|x; y | ) « - vec

»

in which all results are shifted over a distance of one PE.
NESL NESL (Blelloch et al., 1994) is a functional language that supports so-called nested
parallelism. It is compiled to a portable intermediate language Vcode which adheres to the
model of the VRAM above. NESL therefore inherits all the complexity calculations from
that model. The primitive data type is the sequence (of arbitrary length) and its basic form
of parallelism is the apply-to-each construct, which is a variant of the list comprehension.
For instance,
{ -a: a in [3, -4, -9, 5] I a < 4 >
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returns the sequence [-3, 4, 9]. Not only the computations to the left of the : symbol
are executed in parallel, also the subselection right of the I symbol is done in parallel.
Furthermore, parallelism is available through built-in sequence functions such as sum that
sums all the elements in a list. Nested parallelism has been discussed before with the scan
vector model and the NSC above; an example in NESL is
{ sum(v): ν in [ [2,1], [7,3,0], [4] ] }
which returns [3,10,4]. It is assumed that these built-in sequence functions - like the scan
function in the scan vector model - are executed in unit time. Communication is expressed
by sequence indexing or a permutation function permute.
In one way or another all these 'real'-programming models are based on the 'restricted
computations' idea. The models evolve from actual annotations in the code (Fortran and
C), via separate annotations (Booster) to proper restricted computations. This latter group
shows a progress of abstraction in itself, from the Paralation model via Haskell to NESL.
The languages were meant for writing programs by hand. None of the above languages are
provided with a programming method, although the ones with a formal semantics definition
(such as Booster or the functional ones) have the potential to be incorporated in such a
method.

3.3 Data-parallel paradigms
This section distinguishes the classes design and methodological.

3.3.1 Design
The approaches in this class present the formal semantics for some data-parallel languages.
This however makes them only suitable to serve as a basis for a program development method,
since there is more to a development method than an equational theory, viz. guidelines,
strategies, etc. Languages with a formally defined semantics, such as Booster, are not
included here, since they were designed for writing algorithms directly using a (optimising)
compiler. The nested-sequence calculus (NSC) could have been classified here, but it has
not because of its emphasis on complexity measures.
Data fields Formal semantics (in terms of complete partial orders (cpo)) for languages
based on data fìelds are given in (Hammarlund and Lisper, 1993). A data field ƒ is a
function from an index set I to some range A: f : I -¥ A. For instance, the arrays used
in the parallel languages in Section 3.2.3 can be modelled by a data field from the integers
to some data type. Hammarlund and Lisper (1993) give semantics for operations found in
all data-parallel languages, including the reduce operation from BMF (Section 2.2.2). By
viewing parallel data as functions this model can be easily adopted in a calculational setting
for deriving data-parallel functional programs, e.g. in Data Parallel Haskell, Paralation Lisp
and Crystal (for the latter see Section 3.3.2). The authors even relate their model with the
FORALL statement in the various Fortran dialects. The FORALL statement
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FORALL (I = 1:M, J = 1:N)
& A(I,J) = M(I.J) + V(I)

translates to the following two-dimensional data field defined by a λ-abstraction
Xi.Xj.{m(i, j) +v(i))\\i.Xj.(l

<i<MAl<j<N)

where the \ operator takes some data field ƒ : I -> A and a boolean data field b: I —• bool
such that f\b restricts ƒ to those values for which b holds.
Weakest preconditions Bougé et al. (1994) present a weakest-precondition calculus (see
Section 2.2.2) for a small imperative data-parallel language. The basic objects in the language are arrays, while parallelism is obtained by accessing the array-elements in parallel.
Communication is expressed explicitly by a get X from A into Y construct, where X and Y
are the respective source and destination arrays, while A is the source index and the destination index is just the local PE. Weakest-precondition calculus rules are given for the language
constructs. This approach is classified under design since no usage for the calculus is provided, although it can be expected that a great deal of the programming knowledge available
for sequential programming (as in (Gries, 1981)) can be transferred to this data-parallel case.
Also Gabarro and Gavaldà (1994) worked on an axiomatic system for (imperative) dataparallel algorithms using pre- and postconditions. Their notation for communication is
via array indexing, and their basic architectural model is the shared-memory PRAM. The
objective of the approach is to have a machine-independent axiomatic system for proving
correctness rather than to have an efficiently implementable language.
The above two approaches can serve as a formal basis for the languages introduced in Section 3.2.3, since they provide a formal semantics. By adding programming knowledge guidelines for applying the calculus or equational theory - they can be expanded to a standalone program-development method.

3.3.2 Methodological
This class comprises the program development methods for data-parallel programming. The
first two approaches are not formal in itself, although the first one is extensively used in
calculational approaches. The other four are formal (or calculational) program-development
methods.
Skeletons The concept of skeletons was invented by Cole (1989) for inclusion in functional as well as imperative languages as "templates, specifying the overall structure of a
computation, with gaps left for the definition of problem specific procedures and declarations." An envisaged programming environment should present a menu listing of skeletons
from which the programmer picks one for filling in the gaps with problem specific code.
Darlington et al. (1993) describe the use of skeletons - higher-order functions that have
a straightforward interpretation on a certain architecture - for functional languages in a
transformational programming setting. The key idea is that (parallel) (functional) programming can only be effective when there is a restricted repertoire of building blocks available,
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which is also reflected by the restricted-computation structures class of Skillicorn (1994a).
Further, the notion of skeletons is used in compilers for FP (Backus, 1978) as presented by
Danelutto and Pelagatti (1993) and in a variant of ML (Milner et al., 1990) called SkelML
(Bratvold, 1993). Chapter 4 presents a state-of-the-art overview of skeletons emphasising
their application in transformational program development.
P 4 In the Pisa Parallel Processing Project (P 4 ) (Baiardi et al., 1991) a programming
method was conceived consisting of an abstract machine architecture and a high-level par
allel language. The former is called the Parallel Processor and Parallel Memory (P 3 M) and
the latter Pisa Parallel Programming Language (P 3 L). The abstract machine is essentially a
shared-memory machine where the memory is organised as a tuple space. The language con
sists of two parts: the host language - being С - for the sequential parts that glue together
the parallel parts which can be expressed by a set of templates (which are related to the
concept of skeletons). The current set of templates supported include pipeline, map - same
as FORALL in Fortran or app]y-to-each in NESL - and reduce - as in BMF. A compiler's main
task is to compile the templates; this is done with the help of pre-compiled implementation
templates.
MOA The Mathematics of Arrays (MOA) formalism (Hains and Mullin, 1993) describes
arrays in a dimension-independent algebra for data-parallel functional programming. Arrays
consist of a form and a content, while care is taken that the BMF theory of lists (Bird, 1989)
can be entirely reused to serve as a program development method. By defining forms to
be a quotient type of lists of natural numbers a separate algebra of forms is set up. Forms
can be viewed as the formalisation of the ALIGN and DISTRIBUTE annotations in Fortran D.
Furthermore, operations on arrays are formally defined. Parallelism is achieved by defining
second-order operations on arrays, in the style of skeletons.
Gamma Informally spoken, the language Gamma (Banâtre and Métayer, 1990) has the
multi-set (or bag) - denoted by { and } - as its data structure and the chemical reaction as
its control structure. A Gamma algorithm is denoted by

T((RuAl),...,(Rn,An))(M)
where Г is the function that defines the chemical reaction (the abstract machine) on multi
set M, and the (Я,, A,) (1 < i < η) are pairs in which Ft, is a reaction condition and A,
is an action. If for some subset {xlt... ,i„} of M R,(xi,. •. ,x„) is true the subset will be
removed from M and multi-set A,(xi,... ,xn) will be added to it. If none of the ft, can be
satisfied the process stops and the algorithm has terminated. The selection of actions and
the selection of the result from the final multi-set is all done non-deterministically.
When one or more R, are satisfied for several disjoint subsets of M there is no order
placed on the execution of their corresponding action(s), so they might be carried out in
parallel. Communication is induced by the allocation of condition-action pairs to PEs and
the distribution of the multi-set.
Banâtre and Métayer (1990) also present a derivation method for Gamma algorithms in
the style of the work of Dijkstra (1976) and Gries (1981), notwithstanding the non-imperative
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nature of Gamma. An example Gamma program (Banâtre and Métayer, 1992) is one which
finds the maximum element of a non-empty set. The functional program (on lists) could be:
maxseti(s) = if rests = [ ] then firsts else max(firsts, maxseti(rests))

fi

In Gamma the same algorithm (on multi-sets) would be:
maxsetm(s) = T((R, A))(s) where
R{x,y) = x <y
A{x,y) = {y}
CDT CDT stands for Categorical Data Types, a data-parallel-algorithm development approach advocated by Skillicorn (1994b; 1994a) and Cole (1993). The method is based on
category theory and the central idea is that homomorphisms contain implicit parallelism,
hence algorithms should be written in terms of homomorphisms. Homomorphisms are functions that preserve the structure of their arguments. For instance, let χ and y be objects
of some type a, with [ ] being the empty object, and be +f a constructor operator glueing
together objects from a into bigger ones. Then h is a homomorphism if there exists an
operator ®, with neutral element 1®, such that:
h(x -H-y) = h(x) ® h{y)
M[]) = l®
Since the computations of h(x) and h(y) are independent they can be executed in parallel;
a kind of parallelism also found in divide-and-conquer scheme functions. The parallelism
obtained is data-parallelism because the computation is the same for each part of the data,
viz. function h. The authors admit that restricting the computation structures to only
homomorphisms might be rather limiting. Therefore, Cole (1993) identifies a larger class,
the so-called near-homomorphisms.
A development method for this approach already exists, since much work has been done
in the area of algorithm derivations on a category-theoretical basis (see (Fokkinga, 1992a;
Fokkinga, 1992b; Malcolm, 1990)). Moreover, the approach has a methodological benefit,
namely that all derivations have a well-defined goal: transform the specification such that it
is expressed in terms of one or more homomorphisms.
However, a heavy burden is put onto compiler writers, since they have to come up with an
efficient implementation of homomorphisms for the target architecture. On the other hand,
they have a large amount of freedom in how to obtain this goal. A principal puzzle is to
find an efficient communication scheme for the homomorphism at hand (and its data type).
A hint might be the following quote from (Skillicorn, 1993) that implementations "require
only a subgraph in the architecture topology that matches the structure of the relevant data
type's constructors (path for lists, log depth spanning tree for trees, mesh for arrays)."
Crystal Crystal (Chen et al., 1988) is a functional language in which programs are ex
pressed as mutually recursive Λ-expressions over data fields (see also Section 3.3.1). Par
allelism is in the simultaneous evaluation of index points, and data dependencies among
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index points induce communication. A compiler has to find a mapping (i.e. an alignment)
of the data fields onto the architecture topology. A formal semantics for Crystal is available
(Yang and Choo, 1992) as well as a transformational program-development method (Yang
and Choo, 1991). A more in-depth look at the details of transforming data fields can be
found in Section 6.4.
The next section gives an overview of the remainder of the thesis in which a transformational
development method for data-parallel algorithms is presented with skeletons employed in
various stages.

3.4 Solution selected
The previous chapter gave us the idiom to express sequential programs. From the present
chapter we include the skeleton idea to represent our data-parallel algorithms. Chapter 4
to 7 then present a novel development method for the derivation and implementation of
data-parallel algorithms.
Actually, it is not a novelty to include skeletons (read: higher-order functions) in transformational programming. Calculi like BMF (Bird, 1989) and FP (Backus, 1978) already are
calculi for higher-order functions. Similar approaches in parallel programming were discussed
in this chapter, with the research by Darlington et al. (1993) being the most prominent example. Our contribution will be to try to identify the methodological benefits of skeletons
in transformational programming in two ways. First, by giving a detailed investigation of
the use of skeletons and their function in transformational programming in Chapter 4. The
principal idea here is that skeletons have a twofold role, on the one hand they serve as an
abstraction of the underlying architecture, on the other hand they form the target an algorithm derivation aims at. Second, by presenting novel transformation rules (and their usage)
that introduce data-parallelism in a specification in Chapter 5 and 6. Informally spoken,
it can be said that on a certain level of abstraction sequential algorithms and data-parallel
algorithms are the same. Transformation rules for sequential programming already exist, so
the rules in the next chapters will fill the abstraction gap left.
Two types of derivations (and hence transformation rules) are distinguished, those parallelising the recursion structure of a specification and those parallelising the data structure.
In Chapter 4 it is shown that architectures are abstracted into data structures, for instance
a processor array could be modelled by a list, while skeletons operating on that list model
the parallel instructions. When a problem specification operates on such a complex (i.e.
non-scalar) data structure - for instance in sorting a list -, a derivation can immediately
target at the available skeletons. When the specification is a simple recursive definition on
a scalar data structure - such as in computing Fibonacci numbers -, rules are required that
introduce a complex data structure before skeletons could be folded (in terms of unfold/fold,
Section 2.3.1) into the specification.
In short, the remainder of the thesis reports on research done for the transformational development of skeleton-based data-parallel algorithms. Chapter 4 discusses the various aspects
of skeletons, with an emphasis on their application in transformational programming. The
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succeeding two chapters describe various transformation rules. These rules and their strategies were extracted by careful study of algorithm derivations made before, for instance those
in (Partsch, 1993; Frederiks, 1992; Geerling, 1992). Chapter 5 presents transformation rules
and examples for the parallelisation of the recursion structure of a specification. Chapter 6
does the same for data structures, including a state-of-the-art overview of other approaches
in this direction. Actual implementations of examples from the latter two chapters are
described in Chapter 7, for which a simulator of SIMD machines is used.

Skeletons

4

Skeletons have made their appearance in several places in algorithm development. This
chapter shows how they are put to use. Several examples of skeletons are given and some
implementations of the approach are reviewed. In particular, the role of skeletons in trans
formational algorithm development is discussed.

4.1 Skeletons introduced
The skeleton model is the general model for restricted computations (see Chapter 3). Since
the number of computation forms or program schemes in a restricted computation model
is limited, these forms could be described and/or implemented beforehand thus introducing
an abstraction. Although abstractions play a leading role in computing science, there is a
second function of skeletons besides hiding the details of lower levels. By making the allowed
forms explicit, the observation that a certain program can be efficiently executed on some
architecture is supplied with a motivation and therefore becomes more methodological.
Figure 2.3 presented an abstract view on software development by transformational pro
gramming. When detailing part of this picture for sequential-algorithm development, Fig
ure 4.1 (Boiten et al., 1993) is obtained. Boiten (1992b) noticed that after operationalisation
of the descriptive specification and optimisation, recursion removal is only applied to a lim
ited set of programs, viz. ones of the form
f(x) = if T(x) then H(x) else f{K{x))

fi

Such a tail-recursive function can immediately be translated to the following iterative pro
gram scheme:
vx := χ;
while ->Τ(υχ) do vx := K(vx) od;
return H(vx)
Although, the functional programs and the iterative programs are allowed to have all sorts
of shapes, they have to pass through 'the gate of tail-recursiveness' to ensure their efficiency
with respect to the underlying architecture. In hindsight, the above program scheme could
be called a skeleton, let say TR, with respective arguments Τ, Η and K, of type:
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formal specification
operationalisation
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functional specification
optimisation
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efficient functional program

_J

recursion removal

iterative program

Figure 4.1: Transformational development of sequential algorithms

TR: ((a -+ bool) χ (a -• β) χ (a ->· a)) -> (a -> /3)
For now, we pick a simple description which says that skeletons are higher-order functions
that have a straightforward interpretation on a certain target architecture. After introducing
two originators of skeletons, the next section proposes two classifications for skeletons that
will lead to a more refined definition.
Cole's skeletons
Cole (1989) observes that universality, i.e. the fact that "programming constructs may
be employed unrestrictedly in solving any problem", is only of hindrance in solving the
key problem in parallel programming, viz. data partitioning and -distribution. The set of
available programming constructs should be restricted to those that can be implemented
efficiently in parallel. Cole's principal motivation is that parallel computers are only able to
efficiently execute those algorithms that "fit the architecture" as Quinn (1987) says it (see
Section 2.4). This fitness argument also applies to conventional Von Neumann machines as
shown above.
The foregoing and the existence of higher-order functions brings the author to the descrip
tion of so-called algorithmic skeletons. Templates that should be chosen as the program's
outermost structure and should be filled in with problem-specific code. After providing the
data structures and procedures, a compiler can translate the code to an efficient implementa
tion, since it can profit from any knowledge about the particular template, such as optimised
pre-compiled system code.
The author presents four skeletons each with a discussion on its implementation and its
complexity measures in an Occam model (Inmos, 1988) on a two-dimensional mesh architec
ture. The four algorithmic skeletons are divide-and-conquer, iterative combination, cluster
and task queue. They are given in either a functional or imperative style. The iterative
combination skeleton is examined in more detail here. This skeleton captures those compu-
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tations in which the result is grown by constantly adding parts that suffice some constraint,
for instance like the classical minimum spanning tree algorithm by Sollin (Goodman and
Hedetniemi, 1977). Its functional specification is:
IC(comb, val, acceptas) = if continue(s)
then IC(comb, val, accept, merge(partners(s), s))
else s fi where
continue(v) = F(accept, val,v)
merge(x,y) = G(comb,x,y)
partners(z) = H(comb, val, accept, z)
with types
comb: (at χ a)—>a
val: (α χ α) -> β
accept: (β χ β) -> bool
merge: ([(α, α)] χ [α]) -+ [α]
partners: [α] —» [(α, α)}
continue: [at] —> bool
Function comb merges two objects, while val evaluates the utility of the merged result and
accept compares two val's and selects the most appropriate one. These three functions should
be supplied by the programmer, they are the gaps in the template. The internal function
partners determines the set of 'best partner' pairs from the given set of objects, while merge
updates the set of objects using the pairings. For these internal functions, definitions for
F, G and H should also be given, but only once. In the minimum spanning tree algorithm
the functions are instantiated as follows. Function comb merges two trees by their shortest
joining edge, while val returns the weight of that edge (being co if such an edge does not
exist). The function accept compares the costs of two possible combinations.
Darlington's skeletons
Darlington et al. (1991) also presented a view on skeletons, being one from functional pro
gramming and transformational program development. A more compact presentation of
their view including performance considerations for skeletons, can be found in (Darlington
et al., 1993). In (Darlington et al., 1991), the authors distinguish between data-parallel and
process-parallel (called control-parallel in Section 2.4.1) skeletons, for the respective types of
architectures. Furthermore, the skeletons are on different levels of abstraction, for instance
skeletons are defined for divide-and-conquer or scan (see Section 3.2.2) computations, as
well as skeletons for communication in SIMD architectures. A program should be derived
via program transformations such that the skeletons could be folded into it. Transformation
rules can also be applied in the transformation from one skeleton to another one, in so-called
inter-skeleton transformations. Sharp (1990), Harrison (1992), de Guzman et al. (1993) and
Darlington et al. (1993) report for example on transforming divide-and-conquer algorithms
into pipelined computations.
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Two examples of skeletons on the architecture level are given here, one for pipelines (see
Section 2.4.2) and one for Dynamic Message Passing Architectures (DMPA) (Sharp, 1990).
The pipeline skeleton PIPE (Darlington et al., 1993) is defined as
PIPE: [a-* a]-* (a-* a)
PIPE = o/
which takes a list of functions that constitute the pipeline by combining all those functions
using the reduce operator as defined in BMF (Section 2.2.2).
DMPAs consist of a number of processing elements Po,··· ,Pn which are connected to a
routing network. A PE can send messages to any other PE by labelling a message with its
destination and handing it to the routing network. Routing hard- and software delivers the
message to its destination PE. Derivations for data-parallel algorithms on these architectures
are found in (Sharp, 1990; Sharp et al., 1992; Geerling et al., 1992). In the following skeleton
definition from (Geerling et al., 1992), a functional programming semantics is assumed (in
particular regarding pattern matching):
message = (nat, a)
DMPA: ([[message] —> [message]] χ {message}) -> {message}
DMPA(\P0,... , F„], RequestMessages) = AnswerMessages where
AnswerMessages = {(k, answer^) | (k, answer^) € messages Λ 0 < к < η}
η

messages = RequestMessages U [J г*
fc=0
Гк = Pk{Sk)

Sb = filter (k, messages)
filter (k, ms) = {(г, content) | (г, content) G ms Л г = к]
Рк((к, content) U MoreMessages) = (destination, newcontent) U Pk(MoreMessages)
where the routing (filter) network (messages) is modelled by a set of pairs of type nat (the
destination of a message) and type a (the contents of a message). The process is initiated
by feeding the network with some RequestMessages and the final result is delivered in the
AnswerMessages. Any non-deterministic behaviour of the system is hidden by describing
the router using sets of messages instead of bags or lists. To make this fully work, the
pattern-matching mechanism is extended to sets. The semantics of the expression
Pk((k, content) U MoreMessages) = E
are twofold. First, it describes the receiving of a message (k, content) and second, it is a
synchronisation point, since expression E only is computed if a message of the specified form
is present in the network.

4.2 Skeletons classified
Observing the collection of skeletons that has grown through the years, one must admit they
form a wide variety. This present set of skeletons is unstructured and needs a classification in
order to make clear when to apply what type of skeleton. Two classifications are discussed
here, control-oriented versus data-oriented skeletons and algorithmic versus architectural
skeletons.
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Control-oriented vs. data-oriented
In specifying a skeleton one can choose between two perspectives: describe the skeleton by
means of a control structure or by means of valid operations on a data structure. We will
call the first control-oriented and the second data-oriented. For instance, the skeletons above
(TR, 1С,PIPE and DMPÁ) are all control-oriented. Data-oriented skeletons could be ones
in the case where a processor array is modelled by a list and communication is abstracted
into skeletons that manipulate (i.e. permute) the list; examples are found in Section 4.3.2.
Note that this classification is not equal though related to the distinction between controlparallelism and data-parallelism.
When constructing algorithms by means of skeletons, data-oriented skeletons will stick
together by means of control-structures and vice versa. In the former case a control-structure
is used to arrange the operations specified by the data-oriented skeletons, in the latter case
various control-oriented skeletons operate on a common data-structure — for instance a
message set. This data structure not necessarily leads to a shared memory implementation,
as was shown by the DMPA skeleton where it modelled the routing network of messages.
Algorithmic vs. architectural
A more practical classification, from a methodological viewpoint, is one in which skeletons
are distinguished according to their place of use in the algorithm-derivation track. In the
literature, skeletons are found on different levels of abstraction — an observation also made in
(Pepper et al., 1993). Darlington's skeletons describe the behaviour of certain architectures,
such as DMPAs, as well as program schemes that can be implemented efficiently on a variety
of architectures, such as divide-and-conquer. Cole's skeletons are only of the latter kind.
Following this distinction we have definitions for both types of skeletons (Boiten et al.,
1993):
Definition 4.1 An architectural skeleton for a particular architecture is a (higher-order)
function that has a straightforward interpretation as a typical elementary computation on
that architecture.
Definition 4.2 An algorithmic skeleton is a (higher-order) function that can be expressed
in terms of the available architectural skeletons for some architecture.
This distinction will be used in the presentation of the skeletons in the next section. Its
methodological benefits are in the abstraction of details. As a program developer one might
want to see only the algorithmic skeletons, whereas an implementation developer wants to
know about both — to transform the algorithmic ones into a specification which can be
expressed in terms of the architectural ones. More about these methodological aspects can
be found in Section 4.4.

4.3 Example skeletons
This section only describes those skeletons - algorithmic and architectural - that are used
in the remainder of the thesis. Where appropriate a distinction between control-oriented or
data-oriented is made.
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4.3.1 Algorithmic skeletons
Three algorithmic skeletons are given, all of them having an implementation which will be
derived in the next chapters. The skeletons are for divide-and-conquer, parallel-prefix (or
scan) and matrix multiplication.
Divide-and-conquer algorithms pop up all over the place; here we present a generic spec
ification. A derivation for it, including a discussion about related work on parallel divideand-conquer algorithms, can be found in Section 5.4.3. The obvious specification is:
DC: ((a ->• (α χ α)) χ (α -> bool) χ (α -> β) χ (β χ β -> β) χ α) ->· β
DC(decompose, trivial, solve, combine, problem) =
if trivial {problem) t h e n solve(problem) else combme(subsolutions) fi where
(probi,prob2) = decompose(problem);
subsolutions = (DC(decompose, trivial, solve, combine,probi),
DC(decompose, trivial, solve, combine, prob2))
and an example instantiation is mergesort which can be directly expressed by means of the
divide-and-conquer skeleton:
string = [char]
mergesort: string -> string
mergesort(s) = DC(spht, singleton, simple, merge, s) where
split: string -¥ (string χ string)
spht(s) = (s[l.. \s\ div 2],s[\s\ div2 + 1.. \s\])
singleton: string —> bool
singleton(s) = \s\ < 1
simple: string —> string
simple(s) = s
merge: (string χ string) —> string
merge(s, t) = if s = [ ]
then t

• t=[]

then s

W first s < first t then first s + merge(rest s, t)
else first ί + merge (s, rest t) fi
Chapter 3 already mentioned the widespread use of the parallel-prefix computation thus
providing evidence for it being an algorithmic skeleton. Section 5.4.2 presents a derivation
of an implementation; for now a specification suffices, in which the data type array models
arrays that can be indexed by values of type nat:
PP: (((α χ α) -> α) χ аггау(а) χ nat) -> а
PP(e,a,j)=

фа(к)
к=0
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Regarding matrix multiplication some explanation will be given why it can be called an
algorithmic skeleton. This explanation starts with the observation that there is a correspon
dence between closure problems and matrix multiplication. This relationship is discussed in
many textbooks on algorithm theory; here, we will recall part of the theory behind it.
Definition 4.3 Let (5,Φ,®,0 θ ,1 β ) be a closed semi-ring (Aho et al., 1974) in which S
is a set of elements with binary operations φ and ® defined on them. These operations
respectively have 0 and l e as their neutral element. If A = atJ,B = btJ and С = c,j (for
η

1 5ί h J' < η) are nxn matrices, then the product С = А-В is defined as c,j = φ α,^®ο^,
/fc=l

and the sum С = A + В is c,j — o,j φ btJ (for 1 < г, j < n).
Several computational problems can be solved by means of an implementation for the
general matrix multiplication definition, we name four of them: regular matrix multiplication
on numbers, finding the connected components of a graph, finding the all-pairs shortest path
in a graph and parsing strings according to the Cocke-Kasami-Younger method. A more
detailed description of these four problems and their relation with matrix multiplication is
given in Appendix B. The essence is that an implementation of matrix multiplication using
a 5-tuple (S,Φ,®,0Θ, 1®) entails an implementation for the four problems mentioned here.
The formal specification of matrix multiplication using such a 5-tuple takes the operations
φ and ® and two matrices as parameters:
MM: ((α χ a->a) χ (ax a-tac) χ (nat χ nat-»α) χ (nat χ nat->a))-^(nat χ nat->a)
n-l

MM(®,®,mi,m2)

= Xi,j. фті(г,к)
k=o

® m2{k, j)

The four problem descriptions above (and in Appendix B) and the derivation in Section 6.5.2
illustrate that matrix multiplication is an algorithmic skeleton.

4.3.2 Architectural skeletons
All skeletons in this section are data-oriented, since the architectures treated here are ab
stracted into some data structure on which skeletons are defined. The architectures - all
SFMD ones - are the linear array, two variants of the two-dimensional mesh, the hypercube
and the perfect shuffle.
SFMD architectures, like SIMD architectures, consist of an instruction processor that
broadcasts instructions to data processors (PEs). The PEs are interconnected through a
fixed topology. These architectures lend themselves perfectly for the derivation of dataparallel algorithms when we abstract the processors into a data structure. What is actually
abstracted into the data structure are the variables in each PE. For instance, some variable
χ in all PEs of a two-dimensional mesh can be modelled by a two-dimensional array χ such
that array element x[i, j] corresponds to variable χ in PE t ) J . Communication can occur along
static patterns which will be reflected by skeletons that manipulate the elements of the data
structure in the proper way, for example following the hypercube structure.
Regarding Definition 4.1 we can say that the most "typical elementary computation"
on SFMD architectures is the instruction broadcast to all PEs. The 'core' skeleton - the
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so-called Mi4.P-skeleton - models this by applying a given operation to every element in the
data structure
MAP: ({a -* β) x S(L, a)) -> S(L, β)
MAP(f,a) = Xi.f(a{i))
Here, S is a data structure representing the processor structure. The elements in array α
are of type a and the type of the index is ι. Particular instances of t will be given with
the various architectures. In case an ordering on t exists, the lowest and highest index are
respectively denoted by I and ft. MAP takes a function ƒ and an architecture о and returns
one in which each element is the result of ƒ applied to the corresponding element of a. Since
this skeleton is for SFMD type machines, function ƒ is not restricted to simple instructions.
Skeletons such as the MAP-skeleton are independent of the topology of the architecture,
they are the same for all SFMD architectures with an equal ¿'-structure. Note that their
implementation can be different for each particular architecture. Skeletons that manipulate
the S-structure model the communication in the processor network, they are different for
each topology.
Before defining the topology-specific skeletons, the general SFMD skeletons are given now.
Besides the ΛίΛΡ-skeleton, we have the skeletons below which should be self-explanatory.
They are defined on the 5-structure which will be specified further for each concrete topology.
An example skeleton algorithm is presented at the end of this section.
Lower bound
L: S(L, Q ) -> L
L(n) = l

Creation of a. constant-valued structure
NEW: а -> 5(¿, α)
NEW{v) = \i.v

Higher bound
H:S(t,ct)-n
H{n) = h

Creation of an 'identity' structure
INEW:S(i,L)
INEW = \i.i

Size of a topology
DIM: S{L, a ) -> nat
DIM(n) = SIZE{H(n), L{n))

Pairing
ZIP: (S{i, α) χ S(¿, β)) -> S(t, α χ β)
ZIP(m, η) = Αι. (m(t), η(ι))

where SIZE returns the number of PEs in a network. For instance, if t = nat then
SIZE(x,y) = χ — у + 1. Furthermore, for the ZIP skeleton two variants are used in the
algorithm derivations in Section 5.4, namely ZIP-3 and ZIPA respectively extending the
pairing to triples and quadruples.
Linear array A linear array (Figure 2.4) can be modelled by instantiating ι with inat =
(nat j : I < j < h) such that 5(t, a) = inat —> a. The PEs in a linear array can send
values to their left and right neighbour. Communication is expressed in terms of shifting all
elements one position to the left or to the right. Dummy or neutral elements (with respect
to some operator) can be introduced in a situation where not all PEs should communicate.
The skeletons below allow communication of more than one step at a time, although only
one step a time (i.e. d = 1) is an elementary computation on these architectures.
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Linear shift of elements
SHIFTL, SHIFTR. ((inat -4 α ) χ n a t χ α ) -» (inat -• α )
SHIFTL(a,d,v) = Xi.if г + d < Η(α) t h e n а(г + <і) else υ fi
defined(5tf/FTL(a, d, v))=>d<
DIM(a)
SHIFTR(a,d, v) = Xi.if г - d > L(a) t h e n о(г - d) else υ fi
defined(Stf/FTÄ(a, d, v))=ïd<
DIM{a)
Linear shift of elements

(variant)

SHIFTL', SHIFTR': ( ( i n a t ->• a ) x n a t ) -^ (inat -> a )
SHIFTL'(a, d) = Xi.if ι + d < H{a) t h e n а(г + d) else о(г) fi
deímed(SHIFTL'{a,d))
=> d < Р Ш ( о )
SHIFTR'{a,d) = Xi.if ι - d > L{a) t h e n α(ι - d) else а(г) fi
deimed(SHIFTR'(a,d))
=>d < DIM(a)
T w o - d i m e n s i o n a l m e s h Figure 2.4 also showed two variants of the two-dimensional mesh:
with and without wrap-around connections The 5-structure is defined such that a P E in
the two-dimensional grid can be easily addressed, viz. with ι = ( i n a t χ i n a t ) such that
S(L, a) = (inat χ i n a t ) —> a, which will be abbreviated to mesh(a). In addition to the
common skeletons above, the following ones for both meshes with and without wrap-around
connections can be defined:
Column of a network

Row of a network

COL: (mesh(a) χ i n a t ) -> (inat -» a )
COL{n, г) = Xj.n{j, г)

ROW: (mesh(a) χ i n a t ) -> ( i n a t -> a )
ROW(n, г) = Xj.n{i,j)

The communication skeletons for both types of meshes are different, since the topologies
are different In the following we assume that the lower bound I = 0 First, two auxiliary
functions CSHIFTL and CSHIFTR are needed:
Cyclic shift of elements
CSHIFTL, CSHIFTR: ((inat - > a ) x n a t ) -> (inat -+ a)
CSHIFTL{a, d) = Χι.α({ι + d) m o d DIM (a))
CSHIFTR{a, d) = Хг.аЦг - d) m o d DIM(a))
For mesh-connected architectures with wrap-around connections, communication skele
tons can be defined as follows:
Cyclic shift of the elements of all rows
CSHRL, CSHRR: (mesh(a) χ n a t ) -> mesh(a)
CSHRL(n,d) =

Xi,].CSHIFTL(ROW{n,i),d)(j)
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CSHRR{n, d) = Xi, j . CSHIFTR{ROW(n, i),d) {j)

Cyclic shift of the elements of all columns
CSHCL, CSHCR: (mesh(a) χ nat) -> mesh(a)
CSHCL{n, d) = Xi, j . CSHIFTL{COL(n, j),d)(г)
CSHCR{n,d) = Xi,j .CSHIFTR(COL{n,j),d)(i)
We assume that only for d = 1 these skeletons can be executed in one timestep, The .same
holds for the following commi Ί icatior skeletons for meshes without wrap-arcund connec
tions. Similar variants as for the linear array could be defined for these skeletons.
Linear shift of the elements of all rows
SHRL, SHRR: (mesh(a) χ nat χ α) -» mesh(a)
SHRL(n, d, ν) = Xi,j.SHIFTL{ROW(n, i), d, v){j)
defmed{SHRL(a, d, v)) =>d < DIM (а)
SHRR{n,d,v) = Xi,j.SHIFTR{ROW(n,i),d,v)(j)
deñned(SHRR{a, d, v))^>d< DIM(a)
Linear shift of the elements of all columns
SHCL, SHCR: (mesh (a) x nat χ α) -4 mesh (α)
SHCL(n, d, ν) = Аг, j . SHIFTL( COL{n, j),d, v) (г)
defined(5tfCL(a, d, v)) => d < DIM{a)
SHCR{n,d,v) = Xi,j.SHIFTR(COL(n,j),d,v)(i)
deîined(SHCR(a, d, v)) =• d < DIM{a)
Hypercube Various patterns of communication are possible for the hypercube (Figure 2.5)
and thus different skeletons can be defined. Two of these types are presented below.
The first kind of skeletons is defined such that they model communication in a way that
a binary tree can be mapped efficiently onto a hypercube (Bier and Loe, 1989). These
skeletons are based on 5-structures in which the PEs are numbered as in Figure 2.5. Thus
we have ¿ = inat with inat = (nat j : I < j < I + 2"), and S(i, a) = inat -»• a.
Figure 4.2 shows the embedding of a binary tree in a three-dimensional hypercube. Communication takes place along the lines drawn (except for the thickest lines), and identical
lines in both the tree and the hypercube correspond to each other. The values of d refer to
parameter d of the skeletons THYPERD ('down') and THYPERU ('up') below. For instance,
the sending of values in the tree from nodes 0 and 2 to node 0, and from nodes 4 and 6 to
node 4 could be modelled in hypercube α by the expression THYPERD(a, 2, v), for some v.
This expressions sends the value of PEs 2 and 6 in α to PEs 0 and 4 respectively, in o; PEs
1,2,3,5,6 and 7 'receive' value v.
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Figure 4.2: Embedding of a binary tree in a hypercube

Hypercube communication for tree embeddings
THYPERD, THYPERU. ((inat -ч α) χ nat χ α) ->• (inat -»• α)
THYPERD(a,d, υ) = Aî.if (г - 1(a)) mod (d * 2) = 0 then а(г + d) else ν fi
deîined{THYPERD{a, d, υ)) =Φ 3fc·Λ > О Л d = 2* Л d < ЯЖ(а)
THYPERU{a, d, ν) = Χι if (г - L{a) + d) mod (d * 2) = 0 then о(г - d) else υ fi
defined {THYPERU (α, d, ν)) => 3 к: к > О Л d = 2* Л d < D/M(o)
Obvious variants for these skeletons are ones with argument Î; removed and replaced by а (г):
Hypercube communication for tree embeddings (variant)
THYPERD', THYPERU': ((inat - ю ) х nat) -¥ (inat -> а)
THYPERD'(α, d) = Ai.if (г - і(а)) mod (d* 2) = 0 then а(г + d) else а(г) fi
deñned{THYPERD'{a, d))=>3k k>0Ad=2kAd<
DIM (а)
THYPERU'{α, d) = Аг if (г - L(a) + d) mod (d * 2) = 0 then о(г - d) else а(г) fi
defined {THYPERU' (a, d)) ^>3fr к >Q Ad = 2k Ad < DIM {a)
The second kind of hypercube skeletons makes use of the feature that data can be sent
along one of the dimensions of a hypercube in one timestep In a 0 . DIM (a) — 1 binary
enumeration of an η-dimensional hypercube (see Figure 2 5 for its decimal representation),
nodes are in the same dimension if their bit-values are equal in a certain bit-position. So,
each dimension contains \n nodes For instance, nodes 000 (0), 001 (1), 100 (4) and 101
(5) are in the same dimension in a three-dimensional hypercube, because of their middle
bit being zero All nodes in one dimension can communicate in one timestep with their
corresponding nodes in the other half of the hypercube, i.e. those nodes which have the
common-valued bit inverted.
The appropriate instantiation for ι would be bit strings that can be indexed by a value
of type nat, between 1 and η
bit = 0 | 1
L = [bit]
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and with S(i,a) = [bit]—»a. The possible directions of communication are expressed in the
skeletons DHYPERD and DHYPERU. These skeletons get a parameter d that corresponds
to the dimension, i.e. a position in the bit string. They both have a primed (') variant like
the ones defined above. A λ-abstraction now runs over all possible bit strings of length n.
Hypercube communication along dimensions
invert: ([bit] χ nat) -¥ [bit]
invert(a,i) = some c: V(fc: 1 < к < η):
c[k] = if к = г then (a[k] + 1) mod 2 else a[k] fi
DHYPERD, DHYPERU: (([bit] -> a) x nat χ α) -> ([bit] -¥ a)
DHYPERD(a,d, v) = Xb.if b[d] = 0 then a{mvert(b,d)) else υ fi
defined(DHYPERD{a,d,v)) => (1 < d < η)
DHYPERU {a, d, ν) = Xb.if b[d] = 1 then a{mvert(b,d)) else υ fi
deñned(DHYPERU(a, d, ν)) => (1 < d < η)
Perfect shuffle Perfect shuffle networks are arrays of size 2" that are described by the same
type inat as for the first kind of skeletons for hypercubes. The perfect shuffle architecture
has three characteristic communication primitives: shuffle, unshuffle and exchange. The
former two are depicted by the solid lines in the illustration of Figure 2.5, while the latter is
pictured by the dashed lines.
Shuffle
SHUFFLE: (inat -> a) -> (inat -> a)
SHUFFLE(a) = Λι.α((((ϊ - 1(a)) div 2 + (г - ¿(a)) * {DIM{a)/2)) mod DIM(a)) + L{a))
Unshuffle
UNSHUFFLE: (inat -> a) -» (inat -> a)
IW5UWFL£;(a) = At.a((((i-L(a))*2 + (t-L(a))div(£)7Af(a)/2))modD/M(a))+¿(o))
Exchange
EXCHANGE: (inat -> a) -> (inat -> a)
EXCHANGE(a) = Лг.if odd(i - 1(a)) then а(г - 1) else а(г + 1) fi
Finally, a short example of an algorithm in skeleton form is given. The algorithm is a lineararray implementation of the specification of parallel-prefix from Section 4.3.1. Its derivation
can be found in Section 5.4.2.
PP: (((α χ а) -У a) χ (inat -¥ a) χ inat) -* a
PP{®, a,j) = PP'(0,a, SHIFTR{a, 1,0 e ))(j) where
PP': (inat χ (inat ->· α) χ (inat -> a)) -> (inat -> a)
PP'(i, g, b) = if г = Я(а) then g
else РР'(г + 1, ΜΑΡ(θ, ZIP{b, g)), SHIFTR(b, 1,0Θ)) fi

4.4 Skeletons in transformational programming
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In order to effectively and efficiently derive algorithms for a variety of architectures, the architecture descriptions (i.e. architectural skeletons) should be integrated in the development
method. This provides the conditions for reusing as much as possible of a derivation when
constructing another algorithm for a different architecture from the same specification.
Until here architectural skeletons are shown to be abstractions of the elementary computations of a certain architecture. This section sets out that skeletons are not only of this
descriptive (or notational) use, but have a dual role. Figure 4.3 depicts this dual role by
showing that skeletons also serve as a goal in a program derivation. This figure outlines

Figure 4.3: Skeletons in parallel-algorithm development

the derivation of a parallel algorithm. A functional solution is designed by applying standard program transformations to an initial (descriptive) specification. The transformational
development then aims at the functional programs that can be expressed in terms of the
available architectural skeletons. In other words, the motivation for applying certain transformation steps is in these skeletons, they are the target of the derivation. The abstraction
step - described in Section 4.1 - can be factored out of program developments, since the
coding of a particular set of skeletons for a particular machine can be performed once and
for all. Architectural skeletons thus form an intermediate language.

4.4.1 Inter-skeleton transformations
A problem found everywhere in computing science, the portability problem, gives rise to
the idea of so-called inter-siceleton transformations. This portability problem is one of the
basic tasks of transformational program development (see Section 2.3), viz. the one of
adaptation to different architectures. Since architectures are abstracted into data structures
(for instance the 5-structures in Section 4.3.2) the task of efficient implementation of data
structures is involved as well, and therefore data type transformations. The technical details
of inter-skeleton transformations (and an example) are discussed in Section 6.2.1. Here it is
shown how the idea fits into the derivation outline of Figure 4.3.
Some architectural skeletons may be valid for different architectures, although their implementations may differ. The M4P-skeleton, for instance, is valid for all SFMD architec-
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tures, and it has the same definition for all of them, so no inter-skeleton transformations
are needed here. Other architectural skeletons - mostly communication skeletons -, e g.
for an architecture X, may have the property that they can be expressed in terms of the
skeletons for some architecture Y A program derived in terms of skeletons of architecture
X, then has an implementation for Y as well. Inter-skeleton transformations formalising the
translation of skeletons of X into skeletons of Y, increase the architecture-independency of
parallel-algorithm construction. Also the reuse of complete derivations is possible now. A
derivation for architecture Y simply reuses the one made for architecture X, as depicted by
the dotted lines in Figure 4 4 Note that inter-skeleton transformations do not alleviate the
task that each skeleton has to be implemented (i.e. coded) - albeit once - for the target
architecture.

¡ntei-skeleton transformations

Figure 4.4: Reuse of derivations via inter-skeleton transformations

4.5 Related work
Although the work of Harrison et al (Harrison, 1992; de Guzman et al., 1993) does not
particularly aim at deriving skeleton programs, their objective higher-order functions are
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found elsewhere under the name skeleton. Furthermore, their derivations make heavily use
of data type transformations (see also Section 6.1).
Kindermann (1994) presents a way of deriving data-parallel algorithms by describing
architectures by means of algebraic data types in which operators of the data type are the
skeletons and the data type's axioms form the calculus rules. These rules resemble the ones
in BMF.
Derivations done by Pepper et al. (1993) also employ skeletons, however the authors
attribute a somewhat different meaning to the word. Their work emphasises on data distribution (called covers, see Section 6.3) and their skeletons are made up of such a distribution
and the usual higher-order functions like map, reduce, etc.
Initial research in our group was done by studying various derivations, reported in
(Partsch, 1993; Frederiks, 1992; Geerling, 1992). The data types on which the specified
algorithms operated were actually index domains. Recent studies (Partsch, 1994; Achatz
and Schulte, 1995) tend towards the derivation of algorithms on structured data types like
lists.
Restricted computations
The idea of restricted computations for parallel computations started as an abstraction
mechanism. Only later, when the idea was incorporated into algorithm-derivation methods
the target function became relevant. For example, Agrawal et al. (1989) described four
primitives for manipulating matrices and vectors. The rationale for these primitives to call
them program skeletons is in the claim of the authors that "these primitives provide a natural
way of specifying parallel matrix algorithms independently of machine size or architecture".
A motivation for the scan (parallel-prefix) operation being an algorithmic skeleton can be
found in (Blelloch, 1989).
Skillicorn (1990) first mentioned the term 'restricted computation' in an article where he
argues that the set of second-order functions (the restricted-computation structures) of BMF
are all efficiently implementable on a variety of architectures. Thus adopting the benefits of
BMF as a calculus of sequential algorithms into parallel-algorithm development. However,
an actual implementation is not discussed.
Skeleton implementations
SkelML (Bratvold, 1993) is a strict functional language that is a pure subset of Standard
ML (Milner et al., 1990). Its compiler detects the use of skeletons from a (extensible) predefined set of skeletons for which it has knowledge of how to compile them efficiently. It is
the responsibility of the programmer to pick the skeletons and place them in an algorithm in
an appropriate way. Currently, the compiler supports the higher-order functions map - i.e.
'apply-to-each', fiJter - filter those elements from a list satisfying a given predicate, and fold
- i.e. reduce (Section 2.2.2). The latest addition to the set of available skeletons (Bratvold,
1994) has been the scheme of list-homomorphisms as proposed by Skillicorn (1994a) and
Cole (1993) (see also Section 3.3.2 on CDT).
The P3L language and its compiler (part of the P 4 approach (Baiardi et al., 1991), see
Section 3.3.2) implemented a set of skeletons (called templates there) through an imperative
host language such as C. The skeletons used are more of the architectural kind and are
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explicitly present in the program code. Some of the authors (Danelutto and Pelagatti, 1993)
have taken this approach as the basis for a skeleton-based compiler for the language FP
(Backus, 1978). Skeletons visible to the programmer are just the functional forms of FP,
such as function composition, apply-to-all, etc. Implementation templates, i.e. architectural
skeletons, are only used internally in the compiler. This approach is very much related to
the ideas of Skillicorn (1990), summarised above.
Compilers for the above two languages make use of performance models to yield an
efficient implementation on the target machine. A more detailed discussion on the use of
cost-measure models in data-parallel programming can be found in Section 8.1.
An implementation of architectural skeletons in terms of the instructions of a simple
stack machine is presented in (Boiten et al., 1993). Section 7.3 presents implementations of
skeletons for linear arrays and hypercubes on a simulator of SIMD architectures.

4.6 Discussion
The essence of skeletons (in transformational programming) can be worded in many ways.
One is given in this chapter by stating that skeletons are an abstraction from the architecture
as well as a goal in an algorithm derivation. Another one would be to say that skeletons
shut off a lot of the dead-ends in the maze of an algorithm derivation, especially those that
are near the exit. In a model with arbitrary-computation structures a great deal of knowledge about performance issues is needed to identify the efficiently implementable parts of
some specification. Whereas thinking about the elementary computations of an architecture
beforehand provides the identification of those parts with some methodological motivation,
or even establishes a target in transforming a specification.
On the other hand, the benefit of skeletons should not be exaggerated. Another way
of expressing the role of skeletons could be that skeletons only constitute the grammar for
expressing parallel operations. Data distribution remains the pivotal problem to be solved,
which can only be achieved by program transformations, not by skeletons. This latter
proposition is an implication of our standpoint that programming capacity is in the program
transformations and not in the skeletons. A view which should be related to the discussion
at the end of Section 2.3.3 where it is shown that our transformation rules substantially
rewrite a specification; they are determinative.
The transformation rules described in the next two chapters comply with the above view.
They make the data decomposition explicit and separate it from the rest of the specification.
This separation has a methodological benefit: it highlights those parts of the specification
in which architectural skeletons will be introduced, since manipulation of the data structure
models the communication in the final implementation. It will be shown that transformation
into skeleton form is relatively straightforward after applying the transformation rules of the
following chapters.

5

Recursion structure parallelism

Section 3.4 distinguished between two kinds of parallelisations. The one presented in this
chapter seeks to extract parallelism from the argument-dependency graph of a recursive
function definition. The idea of Bounded Disjoint Generations (BDG) (Boitcn, 1992a) is
taken as a starting point for a series of transformation rules that introduce parallelism in
(or: extract parallelism from) recursive function definitions. The transformation rule BDG
was originally put forth for improving the efficiency of sequential algorithms by means of
tabulation, i.e. by storing computed values for later use. This chapter first gives a short
overview of the concept of tabulation, including an explanation of its relation with parallelism
and communication. Secondly, a variant of the general transformation rule for BDG is given.
Section 5.3 then presents derived rules that can be used in algorithm derivations. The
applicability of these more concrete transformation rules is then demonstrated in various
examples. The chapter concludes with a comparison of related parallelisation strategies.

5.1 Tabulation
A recursive function definition can be inefficient in an actual implementation because of
the repeated calculation of equal function calls. The recursive definition of the Fibonacci
function is a prominent example of this inefficiency:
fib{x) = if χ < 2 then 1 else fib{x - 1) +fib{x - 2) fi
This definition induces fib(n) calls of each fib(x — n) in computing fib(x). In (Bird, 1980)
and numerous other places it is shown how a linear version of the Fibonacci function can
be constructed, by introducing two variables (assuming multiple assignments) that store
previously computed values:
fib(x) = nat и, υ := 1,1; nat к;
for к := 3 upto χ do
и, ν := ν, и + υ
od;
return υ
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The general problem is solved by a technique called tabulation that introduces a storage
structure (e.g. an array) in which computed values are stored. Formally proved transfor
mation rules for this technique are presented in (Boiten, 1992a) and (Partsch, 1990). These
rules introduce the tabulation of intermediate results in recursive function definitions and
give directions to optimise the 'table' size.
In computing f{xo) for a recursively defined ƒ, the essence of tabulation is in the following
two conditions (Bird, 1980), which state that the storage structure should be capable of:
1. storing, at each stage, those previously computed values of ƒ which are needed for the
evaluation of /(xo), and
2. determining for a given argument χ whether or not f(x) has been computed, and if so
what its value is.
The first condition could be extended by the requirement that computed values "need not
be retained beyond their useful life" (Bird, 1980). The amount of storage needed - the
maximum number of values that at any moment during the execution are still in their useful
life - can in many cases be derived from the function definition, as is shown in (Boiten,
1992a). The second condition implies that functions should not be evaluated more than
once for the same argument.
Given these prerequisites Bird (1980) distinguishes three types of tabulation, which differ
in the inefficiency of the table size, i.e. in the number of computed and stored values that
are never used later on.
Exact tabulation (also called memoisation) stores all intermediate results that are com
puted. This is an easily derived scheme, because it follows directly from the recursive
function definition. No inspection of the argument DAG1 is needed. The advantage
of exact tabulation is that only the values needed for computing f(xo) are stored.
However, the straightforwardness of exact tabulation has its price. There is no way of
knowing the useful life of computed values, so this tabulation can be very inefficient in
terms of storage space.
Over-tabulation is applied in cases where the argument DAG has an irregular shape, but
where a regular supergraph can be found that embeds the argument DAG. In this
tabulation scheme more than only the needed values are stored, however something
can often be said about the useful lives of stored values. Thus it is known in advance
how much storage space is needed. Unlike exact tabulation this transformation cannot
be applied automatically, since a smart decision has to be made about an efficient
supergraph. The efficiency of the tabulation depends on the design of this supergraph.
Tabulation based on descent conditions needs a regular argument DAG for all possible
arguments of the function at hand. In this case it is possible to store intermediate
results in a table that is efficient in the length of useful lives of values stored and
therefore in its size. Also this type of tabulation needs ingenuity to find an efficient
walk through the argument DAG.
A directed acyclic graph representing the argument dependencies.
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These three types of tabulation are ordered in increasing efficiency, but in decreasing
scope of applicability. The conditions imposed on the argument graph in the last type are
complicated, so that they only hold in rather specific situations. Boiten (1992a) formally
distinguishes further classes within the three groups mentioned above.

5.1.1 Tabulation for communication and parallelism
This section relates the concept of tabulation to that of communication and parallelism. A
tabulated function computes values and stores them for future use, while a parallel function
computes values and communicates them for future use (elsewhere). Before this relation is
further elaborated, a more detailed example of a tabulated function is given. This example
is then used to point out where (data-)parallclism can be found.
Given the recursive definition of binomial coefficients
bin: (nat χ nat) —> nat
bin(i,j) = if j = 0 V j = i then 1 else Ып(і — 1, j — 1) + Ып(г — 1, j) fi
defined(6¿n(i, j)) => 0 < j < г
the argument-dependency graph for ¿>m(6,3) is shown in Figure 5.1. By sharing equal
function calls such a graph will in general be a DAG.
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Figure 5.1 : Argument DAG for bin(6,3) in the recursive definition of bin

Two transformation rules for tabulation (viz. partial inversion and tabulation) described
in (Partsch, 1990) can be applied to the above function definition. We choose the one that
is most efficient in its use of storage, viz. using a table of size j + 1 for a call bin(i, j).
Figure 5.2 shows the flow2 of intermediate results in the tabulated algorithm. The algorithm
starts at the bottom and works its way to the top of the picture. In each stage the table
space is 'reused', and the arrows show wherefrom data has to be fetched in order to compute
2

Disregard the difference between dashed and solid arrows.
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Figure 5.2: Flow of intermediate results for bin(6,3) in a tabulated version of bin

the new table. The contents of cells marked with χ (i.e. "don't care" cells) are irrelevant
for the outcome of the algorithm/computation, but they could be used freely to optimise
the algorithm in one way or another. This tabulated algorithm uses only quadratic time,
whereas the original function definition had an exponential time complexity. When we had
chosen the less efficient tabulated version (in space complexity) of bin, a (triangle of a)
two-dimensional table of size (г + l ) 2 would have been used (also with a quadratic-time
algorithm).
When using the same technique in parallel programming, in each stage of the algorithm
the table will be distributed over the available PEs. Here in Figure 5.2 for instance, four PEs
could implement a parallel computation of 6in(6,3). In the sequential case the computation
is virtually the same for every cell in the table which implies that the parallel version is dataparallel: every PE performs the same computation (on different input). Going from one stage
to another in the tabulated parallel algorithm means that values have to be communicated
along the arrows3 in Figure 5.2. It can also be seen that a speedup has been established,
since the parallel algorithm is of linear time complexity.
Figure 5.2 might not tell the entire truth, since it suggests that the number of PEs is
fixed. However, the table length is dependent on the input size; which reflects the scalability
of data-parallel algorithms. In an eventual implementation of the algorithm, the compiler
3
Dashed arrows might be eliminated in some optimisation step, since only constant values are transferred
there.
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should make a mapping from table cells to PEs. Until then - i.e. in the forthcoming
algorithm derivations - we allocate just one table cell to each PE, thus assuming we have an
unbounded number of PEs. The scalability of data-parallel algorithms allows us to do so.
Section 7.1.2 will go into deeper detail of this mapping from table cells to PEs.
Finally, the efficiency of Bird's three tabulation classes in the context of data-parallel
algorithms is discussed. The last one (based on descent conditions) is most efficient in PE
usage and communication, since no unneeded values are stored and fetched. When unneeded computed values do not lead to unnecessary communication or when it is expensive
to calculate the walk through the argument DAG, the other two tabulation classes (exactand over-) could be profitable as well. However, a translation from tabulation to commu
nication that results in interprocess communication for unneeded computed values makes
exact- and overtabulation less attractive, because of the relatively high cost of (unnecessary)
communication.

5.2 Generations in Parallel (GiP)
Boiten (1992a) presents a tabulation strategy, called Bounded Disjoint Generations of which
this section introduces a variant that is adapted to the application in data-parallel-algorithm
development. Its input scheme is
f{x) = if T(x) then H{x) else Е{х,/(Кг(х)),...
defined(/ (i)) =• P(x)

,f{K„(x)))

fi

where E can be any expression involving χ and the η recursive calls. Generations are just all
the nodes at a certain depth of an argument DAG. They are called disjoint if each value in
an argument DAG occurs only in one generation. We will now go into the technical details
and show how data-parallelism can be achieved by computing all the nodes of a generation
in parallel.
An example of generations can be found in Figure 5.2 showing the ones that followed
from the argument DAG in Figure 5.1. Their general definition is:
Definition 5.1 For a function of the scheme above, the m t h generation of χ in f, written
as OKm{x), is denned by:
OK°(x) = {x},
DKm{x) = {к](у) | P{K,{y)) A^T{y)Aj

6 1.. η Л у e D J T - ' í i ) }

We write OK to refer to this definition without reference to a particular instance for ƒ and
x. As was mentioned above, parallelism is in the collective computation of a generation.
Furthermore, evaluation of a node in a generation only depends on nodes in the previous
generation, and all the nodes in one generation are independent of each other. Figure 5.3
shows a possible partitioning into generations for some function ƒ. Each rectangle corresponds with a generation as defined by OK. Note: not all the nodes for which Τ holds are
in the last generation, in general. Further, we assume that the computation for each node
in a generation will be mapped to one PE.
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ΠΚ°(χ):

Щ
ПК* (χ):

\Ы+а

*: Γ(·) = true
t = that к: ПКк{х) φ 0 Л ПКк+1{х)

=0

Figure 5.3: Generations of f (χ) for some function fand input χ

A few words have to be spent on the presence of Ρ in the ПК definition. Since E
can contain a conditional statement selecting certain values of χ - a selection which is not
represented in ПК
the presence of Ρ prevents values that will never be reached (i.e.
computed) from being added to the generations. See Section 5.2.3 for an example.
The original definition of BDG (Boiten, 1992a) demanded the existence of an upperbound
on the number of nodes in any level in any argument DAG, i.e. the generations had to be
bounded. As explained in the previous section, scalability allows us to drop that requirement.
On the other hand, efficiency reasons urge us to have disjointness of the generations, since
it can be quite costly to compute and communicate values more than once.

5.2.1

Notation

The eventual transformation rule - Generations in Parallel - should be suitable for both
synchronous and asynchronous data-parallel algorithms and architectures. Therefore, an
abstract notation for communication is now introduced that allows for both implementations.
Section 5.2.3 and 7.1 then discuss interpretations of this abstract notation for synchronous
as well as asynchronous machines.
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The abstract notation introduced here will resemble the one used for tabulation. The
storage of computed results and the retrieval of stored values will be respectively expressed
by
f (E0) = (EJ in E2 ni, and

f(E)
where E, EQ, E\ and E2 are arbitrary expressions and ƒ is an arbitrary identifier. The most
straightforward interpretation is an imperative one, in which the above two expressions
represent operations with side-effects. If the existence of a global array store¡ is assumed,
for a function ƒ, a possible interpretation for them is:
storef[E0\ := Εχ\Ε2, and
store f[E]
Note that this is not the only interpretation, alternatives are for instance environments and
variables. In the context of parallel algorithms the first expression could be interpreted as
the sending of value Εχ to the PE that is denoted by EQ and then continuing with expression
E2, while the second one then is the receiving of a value from the PE denoted by E. The
assignment of nodes from a generation to PEs is also part of the implementation — see
Section 5.2.3 and 7.1. The above two constructs will only be introduced through the trans
formation rule Generations in Parallel. This controlled introduction lessens the importance
to give full semantics of these constructs, since there will be no unsound occurrences.
To express the fact that an entire series of values - e.g. those in one generation - has to
be computed and stored, the keywords for and all are introduced. Note that these keywords
have - hitherto - nothing in common with their look-alikes in data-parallel languages, such
as FORALL in variants of the language Fortran (Section 3.2.3). The usage of the new keywords
is:
for x: P(x) all ƒ (E0(x)) = (E^x)) in E2 ni
where Ρ is a finite predicate over x; EQ, E\ and E2 are arbitrary expressions; and ƒ is an
arbitrary identifier. In the presentation in (Boiten, 1992a) no parallel interpretation was
intended for this construct, while the following sequential semantics were recursively defined
for it:
if 3x:P(x)
then ƒ (E0{y)) = (Ei(y)) in for x: P(x) M фу all ƒ (E0(x)) = (£Ί(ι)) in E2 ni ni
else E2 fi where
y = some z: P(z)

5.2.2 The transformation rule
We now have nearly everything in place to introduce the transformation rule Generations in
Parallel, which is a variant of the rule BDG in (Boiten, 1992a). Before we can do so one more
definition has to be given, namely of a relation χ <— ƒ y which appears in the output scheme
of the rule below. This relation says that the value ƒ (y) is evaluated in order to compute
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f(x). Although this relation will be 'transformed away' in a subsequent derivation after
application of the rule, an (inefficient) operationalisation of <— ¡ is in the following definition,
which is just the reflexive, transitive closure of the argument-dependency relation for a given
argument.
Definition 5.2 (Boiten, 1992a) For a function f as denned by the scheme in the beginning
of Section 5.2, the relation <— ¡ is defined by:
(ρ(χ) л (ι = у V (-ιΤ(χ) ЛЗг e l..n:Ki{x)

x<r-fy=

<-/ у)))

m

The relation between «—¡ and OK (x) - obvious from the definitions - is:
ι <-ƒ у = 3 k: у e DKk(x)
Generations in Parallel
ƒ:<*-•/3
/ ( i ) = if T{x) then#(a;) else E{x, ¡(K^x)),...
defined(/(ι)) => P(x)

J(Kn(x)))

fi

—i
f'-.a^ß
f'(χ) = for y:x<r-fyA T(y) all ƒ (y) = (H{y)) in f"{t) ni where
ƒ": nat ->· β
f "{m) = if m = О
then ƒ(χ)
else for у: (у e аКт~1{х) Л ->T(y)) all
ƒ (у) = (Е(у, ƒ < В Д > , . . . , ƒ (Кп(у)))) in /"(ш - 1) ni fi
defined(/"(m)) ^ 0 < m < t
defined(/'(i)) =» Ρ(ι)
¿ = that k: UKk{x) φ- 0 Λ DAT*+1(i) = 0
Note that this rule inverts the flow of computation, i.e. it starts with the last generation
and works back to the first one. The main source of possible parallelism is in the else-part
of function ƒ" where all the nodes of one generation are computed and stored, and where the
computed results of the previous generation are retrieved. It should be noticed that the useful
life of the computed results is exactly one generation, hence the abstract notation needs no
explicit reference to any storage structure since it can be reused every new generation. In
a data-parallel interpretation this means that the PEs involved are available for computing
the next generation after they have sent off their computed results of the current generation.
After application of this rule only the descriptively specified parts have to be operationalised. It would be most efficient to come up with non-recursive computations for the
initialisation expression
for y: x^r-jyA
m

T(y) all ƒ (y) = {H{y)) in f"(t) ni

and for OK {x), for any m. Further, a suitable interpretation for the abstract storage
notation should be inserted, on which a few words will be spent in the following section.
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5.2.3 Implementation! aspects
In Section 2.4.2 synchronous (e.g. SIMD) ала asynchronous (e.g. MIMD) types of archi
tectures were distinguished, the difference being whether or not all PEs executed the same
instruction at the same time. Or in other words, whether synchronisation takes place af
ter every instruction (synchronous) or through communication actions (asynchronous). The
above proposed transformation rule leaves it open which of these two types of architectures
a subsequent derivation targets at, i.e. whether the computation of all nodes in one gener
ation will be done synchronously or asynchronously and how the computed results will be
communicated. This section discusses the implementational aspects of the transformation
rule, focusing on two aspects, viz. the generations and an implementation for synchronous
architectures. The purpose of this discussion is to present the preliminaries for the variant
rules of Generations in Parallel (GiP) that will be described in Section 5.3.
Generations
The following observation can be made when analysing the relation between the properties
of synchronous and asynchronous machines, the definition of generations and the transfor
mation rule GiP. Two kinds of nodes can be distinguished in the generations as defined by
OK: those for which condition Τ holds and those for which Τ does not. Obviously, Τ holds
for all nodes in the last generation in general, so we could formulate the following proposition
that holds for all relations OK:
Proposition 5.3 Let t = that k: OKk(x) φ 0 Л ОКш(х)
and relation OK, then V ζ: ζ G ОЮ(х) =Φ T(z) = true.

= 0 for input χ of a function ƒ

Moreover, the output scheme of GiP shows that execution starts with the computation of all
ƒ (y) for those y for which T(y) holds. This has particular implications for an implementation
on synchronous architectures; in which all PEs have to execute the same instruction each
time. Hence, for these architectures OK should be such that all y for which T(y) = true
should be in one and the same generation, which should be the last generation according to
the above proposition. This requirement can be formalised by formulating a property of OK
that uses the relation between «— / and OK,
x^fy

= 3k:yG

OKk(x)

It extends Proposition 5.3 by making the implication an equality. It thus characterises those
OK that are suited for a synchronous implementation.
Property 5.4 Let t = that k: OKk{x) φ 0 Λ OKk+ì(x) = 0 for input χ of function ƒ and
relation OK in: Vy:y € OKl(x) <=S> (x <-/ у Л T(y)).
Furthermore, if this property holds it is possible to remove the test -> T(y) from the elsebranch in the output scheme of GiP, since no node for which Τ holds will be encountered
anymore after initialisation.
If we now have a look at the example in Section 5.1.1, Figure 5.2 shows that the above
property does not hold there. However, a derivation for a SIMD-implementation has been
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presented (Geerling, 1994), which is excerpted in Section 5.4.1. When examining that deriva
tion it can be seen that the original definition of bin first has been transformed into:
bin(i, j) = if г = 0 then 1
else if j = 0 V j = i then 1 else bin(i — 1, j — 1) + bin(i — l,j) fi fi
defined(6m(i, j)) =>0 < j <i
This definition results in the same generations, with an extra one added containing all nodes
for which Τ (i.e. i = 0) holds. Here, the presence of Ρ in the OK definition prevents
'unwanted' nodes from being added to the generations.
Implementation for synchronous architectures
Here, a first implementation up to the level of skeletons (Section 4.3.2) for synchronous archi
tectures is discussed, while further details on both synchronous and asynchronous machine
implementations are found in Section 7.1.1. Following the discussion on the 5-structures and
the skeleton definitions in Section 4.3.2, it is chosen to implement the abstract tabulation
notation by means of an array-like structure. Since its useful life lasts only one generation
it can be defined globally. Moreover, there are no restrictions imposed on the size of the
storage structure, because of the assumption that an unbounded number of PEs is available;
see Section 5.1.1.
First, the mapping from nodes in a generation to the PEs has to be defined.
PEm(y): ( n a t x a ) - n
PEm(y) = « PE index for у in generation m >
defined(i>£""(y)) = ! > 0 < т < і Л у е ПКт{х)
t = that k: UKk{x) φ 0 Λ DA-*+1(i) = 0
This function should compute the PE identifier from the information in the node (y is
required to be in generation m). This information may be present in the parameters of
the original function definition, otherwise it has to be added through an embedding; see
Section 5.4.3 for an example of the latter. With this function PE two translations for
storing and retrieving computed values can be given now. They both assume the existence
of a global structure s of type S(t,ß):
for y: Q(y) all ƒ <y> = (E^y)) in E2 ni
= fy g \DKm(x), for some χ and mj
s = some Ò: V(y: Q(y)): b(PEm(y)) = £,(y);£ 2

and for any y

f (У)
= Іу € OKm{x), for some ζ ]
s(PEm(y))

5.3 Variants of GiP
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Finally, we derive an output scheme of GiP in which the global structure s has been
embedded as an extra parameter and in which the above translations are incorporated.
Since the storage structure is now part of the function, an assertion can be formulated on it,
which says that s stores for each node of the current generation m its corresponding value
of/.
f(x) = f"(t,some
b:V(y: x*-fyA
f": (nat χ S(L, β)) ^ β
f"{m,s) = ifm = 0
then s(PE°(x))
else f"(m - l.some
b(PEm-l(y))
defined(/"(m, s)) => 0 < m <
defined(/'(i)) =» Р{х)
t = that k: UKk(x) φ 0 Λ OKk+1(x)

T(y)): Ь{РЕ\у)) = H (у)) where

b: V(y: у € OÄ™_1(a;)):
= E(y, s(PEm(K,(y))),...
, s(PEm(Kn(y)))))
t Л V {у: у e DA™ (χ)): s(PEm(y)) = f (у)

fi

=0

Since in this synchronous implementation we assume that Property 5.4 holds, the simplifica
tion that followed from it has been applied. The variant rules in the next section will define
instantiations for the function PE that are suited for their particular objectives.
The examples in Section 5.4 show that the pattern of communication will be regular in
synchronous architectures, since all PEs should send/receive at the same time. In general, the
pattern induced by OK and the mapping to the PEs - function PE - does not immediately fit
this scheme. However, the pattern can be made regular by introducing dummy actions. For
instance, the cells with the yet undefined χ as in Figure 5.2 could be used to smoothen the
algorithm for a synchronous architecture. The above translation to a some-expression only
specifies the contents of those nodes for which Q holds. Other cells in b can be freely specified
by the developer. This makes the tabulation strategy belong to the class of overtabulation.
Guidance is for example provided if all PEs have to apply some operator, since the neutral
element of that operator provides for dummy actions. For instance, in the derivation for bin
(see Section 5.4.1) the dummy actions are additions of zero.

5.3 Variants of GiP
Section 5.2 presented an abstract rule that introduces the idea of generations as a means for
extracting parallelism from recursive specifications. This section derives two variant rules
Generations in Parallel 1 and 2 that are more concrete, i.e. they are more suited to be used
in an actual algorithm derivation.
Before these two variants are described it is shown what strategy underlies these rules.
This strategy was designed for the development of SIMD data-parallel algorithms and is
taken from (Geerling, 1994). The next two variant rules show that an essential part of the
strategy can be put into a single transformation rule, the advantage being that the informally
given strategy becomes formal and thus can act as a guide in a derivation.
We assume that the specification has been transformed to a recursive functional one of
some type 7 —• β. To parallelise this recursive specification a type t must be introduced,
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so that the computation operates on S-structures. This means in general, that standard
(data type) transformations should be applied to ƒ in such a way that the function type
7 —> β becomes (a x ¿) —¥ β. Currying then transforms this specification into one with
type α —¥ (t —¥ β) - or α —> S(i,ß) -, i.e. one with an 5-structure as a result. Of course,
α may contain S(L, δ) for any δ, in particular S(i,ß). After currying, the specification is
transformed into skeleton form. Currying and transformation into skeleton form turned out
to be fruitful only when applied to functions of a restricted form:
ƒ : (α χ ι) -* β
f(x,y) = if T(x) then H(x,y) else E(Xz.f(K(x),z),x,y)
defined{f(x,y))=>
P{x,y)

fi

The expression E(Xz.f(K(x),z),x,y),
captures arbitrary forms of recursion under the re
striction that each call of ƒ has K(x) as its first argument. In Section 5.3.2 - in rule
Generations in Parallel 2 - it will be shown that this uniformity of first arguments of ƒ can
be slightly weakened.
This function scheme expresses another restriction that was found by previous studies,
viz. the independency of arguments χ (counter) and y (PE index). Essentially, argument y
should not be used in the conditional and in the first argument of any occurrence of ƒ. Two
other requirements, which cannot be expressed syntactically, are:
1. Function ƒ has to be total on parameter y. Thus, assertion P{x,y) should be used
to add neutral or dummy elements to the computation. These elements implement
a mechanism found on most SIMD machines: in a certain phase of the computation
some PEs can be masked, i.e. doing nothing useful. See also the discussion in the last
paragraph of the previous section.
2. In an occurrence f(K(x), D(x, y)) of Xz.f(K(x), z), D(x, y) should be of a form suit
able for the target architecture, or in terms of program transformations, D(x,y) should
allow for a transformation such that eventually a communication skeleton can be folded
into the specification. By observing our skeletons for linear arrays and hypercubes (Sec
tion 4.3.2) a first attempt to characterise D(x, y) - while maintaining independency of
χ and y - can be:
linear array: (a) y + 1, y — 1 or y, or
(b) y + H(x) for any # , such that by finite differencing (Section 2.3.1)
this can be simplified to the first case.
hypercube:

(a) y + 2 G ' X \ y — 2°^ or y for any G, or
(b) a more general form, using finite differencing in a similar way.

Forthcoming examples of the use of finite differencing are in Section 5.4.2, 5.4.4, 6.2.2
and 6.5.2.
Currying is the last step towards parallelism. It makes the function a higher-order one
operating on (processor) arrays. In other words: the curried function is the 'single' sequence
of instructions working on 'multiple' data (of type a ) .

5.3 Variants ofGiP
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The two transformation rules presented below not only stem from the above strategy,
it can even be shown that the rule GiP generalises them both. This will be done in the
following two Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 where the two variant rules are derived from GiP.

5.3.1 First variant - GiP 1
The variant rule Generations in Parallel 1 derived in this section takes the function scheme
described in the introduction above as its starting point. The nodes in one generation are all
those pairs of type (a, t.) with equal first elements. The second element, of type ι, allows for
a mapping to 5-structures with that element as an index. The rule GiP 1 is constructed by
applying GiP to the above function scheme and then further simplifying the output. Firstly,
the above scheme is slightly rewritten - purely syntactically
such that it fits the input
scheme of GiP.
f:{axi)-*ß
f (χ, y) = if T(x) then Η(χ, у) else Е(х, у, ƒ ( В Д , # і (у)),.... f(K(x), Кп(у)))

fi

defined(/ (χ, у)) => Р{х, у)
Following Definition 5.1, the generations look like this:
DK°(x,y) = {(x,y)},
OKm(x,y) = {(К(р),КМ)

I Р ( * ( р ) , В Д ) Л-.Т(р) Л
jel..nA(p,q)€aKm-1(x,y)}
To make the application possible of the rule GiP which has been tailored for SIMD
architectures (Section 5.2.3), the following simple lemmata are needed. First, for all pairs in
one generation the first elements of those pairs are equal:
Vpi.pa.ìi.fc.m: ((ρι,ίι) € UKm{x,y)

Λ (pj.fc) € OKm{x,y))

=> Pl =·ρ2

(*)

Second, since Τ only depends on the first elements of the pairs in a generation and because
of the previous lemma, it can be stated that all nodes for which Τ holds are in the last
generation (denoted by t, as before). This is just a reformulation of Property 5.4.
Vp,g: (p,<?) € аК*(х,у) «=• ((x, y)*-¡(p, q) Л T(p))
According to the discussion in Section 5.2.3 on the preliminaries for a synchronous implemen
tation, we can now apply the rule GiP with the output scheme modified for SIMD machines,
which yields:
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f:(axi)->ß
f'(χ,y) = ƒ"(*,some 6: V((p, g ): {x,y) <-f (ρ,9) ЛГ(р)): Ь{РЕ<(р,д)) = tf(p,9)) where
/":(natx5(ti;9))^/3
/"(m, s) = if m = О
then s(PE°(x, у))
else /"(m - l.some ft: V((p,g): (p, 9 ) e DA™-1^,?/)): ¿ . ( Р Я " - 1 ^ ) ) =
S(p, g , S (PS m (¿:(p),*!(<?))),... ^ ( P S ^ A » , * ^ ) ) ) ) ) fi
def ined(/"(m, s)) => 0 < m < t A
V((p,9): (p,<?) e D ^ ( x l 2 / ) ) : 5(P£m(p,<?)) = /(p, 9 )
defined(/'(x,y))=>P(x,i/)
t = that Л: аКк(х, у)ф%А ОКк+1{х, ι/) = 0

The next transformation steps are aimed at rewriting this specification into a straight
forwardly applicable4 form, i.e. with all references to the relation DA* and function PE
removed. Since the second argument of function ƒ' is of type 1, i.e. the indexing type
for S-structures, a simple PE function is possible, namely PEm(x, y) = y, for all m. This
instantiation leads to the following rewriting of our output of GiP:
f'(x, y) = f"(t, some b: V ((p, q): {x, y) «-, (ρ, q) A T(p)): b(q) = H(p, q)) where
f"(m, s) = if m = 0
then s(y)
else f"{m- l,some b: V((p, 9 ): (p,q) 6 OKm-l(x,y)):
b(q) =
^ ρ , ^ Α Ί (<?)),..., S (A: n ( 9 )))) fi
defined(/"(m,s)) =!>0 < m < tЛ ((р, 9 ): (p,q) € UKm(x,y)): s(q) = f(p,q)
When we require that function К has an inverse A" -1 we can extend function ƒ " with a new
argument ζ (by an embedding). This inverse will be used to calculate variable ρ in the above
scheme, by employing the assertion V((p, 9): (p, q) 6 DA"m(x, y)): ρ = ζ. This allows to
simplify the predicates in the some-expression afterwards, in particular in removing DA".
ƒ'(*.») =
f"(t,some (z,6): V((ρ,g): (χ,y) <-/ (ρ, 9 ) ΛΤ(ρ)): Ь(9) = Η(ρ,q)Az=p)
where
f"(m,z,s) = if m = О
then s(y)
else / " ( m - l,ii- 1 (2),some b: V((p, 9 ): (p, 9 ) € OA·™"1^,!,)): 0(c) =
%,,І№(?)),...,8(ВД)))«
defined(f"(m, z, s)) =>> 0 < m < t A
V((P,9): (p,<?) € DA""(x,2/)): (s( 9 ) = ƒ (ρ, 9 ) Λ ζ = ρ)
In order to clear up this specification, the two some-expressions and the assertion of
function ƒ" will be transformed into three uniform expressions. The first one is
some {z, b): V ((p, q): (x, y) <-ƒ (p, q) A T{p)): {b{q) = H(p, q) A ζ = ρ)
This initialisation can be straightforwardly operationalised by the following function init:
4

In some future algorithm derivation.

5.3 Variants of GiP
init: α - > ( a χ
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S(i,ß))

init(x) = if T(x) then (x, some 6: V(g: P(x,g)): 6(g) = Я(х,д)) else imi (if (x)) fi
such that the initial call to ƒ" simplifies to f"(t,init(x)).

The second some-expression

some 6: V ((p, g): (p, g) € DJT»-i(*, j,)): 6(g) = E(p, q, s ( * i ( i ) ) , . . . , *(Ä„(g)))
has an occurrence of ρ as an argument to expression E that can be replaced by K~l(z),
because of the assertion of ƒ" and the following predicate that can be easily proved using
lemma (*) and the definition of OK:
V(pi,P2,îi,fc,Tn:ro > 0): ((p b 9 l ) € ОКт~\х,у)
Pi = Я " 1 (ft)

Λ (pa, f t ) € Díf"(a;,y)) =>

Moreover, since ρ is not used anymore in the some-expression the reference to OK can be
instantiated to P(K~l(z),q), which results in:
eovaeb:>/(q:P(K-l(z),q)):b{q)

=

E{K-l(z),q,8{K1(q)),...,a(Kn(q)))

The third predicate - the assertion on ƒ " V((p,g): (p,g) € и# т (х,2/)): (s(g) = f(p,q) Λ ζ = ρ)
can be rewritten to the following expression by a reasoning that goes along the same lines
as for the above two predicates:
4{q:P(z,q)):8(q)

= f(z,q)

We now have
f'(x, y) = f"(t, init(x)) where
f"(m, z, s) = if m = 0
then s(y)
else f"{m- l,K~1{z),some b: V(ç: P{K-\z),q)):
b{q) =
Ε(Κ-ι(ζ), q, e(K-, ( , ) ) , . . . , s(Kn(q)))) f i
defined(/"(m, ζ, s)) =>· 0 < m < t Λ V (g: P(z, 5)): s(g) = ƒ (z, q)
init: α->(αχ
S(t,ß))
init (χ) = if Τ (χ) then (ζ, some b: V(g: P(x,g)): 6(g) = H(x,q)) else ¿пй(Л:(а;)) fi
It can be proved by induction that the test (m = 0) on argument m (counting from t to
0) can be replaced by ζ = χ, since ζ runs from ρ (with T(p) = true) to K~l{- · · Ä"_1(p) • · • )
t times

which equals x. Therefore, the now superfluous argument m can be removed.
Finally, the three abovementioned predicates are uniform and it is easily seen that they
are all instantiations of the following function ispmap:
ispmap: (S(t,ß) χ α) —> bool
ispmap(a,x)=V(y: P(x,y)): a{y) = f{x,y)
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which brings us to the complete transformation rule5 Generations in Parallel 1.
Generations in Parallel 1
f(X,Y) where
f:(axt)->ß
f (χ,y) = i f T(x) then H{x,y) else E(Xz.f(K{x),z),x,y)
defined(/ (x, y)) =• P(x, y)
J

[(Κ~ι(Κ{χ))

fi

= x) = true

f'(init{X))(Y)
where
/ ' : ( α χ S( t ; / 9))->S( t ,/3)
f'(z,s) = if ζ = X t h e n s else f'{К
defined(/'(z, s)) => ispmap(s, ζ)

'(г),some 6: ispmap(b, K~l(z)))

fi

init: at->(oi χ S(i,ß))
init(x) = if T(x) then (τ, some 6: ispmap(b,x)) else тгг(К"(х)) fi
ispmap: (S(i,ß) χ α) —> bool
ispmap(a, χ) = V (y: Ρ(χ, j/)): a(y) = ƒ (χ, y)
The strategy as described in the introduction of Section 5.3 demanded function ƒ to be total
on the parameter of type t. Therefore, the first argument of ispmap has to be totally defined,
which can be achieved by altering the definition of ispmap to:
ispmap(a,x) = Vy: a(y) = if P(x,y) then f{x,y) else G(a,x,y)

fi

The expression G(a,x,y) should introduce the elements necessary for totalising function
ƒ'. This expression as well as the some-expressions give much freedom for the rest of the
derivation, which can be employed profitably. The motivation for how to instantiate G comes
from the target architecture. The example derivations in Section 5.4 illustrate the use of G.

5.3.2 Second variant - GiP 2
A principal condition for the rule Generations in Parallel 1 to be applicable, and thus to make
linearisation of the recursive function ƒ possible, is the uniformity of all first arguments in
all occurrences of the function at hand. Recall that all the calls with the same first argument
were put into one generation. However, there are other conditions under which it is possible
to linearise non-linear recursive functions with first arguments that are not the same. If the
(all different) arguments can be shown to be unreiated in some sense, it is again possible to
construct a linear version of the function by taking together all first arguments into one; and
putting the corresponding function calls in one generation. The idea can be derived from
the general GiP scheme as will be shown in this section.
Consider the following function scheme:
'Note that the selection of the results in the else-part of function ƒ" (i.e. s(y)) has been moved to the
main call of ƒ' as f'{init(X))(Y).

5.3 Variants of GiP
ƒ: ( a x /3)->7
ƒ(i, j/) = if T(x) then Я(х, у) else
defined(/(χ, у)) => Р{х, у)

ВДіЭД.

D?(x, »)),... , f(K(x),
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Щ(х, у))) fi

with generations
DK°(x,y) = {(x,y)},
ПК™(х,у) = { ( * » , £ > , g)) I P(K',(p),I%faq)) Л -T(p) Л
jel..nA(p,q)eOKm-1(x,y)}
then the unrelatedness as informally introduced above is defined by:
рі,Р2,9і,д2,тгі: (fa,qi)

€ OKm{x,y) Λ (pa.ft) € иД- т (х,у)) => fa φ & => 4l φ q2)

It says that the second elements of all nodes in one generation are different from each other.
If β (the type of second argument y) is a finite domain, for instance inat, all the nodes in
one generation could be taken together and easily mapped onto PEs, by means of argument
y. This is the basis for an operationalisation of UK and hence for the output scheme of
Generations in Parallel. In the construction of rule Generations in Parallel 2 below, we will
use our experience with the construction of GiP 1. To do so, the following auxiliary rule is
introduced that takes together all the unreiated arguments into one; its proof of correctness
can be found in Section A. 1.2.
Linearisation6
ƒ: ( α χ /3)->7
ƒ(x,y) = if T{x) then Я(х,у) else E(f(K[(x),D'{(x,y)),...,
def'med(f(x,y))
=> P(x,y)

f(K'n(x),D"n(x,y)))

fi

rVpi,pa,gi,fc,m: (fa,Qi) 6 OKm{x,y) Л (p2,q2) e OKm{x,y)) =>
(Pi Ф г=*Ч\Ф qi)
f(x,y)=iîT(x)

tbeuH{x,y)
else ft = some g: V(p:p = Щ{х, y) V • • • V ρ = D'^x, y)):
g(p) = f(itp=D'{(x,y)
then K[(x)
Q р=Щ{х,у)
then K2(x)

0 p=
D''(x,y)thenK'n(x){i,p);
E(h(D';(x,y)),...,h(D:(x,y)))ñ
defined^ (x, y)) => P(x, y)
The output scheme contains a single storage structure h indexed by the functions D" (1 <
г < η). Application of this rule will usually be followed by a totalisation of the else-part:
6
The applicability condition can be weakened. It is not necessary that all possible second arguments
of function ƒ are different. A sufficient requirement would be that the function results on equal second
arguments are equal, i.e.

Vpi,P2,9i,92,m: ((ρι,ς,) € DKm(x,y) Л (р2,9г) e DKm(x,y)) => ( 9 l = ç2 =*· /(pi.fc) = f{p2,q2))
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h = Xp.f{ií ρ = D'{{x,y) then K[{x)
D p = D'¿(x,y) then Щх)
Q ρ = ££(*,») t h e n / ς ( ϊ )
else G(x) fi,p);
£№(£>?(*,»)),... ,Λ(№,1/)))

The main hurdle to be taken before GiP 1 could be applied is the introduction of an
argument that is altered in an invertible way. In general, the guarded expression in the
output scheme of Linearisation is not invertible, hence GiP 1 is not suited for this case.
However, the variant GiP 2 is presented below after which it will be summarised how to
interface the output of Linearisation to the input of this variant.
In the rule GiP 1 in the previous section we have seen that invertibility of К provides for
an operationalisation of relation OK. However, К can be quite a complicated function for
which an inverse can not be easily found or may not even exist. Suppose we have a recursive
function scheme:
f(x, y) = if T(x, y) then Я(х, y) else E{x, /{Кг{х, y)),...,

f(Kn(x, у))) fi

with Ki(x,y) = {Κ(χ), Κ'{χ, у)) (1 < i < η) and Κ invertible, i.e. Κ~ι(Κ{χ)) = χ. For
applying GiP 1 it is not required that K' has an inverse, since у is not used by expression
E. The advantage being that K' can be complicated while К can be a simple function.
The variant of GiP presented below (see Section A. 1.3 for its proof of correctness) uses this
'double' Ki function. It further handles the intermediate result as generated by Linearisation.
Generations in Parallel 2
f(X, Y, Z) where
f: (δ χ α χ L)-¥f
ƒ (χ, у, ζ) = if Τ(χ, у) then H{x,y,z) else h = Xk. f{K(x), K'(x,y),k); E(h,x, z) fi
def ined( ƒ (x, y, z)) => P(x, z)

J
f'(init(X,Y))(Z)

^(K-l(K(x))=x)=tTiie
where

/':(ixS(i,7))-+S(i,7)
f'{p,a) = ifp = X
then a
else f'(K-l(p),amae

6: V(z: P{K-l{p),z)):

b(z) = E{a,K~l(p),z))

init: ( ί χ α ) - > ( ί χ Sfa,'t))
init(x,y) = if T(x, y) then (x, some 6: ispmap(b, x, y)) else init(K(x),K'(x,y))
ispmap: (S(i,-f) χ δ χ α) —> bool
ispmap{a,x,y) =V(z: P{x,z)): a(z) =

f(x,y,z)

fi
fi

5.4 Examples
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The essential difference between this rule and GiP 1 is expression K'. This expression is
not required to be invertible, because argument y does not occur in E. Before the output of
Linearisation can be fed to GiP 2, the following two issues have to be paid attention to in
an algorithm derivation:
• For the rule GiP 2 to be applicable an invertible function is needed in the output scheme
of Linearisation. Therefore, by an embedding a new argument has to be added to ƒ
in the output scheme of Linearisation; this argument must be altered in an invertible
way for each call of ƒ.
• The else-part of the output scheme of Linearisation has to be transformed into a form
that matches the input scheme of GiP 2, i.e. occurrences of ρ and y have to be removed.
The example of divide-and-conquer in Section 5.4.3 suggests that abstraction is a good
starting point for transforming this else-part.
The two rules in this section form a powerful combination. For instance in linearising
a tree-like algorithm in which each node of a level can be put into a different element of
an array. Therefore, when a tree-like specification could be transformed such that it fits
the input scheme of the linearisation rule, parallelisation is straightforward. An illustration
of this procedure is shown in the derivation of a generic divide-and-conquer algorithm for
hypercubes in Section 5.4.3.

5.3.3 Third variant
The output schemes of the above rules select their result from the storage structure that is
finally delivered, viz. through the index Y in expression
f'(init(X)){Y)

where . . .

The example for parallel-prefix sums in Section 5.4.2 shows that the rules of Generations in
Parallel are not restricted to specifications that deliver a result of a simple type but that
a subsequent derivation can transform the output scheme into a function that delivers an
entire storage structure. In that example: an array with all the parallel-prefix sums for a
given input array.

5.4 Examples
This section presents four examples that illustrate the application of the transformation
rules Generations in Parallel 1 and 2 in all their facets. The derivations all start with a
high-level specification of the problem and end with an implementable algorithm in skeleton
form. Three of these skeletal algorithms have been actually implemented, as is described in
Section 7.4. First, some methodological remarks are made.
After application of the above rules, manipulation of the storage structure (i.e. the
processor array) has been isolated into the some-expressions, so this is where communication
will happen. The some-expressions should be transformed such that the requirement for
communication (see the introduction of Section 5.3) is fulfilled. The generated assertion on
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function ƒ ' as well as the definitions of the communication skeletons of the target architecture
provide methodological support for this derivation into skeleton form.
A subderivation occurring very often in the examples below derives an elementary se
quence of actions (in skeleton form) in which every PE receives a value from another PE,
and applies a binary operator φ to this value and a value in its own memory. For linear
arrays and hypercubes, compact transformation rules for this subderivation respectively are
(see Section A.1.4 for a proof of the first one):
Compact rule for linear arrays
Xi.if г - d > L(a) then а(г - d) φ b(i) else υ φ Ь(г) fi

i

[d < DIM {a)

MAP{®, ZIP{SHIFTR(a, d, v), b))
Compact rule for hypercubes
ΧιΛΐ (г - 1(a)) mod (d * 2) = 0 then а(г + d) φ о(г) else υ φ Ь(г) fi
i

[ З к: k>0Ad

k

= 2 Ad<

DIM(o)

МАР(ф, ZIP(THYPERD{a, d, ν), b))
The proof of the latter is similar to the proof of the former. Both rules have variants for
related skeletons and for b as the left operand of φ.

5.4.1

Binomial coefficients

The objective of this example is more to illustrate and demonstrate the use of the rule
Generations in Parallel 1 than it is to present a challenging problem for which parallel
implementations are demanded frequently. An actual implementation of the algorithm will
be presented in Section 7.4.1. The derivation starts with the recursive definition of binomial
coefficients as a specification:
bm(I, J) where
inat = (nat к: О < к < J)
bin: (nat χ inat) —> nat
bin(i,j) = if j = 0Vz = j then 1 else Ьт(г — l , j — 1) + btn(i — l,j) fi
defined(¿>гп(г, j)) => 0 < j < г
which is followed by a case introduction and subsequent simplification to make the specifi
cation fit the input scheme of GiP 1 :
bin(i, j) = if г = 0 then 1
else if j = 0 V i = j then 1 else bm(i — l , j — 1) + bm(i — 1, j) fi fi
^ [Generations in Parallel lj
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bin'(imt(I))(J)
where
bin': (nat χ ( i n a t —»· n a t ) ) -» (inat —> n a t )
bin'{ζ, s) = \î ζ — I t h e n s else bin'(ζ + 1, s o m e 6: ispmap(b, ζ + 1)) fi
defined(6tn'(2, s)) => i$pmap(s, ζ)
mit: nat —ï ( n a t χ (inat -» n a t ) )
mit(x) = if χ = 0 t h e n (χ, s o m e b: ispmap(b,x))

else imt(x — 1) fi

ispmap: ((inat —> n a t ) χ n a t ) —> b o o l
ispmap(a, x) = Vy: a(y) = if y < χ t h e n bin(x, y) else G(a, x, y) fi
Subderivations for tntf (/) and for the some-expression in bm' are:
imt(I)
= [[Instantiation — Unfold ispmap — Simplification: bm(0, y) = 1 |
(0, s o m e b: Vy: 6(y) = if у < 0 t h e n 1 else G{b, 0, y) fi)
s o m e ò: ispmap (b, ζ + 1)
= lUnfold ispmap — Refinement of guards — Unfold Ьгп]
s o m e 6: Vy: b(y) = if
D
[]
Q

у
1
у
у

= 0
then
< У < ζ then
— z + 1 then
> ζ + 1 then

6гп(г + l,y)
¿>гп(г, у — 1) + 6m(z, у)
Ьгтг(г + 1, у)
G(b, ζ + 1, у) fi

The aim is to apply the Compact rule for Jinear arrays to this some-expression. To be
able to do so, we could make use of the yet undefined function G and the generated assertion
on bm'. If we define G to be constantly zero, we have a proposition that follows immediately
from the definition of ispmap·
ispmap(a, z) =*· V (q: q > z)· a(q) = 0
Now, we can apply the following three simplifications, such that all four t h e n - p a r t s get a
similar structure. The second and third simplification make use of this proposition:
y=0
l·
bm(z + l,y) = 1 Ξ bm(z,y) = 0 + bin(z,y)
y = ζ + 1 h bm(z + 1, y) Ξ 1 = bm(z, y — 1) = bm(z, y — 1) + 0 = bm(z, y — 1) + a(y)
y > z + l I- G ( & , z + l,y) = 0 = 0 + 0 Ξ a ( y - l ) + a ( y )
This yields a some-expression that will eventually fit the input scheme of our compact rule:

some 6: Vy: b(y) = if y = 0
then 0 -I- btn(z, y)
z
0 1 Í? У ^ then bm(z, у — 1) + bm(z, y)
W у = ζ + 1 then bm(z, у — 1) + o(y)
W у > ζ + 1 then a(y — 1) + o(y) fi
= lApply assertion: ispmap(a, z) h bm(z,y

— 1) = a(y — 1) Λ 6m(z, y) = a ( y ) |

s o m e 6: Vy: 6(y) = if y = 0 t h e n 0 + a(y) else a(y - 1) + a(y) fi
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Applying some-elimination to the result of both subderivations leads us to the following
specification for bin:
bm{I, J) = bin'(0, Ay.if y < 0 then 1 else 0 fi)(J) where
bin' (ζ, a) = if ζ = J
then a
else bm'(z + 1, Ay.if y — 0 then 0 4- a(y) else a(y - 1) + a(y) fi) fi
Finally, the two array abstractions are transformed into skeleton form.
Ay.if y < 0 then 1 else 0 fi
= ([Rearrangement of conditional expression]]
Ay.if y > 0 then 0 else 1 fi
= [[Simplification: y > 0 h y - 1 > 0 — Fold SHIFTR}
SHIFTR{\y. 0,1,1)
= [[Fold NEWj
SHIFTR{NEW(0), 1,1)
Ay.if y = 0 then 0 + a(y) else a(y — 1) + a(y) fi
= [[Rearrangement of conditional expression]]
Ay.if y φ 0 then a(y — 1) + a(y) else 0 -I- a(y) fi
= [[Simplification: у ф0 by — 1 > 0 — Compact rule for linear arrays]]
MAP{+, ZIP(SHIFTR{a, 1,0), a))
The result is a parallel program of linear time complexity instead of exponential complexity
as for the naive sequential algorithm. The occurrences of SHIFTR are primitive, since their
second argument (distance) is 1.
bm{I,J) = bm'{0,SHIFTR(NEW(0),l,l))(J)
where
bm'{z, a) = if z = I then a else bm'{z + 1, MAP(+, ZIP(SHIFTR(a, 1,0), a))) fi
A derivation in (Partsch, 1993) of the same program started with a totalisation (see also
the strategy in the introduction of Section 5.3):
bm"(i, j) = if ι > j then bm(i,j) else 0 fi
introducing an unwanted dependency between ι and j , which had to be transformed 'away'
first. The rule Generations in Parallel 1 solves this problem with totalisation in a uniform
way by introducing a function G for which a definition has to be sought later on in the
transformation process. This has the advantage that the totalisation can be fully motivated
by the derivation.
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5.4.2 Parallel-prefix sums
The wide applicability of the scan operation or parallel-prefix sums has been discussed in
Chapter 3 and 4 (Section 4.3.1). The derivation in this section employs Generations in
Parallel 1 and finite differencing to yield a linear-array algorithm in skeleton form; it starts
with an embedding:
PP: ((nat -» α) χ nat) -> α
PP(a,j)=®a(k)
fc=0

= ¡[Embedding with introduction of invariant]]
PP(A, J) = PP'(J, A, J) where
inat = (nat /: 0 < I < J)
PP': (inat χ (inat -> a) χ inat) —>· α
0 а(к)
к=}-,
def 'med(PP'(i, a, j)) => г < j

PP'{t,a,j)=

In order to transform PP' into a form that matches the input scheme of GiP 1, a case
introduction and subsequent simplification has been applied, followed by a further transfor
mation:
3

РР'(г, a,j) = if г = 0 then a(j) else 0

a(k) fi

k=j-,

= [Property of φ ]
3

ΡΡ'{ι, a, j) = if г = 0 then a(j) else a(j - г) φ

0

a{k) fi

= [Fold PP'l
PP'(i, a, j) = if г = 0 then a(j) else a(j - г) φ РР'(г - 1, a,j) fi
^ [Generations in Parallel 1|
PP(A, J) = PP"(imt(J, A)){J) where
PP": (inat χ (inat - > Q ) X (inat -»· a)) ->· (inat -> a)
PP"(i, a, g) = if г = J then ρ else РР"(г + 1, о, some 6: tspmap(b, г + 1, a)) fi
defined(PP"(i, a, p)) => ispmap(g, г, a)
mit: (inat χ (inat —> a)) -4 (inat χ (inat -4 α) χ (inat —> a))
tmt(i,a) = if г = 0 then (г,a, some b: ispmap(b,i,a)) else imt(i — l,a) fi
ispmap: ((inat —> a) x inat χ (inat —> a)) —>· bool
ispmap(g, x, a) = Vy: р(г/) = if χ < ¡/ then PP'(x, a, y) else G(p,i, o, y) fi
Subderivation for mit (J, A) and for the some-expression in PP":
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init(J,A)
= [Instantiation - - Unfold ispmap}
(0, A, some b: V y: b(y) = if 0 < y then PP'{0, A, y) else G(b, 0, A, y) fi)
= [[Simplifications: 0 < y = true - PP'{0, A, y) = A(y)}
(0, ^ . s o m e b: Vy: b{y) = A{y))
= Jsome-eliminationJ
(Ο,Α,Α)
some b: ispmap(b, i + 1, о)
Ξ [[Unfold ¿spmap — Unfold PP'}
some Ь: у:Ъ{у) = if (г + 1) < у then а(г/ - (г+ 1)) θ PP'{i,a,y)
else G(è,i + l,a, у) fi

If we define G(g,x,a,y) = φ β ( λ ) , then we have the following proposition:
я
ispmap(g, i, a) =>Vq: g(q) = if i < q then Pi"(г, о, q) else φ a(k) fi
k=o

я
and - since PP'(i, a,q) = φ a(k) - hence,
k=q—i
Я

ispmap(g, i, о) => Vg: g(ç) = if (г + 1) < g then РР'(г, α, g) else φ a(fc) fi
k=0

Now, we can continue our derivation, by first unfolding G in the above some-expression:
y

some 6: Vj/: b(y) = if (г + 1) < у then α(ί/ - (г + 1)) φ PP'(г, а, у) else 0 а(к) fi
Jt=0

= [[Simplification according to the above proposition]]
some b: Vy: b(y) = if (г + 1) < у t h e n a(y - (i + 1)) Φ g(y) else </(y) fi
= [0φ is neutral element of φ]]
some ò: V y: b(y) = if (г + 1) < у then a(y — (i + 1)) Φ g{y) else 0 Θ φ g(y) fi
= [some-elimination — Compact rule for linear arrays])
MAP{@, ZIP{SHIFTR(a,i +

l,0e),g))

The termination condition in PP" is г = J and the output selection is PP"(0, A, A)(J),
i.e. also on J. If we change the condition to г = H(A) {H{A) is the highest possible J), and
remove the selection, we obtain a function which delivers an array with the prefix compu
tation for a given array A. This is an application of the variant described in Section 5.3.3.
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PP{A, J) = PP"{0, A, A) where
PP"(i, a, g)= if i = H(A)
then g
else PP"{i + 1, a, MAP(®, ZIP(SHIFTR(a, г + 1, О ), g))) f i
By means of finite differencing this program can be transformed into one which uses
the primitive SHIFTR skeleton, i.e. with second argument d = 1. The newly embedded
argument b has an invariant b = SHIFTR(a,i + 1,0©). Application of the finite differencing
rule then results in the final algorithm (from which the now superfluous argument a can be
removed):
PP{A, J) = PP"'{0, A, A, SHIFTR{A, 1,0®)) where
PP'": (inat χ (inat - » a ) x (inat - > a ) x (inat -> a)) -> (inat -> a)
PP'" (i, a, g,b) = if i = H{A)
then g
else PP'"(i + 1, a, MAP(®, ZIP(b, g)), SHIFTR(b, 1,0Ф)) fi
def ined(PP'"(¿, a, g, b)) => b = SHIFTR(a, i + 1,0 )
This algorithm is of linear time complexity, since the computation of all arguments of
PP'", in particular g and 6, can be done in constant time. Algorithms for parallel-prefix
sums of logarithmic time are possible on architectures like the hypercube and perfect shuffle;
derivations for these kinds of target architectures can be found in (Geerling, 1992) and
(Achatz and Schulte, 1995). The latter derivation is via the divide-and-conquer scheme; an
approach discussed at the end of the next section.
5.4.3

Divide-and-conquer

Divide-and-conquer is a ubiquitous technique by which very many problems can be solved.
For instance, mergesort in Section 4.3.1 has been given as an example. Further details on
divide-and-conquer including related work are discussed right after the following algorithm
derivation. An actual implementation in an imperative language will be derived in Section 7.4.2. This derivation uses the rules Linearisation and Generations in Parallel 2 from
Section 5.3.2. We start with the obviously correct specification from Section 4.3.1:
DC: ((a -¥ (α χ a)) χ (a -> bool) χ (a -¥ β) χ {β χ β -^ β) χ α) -> β
DC {decompose, trivial, solve, combine, problem) =
if trivial (problem) then solve(problem) else combine(subsolutions) fi where
(probi ,prob2) = decompose(problem);
subsolutions = (DC(decompose, trivial,solve, combine,probi),
DC(decompose, trivial, solve, combine, prob2))
The flow of computation in DC resembles a binary tree. The mapping of a binary tree
to a hypercube has been discussed in Chapter 4 — see Figure 4.2 in Section 4.3.2. For
linearising the specification, the rule Linearisation asks us to express the unreiatedness of
the two recursive calls to DC. Therefore, the derivation below starts with an embedding of
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two arguments in DC, one corresponding with the smallest PE used in a subtree and the
other with the number of PEs (increased by one) used in a subtree. The initial values are
respectively 0 and DIM(h) for a hypercube h.
DC id,t,s,c,p) = DC'ip) where
DC': а -»· β
DC'ip) = if t{p) then s(p) else c(DC'(di(p)),DC'{d2(p))) fi
(d1(p),d2(p)) = d(p)
= JEmbedding with introduction of invariant]
DC(d,t, s,c,p) = DC'(Q, DIM(h),p) where
DC': (inat χ nat χ α) -+ β
DC'(l, f,ρ) = if t{p) then sip) else c(DC(l, fdi(p)), DC{1 + f {ЛІР)))
(d 1 (p),d 2 (p)) = d(p)
defined(.DC"(í,/,ρ)) => dc.assertHJ)
dc-assert: (inat χ nat) —• bool
dc-assertil, f) = 3k: k>0 Λ ƒ = 2* Λ ƒ < ZtfM(/i) Λ / mod ƒ = 0

fi

Regarding the definition of OK in Section 5.3.2, the parameter ρ maps to the arguments
if, p) above and the parameter q maps to I. The functions K[ and Щ are:
• * i ( / , p ) = (£,di(p))
.

D'(il,f,p)±l

• K'2if,p) =

i{Mp))

• D'2\l,f,p) = l + i
and the generations for £>C7' are:
ö/f°(Z,/ ) P ) = {(i > /,p)}
OKmil,f,p) = {(Z'.S.diöO) | dc_ asS ert(/', Ç) Λ / ' ^ 1 Λ (*',ƒ',p') e D/P»-i(i,/ j P )} U
{(i' + £ , £ , d2(p')) I dc-aSSerí(/' + ¿ £) л ƒ' # 1 Λ (¿', /',ρ') € аКт~1Ц,/,р)}
Furthermore, for those I and ƒ for which dc-OSsertU, ƒ) and ƒ # 1 hold7, the unrelatedness
property holds, i.e. / and I + £ are always different, so we can apply Linearisation, and the
result after totalisation is:
DC'І0, DIM ih), p) where
DC'il, f,p) = if tip) then sip) else ζ = Xk. DC'ik, if k = I
then U, d^p))
0 fc = Z + ¿ t h e n ( f , d 2 ( p ) )
else G(p,f) fi);

φ(0, *(/ + £)) fi

defined(Z>C"(¿,/,ρ)) =4- dc_<wserí(¿, ƒ)
7

Note that it is assumed that ƒ = 1 =* t(p), otherwise ƒ could become less than 1. This assumption is not
unreasonable, since s(p) could be transformed to a 'sequential' divide-and-conquer algorithm, for the case
/ = 1Λ-.ί(ρ).
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Section 5.3.2 concluded with two points that had to be taken into account in transforming
the output of Linearisation such that it matches the input of GiP 2. The first one - existence
of an invertitile function - has been fulfilled already, by argument ƒ and expression £,
which will be distributed out of the guarded expression. The second one needs a little
more attention, due to the presence of к in the guarded expression causing a mismatch with
the input scheme of GiP 2. Since the function has to keep track of the decomposition of
p, variable к cannot be easily removed from the conditional. Therefore, we define a new
function DC" in which ρ is abstracted into an array, such that DC"(I, f,p) = DC'{I, f,p(l)).
This assertion allows to use the new abstraction variable г instead of к in the third argument
of DC" in the else-part.
DC"(0, DIM'(h), some q: q(Q) = p) where
DC"· (inat χ nat χ (inat -+ α)) -> β
DC"(I, f,ρ) = if t(p) then s(p(l))
else ζ = Xk. DC"(k,^,Xt.if г = I
then dx(p(l))
О г = I + { then d2(p(l))
else G'(p, ƒ, г) fi);
c(z(l),z(l + í))ñ
defined(DC"(l,f,p)) => dc-assert(l,f) Л DC"(l,f,p) = DC'(l,f,p(l))
Before this expression can be input to GiP 2, a few rewritings have to be done. The following
simplifications make use of the assertion dc-assert(l,f):
г = 1 Al mod ƒ = 0
h г mod ƒ = 0
i = l+¿Al mod ƒ = 0
h г + £ mod ƒ = 0
г mod ƒ = 0 Л / mod ƒ = 0
h p(l) = ρ(ι)
i + £ m o d / = 0 A ¿ m o d / = 0 Yp(l)=p(i-{)
after which the application of Generations m Parallel 2 delivers:
DC"(imt(DIM'(h),some q: q(0) =p))(0) where
DC": (nat χ (inat -»• β)) -+ (inat -4 β)
DC"(χ, а) = if χ = DIM(h)
then α
else DC'"(x * 2, some ft· V (z: dc_ossert(z, χ * 2)):
b(z) = c(a(z), a(z + x))) fi
mit: (nat χ (inat -> a)) —> (nat χ (inat —> β))
mit(f,p) = if t(p) then (ƒ,some b. ispmap(b,f,p))
else imt(L,\i.if г mod ƒ = 0
then d\(p(i))
О г + Í mod ƒ = 0 then d2(p(i - £))
else G' (p,f, г) fi) fi
tspmap: ((inat —• /3) χ nat χ (inat —> α)) -+ bool
г«ртар(а,ж,у) = (г: dc-assert(z,x)). a(z) = DC"(z,x,y)
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= [Instantiation of ispmap — Totalisation of DC'" — some-elimination (2x)J
DC'"(imt(DIM{h),some q: q(0) = p))(0) where
DC'"(x, a) = if ι = Д/М(ft)
then α
else DC'"(x * 2,
Xz.ii г mod (x * 2) = 0 then (^(0(2), 0(2 + x)) else e c fi) fi
¿(χ, у) = if χ = ec V у = e c then e c else c(:r, j/) fi
init(f,p) = if t(p) then (/,Az.s(p(z)))
else init (£,Аг.if ι mod ƒ = 0
then di (p(i) )
Q г + | mod ƒ = 0 then d2(p(« - {))
else G'(p, f, i) fi) fi

The some-expression and the three A-abstractions are transformed into skeleton form:
some q: ç(0) = ρ
^ [some-elimination]]
Аг.р
= [Fold NEW}
NEW{p)
Az.if ζ mod (x * 2) = 0 then (/(0(2), a(z + ж)) else ec fi
Ξ [Property of с*]]
Az.if ζ mod (1 * 2) = 0 then c'(a(z), a(z + x)) else c'(a(z), ec) fi
= [Compact rule for hypercubesj
MAP(d, ZIP(a, THYPERD{a, x, ee)))
Xz.s(p(z))
Ξ [Fold MAP}
MAP{s,p)
Ai.ifimod/ = 0
then di(p(i))
О г + I mod ƒ = 0 then d2{p{i - {))
else G'(p, f, i) fi
= [Instantiation of G' — Simplification]]
Аг-if г + | mod ƒ = 0 then d2(p(i — | ) ) else di(p(i)) fi
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= [Case introduction — Distributivity — Simplification])
Xi.if i + £ mod ƒ = 0 then <Í2(if * + 2 m ° d ƒ = 0 then p(i — ^) else р(г) fi)
else di(if i + | mod ƒ = 0 then p(i — | ) else p(i) fi) fi
= [Abstraction: R(p, i, ƒ) = if г + | mod ƒ = 0 then d2(p) else dt(p) fi ]]
Ai.fí(if г + £ mod ƒ = 0 then p{i — | ) else p(i) fi, г, ƒ)
= [Fold MAP — Fold Z№-3]
МЛР(Д, ZIP-3{Xi.ií г + ¿ mod ƒ = 0 then р(г - ¿) else р(г) П,Аг.г, Аг. ƒ))
= [Fold THYPERU' — Fold INEW — Fold JV£W]]
Ш Р ( Я , ZIP-Z(THYPERU'{p, ¿), /iVEW, JVEW(/)))
Finally, the derived program for divide-and-conquer on hypercubes is:
DC: ((α -> (α χ a)) χ (a -> bool) χ (a -> /3) χ (β χ /3 -»• β) χ α) -> /3
£>C(d,ί,s, c,p) = DC'"(init(DIM(h), NEW{p)))(0) where
PC"": (nat χ (inat -> /3)) ->• (inat -»· /3)
Z>C""(x,a) = if χ = DIM(h) then α
else DC'"{x * 2, MAP(d, Zff(o, THYPERD(a, x, e c )))) fi
¿:(/3χ/3)-+/3
d(x, y) == if 1 = ec V у = e c then e c else c(i, y) fi
¡mí: (nat χ (inat -* a)) -» (nat χ (inat -» /3))
!««(ƒ, ρ)=if f (ρ) then (/,MAP(s,p))
else ¿roí ( f M,4P(Ä, ZIP-3{THYPERU'(p, £), INEW, NEW (f)))) fi
fí: (α χ inat χ nat) -¥ a
R{p< ι, ƒ) = if г + 2 m o < i ƒ = 0 then гіг(р) else ¿ι(ρ) fi
The data-parallel divide-and-conquer algorithm above yields a considerable speedup when
compared with its sequential counterpart. The constructed algorithm only takes log η stages,
hence its time complexity is 0(tc • logn) where tc is the time complexity of function c. For
instance for the mergesort example in Section 4.3.1, the time complexity is 0(n\ogn), due to
the linear complexity of merge. However, all the merges in one level are executed in parallel,
so there will be a significant speedup in execution time. This speedup is also achieved in case
the number of leaves in the argument DAG - which is a tree is this case - is larger than the
number of available PEs. Since from the level in which no free PEs are available anymore,
i.e. when ƒ = 1, all PEs could be employed in executing the sequential divide-and-conquer
algorithm. More about machine implementations on a number of PEs that is physically
bounded is found in Section 7.1.2.
Related work
First, some interesting applications of divide-and-conquer are referred to. Among the prob
lems solved by divide-and-conquer are: Euler colouring of a graph (Gibbons and Rytter,
1988), computing the convex hull of a set of points (Axford, 1992; Achatz and Schulte,
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1995), algorithms in ray tracing and sorting problems. Furthermore, the above derivation
gives a possible implementation for particular cases of the general homomorphism scheme of
the CDT approach (Section 3.3.2).
Axford (1992) presents an overview of paradigms and (mostly functional) languages for
architecture-independent parallel programming through divide-and-conquer. The author describes languages based on lists, arrays as well as sets and mappings as their data structure
and higher-order functions as their control structure. One of them is the functional language
Divacon by Carpentieri and Mou (1991); a language based on an algebraic model of arrays
and providing primitives that operate on whole arrays. In addition, several primitive functions for dividing arrays into subarrays, and their inverse (combine functions) are provided.
The language was particularly designed for compilation onto hypercube networks and related topologies such as the perfect shuffle. The authors also describe two transformations
for eliminating communication, which are part of their optimising compiler.
In the area of formal algorithm derivation two results were recently reported in (Achatz
and Schulte, 1995) and (Godateli and Lengauer, 1993). Achatz and Schulte (1995) present
a strategy for transforming divide-and-conquer algorithm specifications towards an implementation in skeleton form. Their basic data structure is the balanced sequence model in
which sequences can only be split into parts of equal length. Communication is abstractly
defined by means of three primitives on the balanced sequence model, viz. join, correspondent communication and directed broadcast. These abstract primitives are then expressed
in terms of the skeletons of each particular architecture. Algorithm derivations aim at these
abstract primitives, thus establishing architecture-independency, although at the cost of possibly obtaining a suboptimal (in time complexity) algorithm. Section 8.1 further discusses
this trade-off between architecture-independency and time-optimal solutions.
Gorlatch and Lengauer (1993) derive a generic SPMD implementation with messagepassing communication for the divide-and-conquer scheme, by means of the Bird-Meertens
Formalism (Section 2.2.2) and its associated laws. Their implementation maps each node in
the execution tree to a PE, whereas the derivation presented above maps each node in one
level of this tree to a PE. The authors recognise that their transition from the final BMF
specification to the imperative SPMD program yet needs to be formalised.
Other appearances of divide-and-conquer in parallel-algorithm development are found in
(Cole, 1989) and (Harrison, 1992; de Guzman et al., 1993). The former presents an implementation of the divide-and-conquer program skeleton on a two-dimensional grid. The latter
two show in an FP style (Backus, 1978) how to transform the divide-and-conquer scheme
into one that is suited for pipeline architectures, by means of data type transformations (see
Section 6.1).

5.4.4

Dynamic programming

Another computation scheme frequently found in books on algorithms is dynamic programming. The derivation here again starts with a straightforward high-level specification of the
problem. An implementation for the skeleton algorithm derived below is presented in Section 7.4.3. From the many instances of the dynamic programming schemes the one derived
here is for optimal problem subdivision:
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f (г,г) = mit (г)
f(i,j)

= min{f(i,k)

forO< Kj

+ f(k + l,j)+w(i,k,j)},

<n-

1

for problem size η, and where function imt(i) specifies some initial costs for 0 < г < η — 1
and the values of w(i, k,j) are computed in advance. An example of a dynamic programming
problem of the above scheme is the question to determine the optimal parenthesisation of a
matrix product. Consider the evaluation of the regular matrix product M0 · Mi
M„_i,
where M, is a matrix with r, rows and r,+i columns. Then f(i,j) is the minimum number of
operations needed for calculating the matrix product Μ,-Μ,+ι
M¡, which depends on the
placement of parentheses. The costs are defined by іші(г) = 0 and w(t,k,j) = г,-г*+і ·τ3+ι,
where the latter corresponds to the number of operations needed for multiplying two matrices
with orders rt χ г*+1 and Tk+\ x r}+i respectively.
The forthcoming derivation will not make use of specific properties of min and +, so
the final algorithm also implements any function fitting the above scheme where min and
+ are replaced by other operators. The rule Generations in Parallel 1 is used to derive a
data-parallel algorithm. An initial functional specification for the above specification is
DNP =ƒ (0, η - 1) where
ƒ : (nat χ nat) -* β
ƒ (г, j) = if г = j then mit (i) else min {/(г, к) + f (к + 1, j) + w(i, k,j)} fi
defined(/(i,j)) =$>0<i<j

<n-ï

which - with the prospected application of GiP J, i e. such that all first arguments of calls
to ƒ are equal - will be totalised to a function with equal behaviour8
ƒ : (int χ nat) -> β
f(t,j) = 'if ι=3
then гші(г)
j-i

else if г < 0 then f (г + l,j) else min{f(i,k) + f (к + 1, j) + w(i,k,j)}
defined(/(i, j)) => {-(n - 1) < г < η - 1) Λ (0 < j < η - 1) Лг < j

fifi

The next step is an embedding of the output, from a single object to an array in which
results of previous steps in the recursion are stored, such that computing the current gen
eration (with respect to OK) only depends on the previous one, which allows us to apply
GiP 1. The type [β] is that of dynamic lists which can be indexed with the [.] operator
(indices start at 0) and to which elements can be prepended by means of the operator ж
DNP =f'(0, η - 1)[0] where
ƒ': (int χ nat) -> ¡β]
f'(i,j) = some α: V(Z: г < I < j)· a[l - t\ = if I < 0 then E{l,j) else f(l}j)
defined(/'(i,j)) =*· (-(n - 1) < г < η - 1) Λ (0 < j < η - 1) Лг < j

fi

where E is an arbitrary expression that can be instantiated later on in the derivation.
The next two case introductions in ƒ' mirror the structure of function ƒ :
8

The type int is that of the integers
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f'(i,j) =
if г = j
then some o: V (Ι: ι < I < ])• a[l — г] = if / < 0 then E(l,j) else f (I, j) fi
else if г < 0
then some a: V(Z: г < I < j): a[l — г] = if I < 0 then E(l,j) else /(i,j) fi
else some a: V (/: г < Ζ < j ) : a[Z - г] = if / < 0 then E(l, j) else f (I, j) fi fi fi

The three some-expressions are simplified using the knowledge of their context, i.e. the
values of г and j , and the results are as follows (the subdenvations can be found in Sec
tion A.2.1).
[mit(j)}
E(i,j) » - s o m e a: V(i:i + 1 < l< j): a[l - ι] = if I < OtbenE{l,j)
f(i,j)

else f(l,j)

fi

>f some o: V(Z. г + 1 <l < j): a[l - ι] = f(l,j)

Now, a folding of ƒ' can be applied twice after which ƒ is unfolded in ƒ' and some simplifi
cations are applied:
f'(t,j)

=

iîi=j
then [»nii(j)]
else if г < 0 t h e n Е{г, j) Х- /'(г + l,j)
else/(i,j)>f/'(i + l,j)fifi

= [Unfold ƒ in ƒ' — Simplification]]
f'(i, j) = if г= j
then [imi(j)]
else if г < 0 then E(i, j) >f f'(i + l,j)
j-i

else min {/(г, fc) + ƒ(/: + 1, j) + и<(г, /г, j)} >f /'(г + 1, j) fi fi
The objective of the forthcoming rewritings is to have only references to f'(q, τ), for
some q and r, that correspond with nodes in the previous generation (with respect to OK).
Observing the above function definition, it can be seen that only one type of recursive call
to ƒ', viz. f'(i + l,j), is present in f'{i,j). Hence, each generation in OK contains only one
node.
However, the two calls to ƒ (i.e. f{t,k) and f(k + l,j)) should be transformed to ƒ' calls
as well, leading to new nodes in the generations. If we succeed in allowing only calls f'{q, r)
for which r — q = J — г — 1 - a s i s already the case for the present calls to ƒ' -, this function
could be extended with an extra argument p, with invariant p — j-г which then can act as
the equal first argument in all recursive calls such that GiP 1 is applicable.
From the initial specification of ƒ' it can be deduced that the following equality holds
f'ihj)[s]

= f& + s,j) with s &0..J - г , a n d O < i < j

(*)
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This information will be used in replacing calls to ƒ by calls to ƒ' in the specification thus
far derived. Equality (*) also shows that some values f(x, y) are present in more than one
ƒ' sequence. The above requirements on the arguments of ƒ' determine which one should be
selected, i.e. the one from the previous generation.
Now, subexpression f{i,k) can be replaced by Р( і,к)[ 2] where к — V\ should equal
j — г — 1 (viz. a node in the previous generation) and hence νχ = k — j + i + 1; and because of
equality (*) i = V1 + V2 and thus v2 = i — v\ = j — k — 1. By the same reasoning subexpression
f(k + 1, j) will be replaced by /'(«bj'JM with vx = г + 1 and v2 — к - i. After embedding
of the new argument ρ in ƒ' with assertion ρ = j — i we then have
f'(i,j) = f"U - h hi) where
ƒ": (nat χ int χ nat) -> [β]
f"(ρ, ij) = if ρ = 0 then \init(j)]
else if i < 0 then E(i, j) >f f"(p - 1, i + 1, j)
j-i

else m i n { f " ( p - l , k - j + i + l,k)\j-k-l]
+
*-' / w ( p - l , t + l,j)[fc-<] +
u»(i,*,¿)} > + / " ( p - M + l,j) « Я

defined(/"(p, г, j)) =>· ρ = j - г
defined(/'(i,i)) => {-(η - 1) < г < тг - 1) Λ (0 < j < η - 1) Λ г < j
= [Replace г by j — ρ in ƒ " — Remove superfluous argument ¿J

f'b,j)

= f"(j-i,j)

where

ƒ": (nat χ nat) -> [0]
/"(ρ, j) = if ρ = 0 then [iniífj')]
else if j - ρ < 0 then £ ( j - p, j) >+ f"(p - l,j)
else min {f"{p - 1, k)[j - к - 1] +
*=J-p / » ( p - i , j ) [ t - ü - p ) ] +
w(j-p,fc,j)}>fr(p-l,j)fifi
defined( f"(p, j)) => (-(n - 1) < (j - p) < η - 1) Λ (0 < j < η - 1) Λ j' - ρ < j
Assertion j—p<j can be removed since ρ > 0 always holds. With the envisaged application
of GiP 1 in mind we restrict the type of ƒ" to (nat χ inat) —> [β], with inat = (nat j : 0 <
j < η — 1). Now, rule GiP 1 can be applied, yielding:
f'(i,j) = f'"(start(j - i))(j) where
ƒ"': (nat χ (inat -> [/3])) -> (inat -* [/9])
/'"(г, α) = if ζ = j — ι then α else /'"(г + 1, some b: ispmap(b, ζ + 1)) fi
defined(/"'(2, α)) => ispmap(a, ζ)
start: nat -» (nat χ (inat -> [/3]))
ííart(x) = if χ = 0 then (ι, some 6: ispmap(b, χ)) else síart(i — 1) fi
ispmap: ((inat —¥ [β]) χ nat) —> bool
ispmap(a, x) = V (y: —(n — 1) < (y — x) < ( п - 1 ) Л 0 < у < (η — 1)): o(y) = f"{x, y)
The expression start(j — i) can be simplified as follows:
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start(j — г)
= [Instantiation — Unfold ispmap}
(O.some 6: V(y: 0 < у < η- 1): b{y) = f(0,y))
= [Instantiation])
(0, some b: V (y: 0 < у < η - 1): b(y) = [mtt(y)])

and the some-expression in ƒ'" becomes
some b: ispmap(b, z + l)
= [Unfold ispmap — Unfold ƒ" — Simplification]]
some 6: V (y: 0 < у < η — 1): b(y) =
if у - (ζ + 1) < 0 then E{y - (ζ + 1), j) >f
else

f"{z,y)

mill {f"(z, k)[y - к - 1] + /"(ζ, j/)[fc - (у - (ζ + 1))] +
(,+1)
*-»w(y - (ζ + 1), к, y)} >f ƒ"(*, у) fi

= [Simplification: ispmap(a,ζ) h f"(z,Y)

Ξ а(У)|

some 6: V (y: 0 < y < η — 1): ò(j/) =
if î/ - (г + 1) < 0 then £(j/ - (ζ + 1), j) >f а(г/)
else

min {a{k)[y - к - 1] + a(y)[k - (у - {ζ + ί))] +
* - у - ( г + І ) «;(y-(z + l),*,y)}>fa(y)fi

The last obstacle to be removed before an efficient data-parallel algorithm can be realised is
the subexpression a(k)[y — к — 1], since all the other references to α are at the current index
(i.e. y) while a(k) is not. The solution to the problem comes through finite differencing,
which is shown below. The objective is to introduce a new argument, say d, by an embedding
such that a(k)[y — к — 1] can be replaced by d(y)[X], for some X.
The range of к is from y— (z + l) toy— 1; when shifting this by a value that varies from
ζ + 1 to 1, к is constantly y. In other words, when an amount varying from ζ + 1 to 1 is
subtracted from к in a(k)[y — к — 1] we will get a reference to у instead of k. Hence, we are
done if we can come up with a new function ƒ"" having an extra parameter d that satisfies
the following assertion (for ζ > 0):
d = some c: V (y: 0 < у < (η — 1)):
c(y) = some b: V (г: 1 < г < (ζ + 1) Л у - г > 0): Ь[г - 1] = а{у - г)[г - 1]
in which the subexpression а(у — г)[г — 1] resulted from the above specified subtraction. Since
we then have in short
V(y: 0 < у < η - 1): d{y)[i - 1] = o(y - г)[г - 1]
expression a(k)[y — к — I] can be replaced by d(y)[y — к — 1].
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The following derivation aims at applying the finite differencing rule (Section 2.3.1) and
thus at establishing an operationalisation for computing d. Observing the transformation
rule for finite differencing, two conditions have to be satisfied. Firstly, an operationalisation
for d will be derived for the initial case, i.e. when 2 = 0.
some d: V (y: 0 < y < (η - 1)).
d{y) = some b: V (г: 1 < г < (г + 1) Л у - г > 0): Ь[г - 1] = а{у - г)[г - 1]
= [[Subderivation in Section A.2.2J
some d: V (y: 0 < y < (η — 1)):
d(y) = if y - 1 > 0 then [mit(y - 1)] else Ρ fi
for any expression P. Secondly, the applicability condition of the transformation rule has
to be fulfilled, so for ζ > 0 and array α as derived in the second subderivation right after
the application of GiP 1 above (in which the reference to a(k) is being replaced by d(y)) we
have:
some d: V (y: 0 < у < (η — 1)):
d{y) = some b: V (г: 1 < г < (г + 1) Л у - г > 0): Ь[г - 1] = а(у - і)\г - 1]
= ¡[Subderivation in Section Α.2.2]]
some d: V (y: 0 < y < (η - 1)):
d(y) = if y - 1 > 0 then a{y - 1)[0] >f d{y - 1) else Q fi
for any expression Q. Application of the finite differencing rule then gives:
ƒ'(»>.?) - /""(OAsome d: Vy: d{y) = if y - 1 > 0 then b(y - 1) else Ρ ñ)(j) where
b = some c: Vy. c(y) = [mit(y)\
ƒ"": (nat χ (inat ->· [/3]) χ (inat -^ [/3])) -> (inat -• [/3])
/""(2,0,ÉO = if « = J - t
then α
else f""(z + 1, a', some c: Vy:
c(y) = if y - 1 > 0 then a'(y - 1)[0] >f t % - 1) else Q fi) fi
a' = some b: Vy: b(y) = if y - (ζ + 1) < 0
then E{y - (z + 1), y) >f a(y)
else

v-i

min {d(y)[y - к - 1] + a(y)[A - (y - (г + 1))] +
* - у - ( г + 1 ) w(y-(ζ+
l),k,y)}>±a{y)
fi

Finally, the some-expressions are transformed into skeleton form, for which the subderivations can be found in Section A.2.3.
some d. Vy: d(y) = if у — 1 > 0 then b(y — 1) else Ρ fi
SHIFTR(b,l,P)
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some c: Vj/: c(y) = [гш<(у)]
MAP(Xx.\inü(x)}, INEW)

some b: Vy: b(y) =
if у - (z + 1) < 0
then E(y - (z + 1), y) >f a(y)
else

min

{d(j/)[î/ - fc - 1] + a(j/)[fc - у + ζ + 1] + w{y - {ζ + 1), к, у)} >f a(y) fi

fc=j/-(z+l)

AfAP(<?, Z/P-4(a, d, NEW(z + 1), /NEW)) where
g: ([β] χ [β] χ nat χ inat) -• [β]
g(a, d, ζ, y) = if y - ζ < О
then E(y — z,y)>+a
y-i

else min {d[y - к - 1] + alk - (у - г)] + w(y — ζ, к, y)} >f о fi
*=у-2

some с: г/: с(у) = if у - 1 > 0 then а'{у - 1)[0] 54- d(y - 1) else Q fi
MAP(>}-, ZIP(SHIFTR{a', 1, [Д])[0], SHIFTR{d, 1,5))) where
Q = R>± S
yielding
ZWP =/'(0, η - 1)[0] where
ƒ': (int χ nat) -• [/3]
f'(i,j) = f""(0,b,SmFTR(b,l,P))(j)
b = MAP{Xx.[init{x)], INEW)
ƒ"": (nat χ (inat ->· [β]) χ (inat -»• [/Э])) ->· (inat -> [/3])

r"(z,o,d) =
if ζ = j — i

then о
else /""(г + 1, о', АЛ4Р(>+, ZIP(SHIFTR(a', 1, [Д])[0], SHIFTR(d, 1,5)))) fi
α' = МЛР(у, Ζ/Ρ-4(α, d, JV£W(z + 1), /MEW))
g: {[β] χ [β] χ nat χ inat) -»· [/3]
g(a, d, ζ, y) = if y - ζ < О
then £ ( Î / — л, у) >+ α
y-l

else min {d[y — к — l]+a[k — (y — ζ)] + w(y — ζ,к,у)} >+ a fi
The time complexity of this algorithm is 0(n2) on η PEs, since the function ƒ"" takes
C(n) iterations, while each computation of a' takes 0(n) time. It remains a question whether
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the above algorithm is a novel one. It is certainly not the fastest one available as can be
concluded from the numerous results reported on parallel algorithms for dynamic programming — see for instance (Archibald, 1992). Although a comparison is somewhat problematic
because the algorithms all require a different number of PEs.
Related work
Archibald (1992) gives an overview (providing a starting point into the literature) of the
subject of dynamic programming for parallel implementations. Three variants of dynamic
programming - shortest path problems, optimal problem subdivision and Markov decision
processes - are studied, of which the first two are deterministic whereas the last one is
probabilistic.

5.5 Related work
A model for extracting parallelism from a high-level specification related to the one presented
in this chapter, is what Lengauer calls the polytope model (Lengauer, 1993). The roots of
the model are in the automatic synthesis of correct algorithms for systolic arrays9. Its
computations are specified by means of for-loops and/or while-loops (i.e. a for-loop with
a dynamic upper bound). A transformation starts by forming a polytope - a finite convex
set of some dimensionality with flat surfaces - having a dimension for each nested loop.
However, a computation with while-loops is modelled by a polyhedron, which differs from
the polytope in that it is infinite in some dimensions, i.e. in the ones that correspond with
the dynamic upperbound resulting from the termination condition of a while-loop (Griebl
and Lengauer, 1994).
Each node in the thus constructed space represents a computation in the original specification, and it is required that dependencies between nodes are regular and local. Then, by
so-called space-time mappings - affine coordinate transformations - the source polytope is
transformed into a target polytope, in which space- and time dimensions are distinguished.
The space mapping is called allocation and the time mapping is called scbeduie. Algebraic
techniques like integer linear programming help in automatically finding a time-minimal
schedule and a processor-minimal allocation.
It is the space-time tradeoff that the model has in common with our work in the current
chapter. The space dimensions relate to the generations (i.e. OK) and the time dimensions
relate to function ƒ" in the output scheme of Generations in Parallel. The former become
the parallel loop while the latter becomes the sequential loop. In translating the target
polytope back to the machine model it can be decided whether the implementation will be
synchronous or asynchronous. This is controlled by deciding which loop is made the outer
one. Making the sequential loop the outer one results in a synchronous implementation,
whereas asynchronous parallelism is established by making the parallel loop the outer one.
The work presented in this chapter differs from the polytope model in that its (i.e. of
GiP) requirements are somewhat less rigid. First, the argument DAG need not be a polytope
or polyhedron in order to apply GiP successfully (the DAG in general is not a polytope).
'See (Megson, 1994) for a survey of various approaches for the synthesis of systolic algorithms.
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It need not even be regular, however regularity of the argument DAG has implications
for the target architecture: an irregular one implies an asynchronous implementation (see
Section 5.2.3). Future work in the polytope model aims at loosening the requirements on
the polytope (of which the transition to polyhedra for while-loops is one step). A second
difference is that the program development method described in this thesis is not meant to
be applied automatically. For instance, in finding the inverse function K~l in the rule GiP 1
some ingenuity is needed in general.
Pettorossi et al. (1993) introduce the use of the tupling strategy for deriving synchronous
parallel programs from non-linear recursive specifications written in a functional language
with parallel graph-rewriting semantics. This strategy's objective is to define new function
values in terms of a tuple of known functions. Compare this with the tabulation strategy in
which known function values are stored in a table for later use. Given the argument DAG of
a recursively defined function ƒ a relation > similar to «— ¡ (Definition 5.2 in Section 5.2.2) is
defined, stating that for any two nodes m and η in the DAG m> η holds iff the functional
call of m requires the computation of the functional call of n. Furthermore, a cut in an
argument DAG of ƒ is a set of nodes that - if removed from the DAG - splits the DAG into
two disconnected subgraphs g\ and g-i such that for each node m in g¡ and each node η in
gì m > η holds. A sequence of cuts [c¿ | i > 0] is then defined and said to be progressive iff
(Pettorossi and Proietti, 1993):
• all cuts have the same finite cardinality;
• each cut is different from its predecessor;
•

(г: г > 0): Vn G c¿: 3m € c¡_i: m > η , if η φ m;

•

(г: г > 0): Vm € c¿_i: 3 π 6 q: m > η , if

пфт.

From these properties it follows that cuts in a progressive sequence should be bounded and
that every next cut moves farther away from the root of the DAG, i.e. there is progress. It
can be shown that if a progressive sequence of cuts exists for the argument DAG of some
ƒ such that the initial call of ƒ can be computed from c0 and such that there exists some
function h with Ci = /i(cj_i), for г > 0, i.e. h does not depend not i, then the tupling strategy
- tupling those function calls in a cut - results in a recursive program for ƒ of linear time
complexity.
In parallel-algorithm development the calls in a cut are supposed to be executed in parallel. Problems to be addressed are the mapping to PEs and minimalisation of communication.
In general, the transformation rule Generations in Parallel and its strategy form a special
case of the tupling strategy, however it cannot be said that the definition of cuts specialises
or generalises the definition of UK. On the one hand, cuts are more generally defined than
generations, i.e. a generation is a cut but not the other way around. This makes that the
tupling strategy requires a detailed examination of the argument DAG in order to identify a
sequence of cuts that produces an efficient PE allocation and communication. On the other
hand, unlike generations the cuts have to be of equal size. A solution to this problem is given
by Chin and Hagiya (1995) who present an extension of the tupling strategy for sequential
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programming that allows dynamic storage The authors synthesise a tabulated version of
binomial coefficients, almost equal to the one presented in this chapter
Various techniques that operate on data structures for data-parallel algorithms can be ap
plied to the output of the above tabulation rules For instance, the tabulation semantics
on data fields as introduced by Hammarlund and Lisper (1993) (see Section 3 3 1), or the
transformation techniques - called domain morphisms (Section 6 4) - from Crystal's devel
opment method (see Section 3 3 2) Finally, the work on GiP and the polytope model relate
to similar data type transformation techniques in parallelising compilers, for instance for
Fortran Since all these approaches are on the level of data structures, instead of recursion
structure, they are discussed in Chapter 6

5.6 Discussion
Tabulation is one way of describing and realising a space-time tradeoff This chapter shows
that in data-parallel-algonthm development a well-known technique from sequential-program
development can be used Therefore, future research should investigate other transforma
tion rules that are based on a space-time tradeoff, such as precomputation (Partsch, 1990)
Furthermore, it is expected that other profitable variants (than GiP 1 and GiP 2) of the
general GiP rule can be derived
The variant rules GiP 1 and GiP 2 have two important methodological benefits for
data-parallel algorithm development First, they both formalise the requirements for parallehsation (found in previous studies), and by putting these into a transformation rule their
function becomes one of a guide in a strategy Second, the rules constitute a separation of
concerns by isolating the manipulation of the storage structure, ι e the eventual communica
tion part of the specification, into (non-deterministic) some-expressions These expressions
do not bias the developer towards any design decision The final task left after application of
the rules is transformation into skeleton form, which is not always trivial (see for instance the
derivation for dynamic programming in Section 5 4 4), although the target role of skeletons
(Section 4 4) provides the guidance for this part of the algorithm derivation
A possible future extension of the GiP rules - that will not be discussed here in great
detail - is the replacement of the single-object input argument χ by a vector χ By doing
so, the size of generation OK°(x) becomes greater than 1, and hence the amount of possible
parallelism is increased The definition for the initial generation has to be changed
OK°(x) =

{x\xex}

and the input scheme of Generations m Parallel has to deal with the vector input
ƒ(£) = {g{x) | χ G χ} where
g(x) = < original definition of ƒ »
The output scheme should deliver more than one result, hence the then-part of ƒ" adapts
to
for y y e ПК0 {χ) all ƒ (у)
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The derivations in Section 5.4 show that a large part of transforming the specification into
an executable data-parallel algorithm is devoted to manipulating the index domain inat. To
let the development method scale up towards larger problem sizes, this index manipulation
is of too low a level. However, current parallelising compilers - mainly dealing with matrix
algorithms - are entirely based on this model of index domains. In transformational program
development, the index domain should best be replaced by common algebraic data types like
list, tree, etc. such that data type transformation techniques (as the ones described in the
next chapter) can be applied. This immediately puts up the question whether the rules
Generations in Parallel can be used with those data types. A preliminary answer would be
positive if the storage structure for tabulation is changed from a simple index space such as
inat —> α to one of bags, sets, etc. Languages operating on those data structures already
exist, for example Gamma (bags), SETL (sets) (Schwartz et al., 1986) and Linda (tuples).

6

Data structure parallelism

In Section 3.4 two kinds of parallelisations were distinguished. While the previous chapter
focuses on ways to extract parallelism from the argument-dependency graph, this chapter
presents techniques for doing the same for the data structure of a specification.
The general idea is the following. The architectural skeletons as presented in Section 4.3.2
all operate on a data structure which is an abstraction of the target architecture. For instance
the data structure inat —> α acts as a representation for linear arrays. However, there are
other data structures into which linear arrays could be abstracted, for instance lists. The
objective of the transformation rules in the former chapter was to introduce - by means of
tabulation -- a storage structure that would play the role of such an architecture-representing
data structure. Whereas this chapter describes rules that should be applied to specifications
which already contain a data structure that can be parallelised, however for which the data
structure is not suited yet for the target skeletons. For example, when the target architecture
is abstracted into S-structures (Section 4.3.2), a specification on lists with elements of type
α has to be transformed into an equivalent one on S(L, a)-structures.
This chapter discusses three means to solve the above problem of matching the specifica
tion's data structure with the architecture-representing data structure. All three are special
cases of the general scheme of data type transformations. After an explanation of this
scheme, the three approaches are discussed; followed by example derivations that illustrate
the extraction of parallelism from data structures.

6.1 Data type transformations
The rules used in transformational program development (Section 2.3.1) can be divided
into two classes: rules that manipulate the control structure and rules that do so with the
data structure. Rules that fall into the former class are for instance case introduction or
recursion simplification, while examples of the latter class are embedding of a constant or
fìnite differencing. In general, data type transformations replace the data type an algorithm
operates on by an arbitrary other one, such that the algorithm retains its (observable)
behaviour.
Most applications of a data type transformation in sequential-algorithm development can
be identified to have one of the following three objectives:
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Abstractness When developing an algorithm in transformational programming the aim is
to arrive at an efficient program in terms of the abstract operations of the underlying
algebraic data type. Thus refraining from considering machine details as much as
possible during the algorithm development. Finally, the abstract data type is then
transformed into an equivalent, likewise efficient implementation. For example, an
algorithm could be developed on an abstract data type for graphs, while in the ultimate
implementation this data type is replaced by some pointer structure.
Reuse In order to increase reuse it might be possible to develop an algorithm on an abstract
data type which later can be replaced by various implementing data types, depending
on the target machine or intended use of the algorithm. For instance, the abstract
data type of sets could be implemented by means of lists, bit vectors, or heaps.
Efficiency There are cases in which it is not the data structure that needs to be transformed,
but only the representation or storage of the data within the structure. For instance,
some algorithms can become more efficient when it is decided to order the items in a
list instead of having them randomly stored.
It is the task of data type transformations in the above cases to provide the formal and
methodological means for transforming one data type into another one, in a meaningpreserving and (preferably) efficiency-increasing fashion. These three objectives are all ap
plications of the following general scheme.
Given an abstract function ƒ : a - > ^ o n abstract types α and β and two abstraction
functions absa : а' —> α and absß : β' —У β, derive a function on concrete types ƒ' : a' —> β'
defined by the commuting diagram in Figure 6.1, i.e. ƒ' = absß1 of o absa. The question
ƒ
*- β

a
A

absp

absa
*•/?

a'

ƒ'
Figure 6.1 : Data type transformation
now is to transform the right-hand side of this equation into a form such that no abstract
type is used. For example, if ƒ is an abstract function from sets to sets, it could be asked
to implement this by a concrete function ƒ' operating on lists that do not contain duplicate
elements. In that case, we should come up with a function (and its inverse) that computes
some unique-element list for every possible set, and ƒ' has to be transformed according to
the above equation, such that no reference to the type of set is used anymore. Further details
are found in (Partsch, 1990) and in (Harrison and Khoshnevisan, 1992) on which the above
treatment has been based.
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The following three sections present specialisations of this general scheme of data type
transformations. These instances are tailored for the use in data-parallel-algorithm developments.

6.2 Data type transformations in data-parallelism
This section discusses the methodological benefits of data type transformations in dataparallel-algorithm development. In the previous chapter it has been explicated that the way
in which the algorithm manipulated the storage structure has its influence on the efficiency
of communication in the algorithm on the target architectures (e.g. in Section 5.1.1 and
5.2.3). There, the manipulation followed from an initial recursive specification. In the
current chapter, specifications are studied that already operate on some structured data
type. Before transformation into skeleton form is feasible, the manipulation of the underlying
data type should suit the target architecture just as in the above case of 'recursion structure
parallelism'. Data structures and architectures that match well are for instance lists with
linear arrays, matrices with two-dimensional meshes and trees with hypercubes. It turns
out that the objectives to apply data type transformations for establishing this match are
similar to the ones identified for sequential-algorithm developments:
Abstractness During a parallel-algorithm derivation the developer should not be hindered
by the presence of architecture details. An algorithm therefore has to be specified on
top of an abstract data type and the introduction of the target architecture should
be postponed as long as possible. In a derivation, this 'introduction of the target
architecture' translates to transforming the specification's underlying data type into
one that suits the architecture. For instance, a specification operating on trees that
should be implemented on a linear array architecture eventually needs its data type
transformed into something that maps smoothly to a linear array, for instance lists or
the type inat —> a, for some a.
An example reported by Harrison (1992) is the derivation of mergesort for a pipeline
architecture. Part of the derivation is a data type transformation from the abstract
(i.e. the mergesort specification) type of lists of pairs to the concrete (i.e. the pipeline
architecture) type of pairs of lists. A generalisation to divide-and-conquer specifications
is presented in (de Guzman et al., 1993).
Reuse Architecture-independency is increased when a derivation stays on the abstract level
as long as possible. The choice for a specific target architecture can eventually be
made by transforming the specification and its data structure such that the target
skeletons can be folded into the algorithm. This scheme has been exploited in the
inter-skeleton transformations (Section 4.4.1) and can be applied to architectural as
well as algorithmic skeletons. More details on inter-skeleton transformations can be
found in Section 6.2.1 below. Section 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 will show how to reuse one
derivation of a matrix multiplication algorithm for an implementation on two related
machine architectures.
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Efficiency In cases where the type of data structure is suited for the target architecture, it
still might be needed to apply relatively small changes to it. Changes that for instance
will minimise the communication in the final implementation. Examples are the affine
and blocking transformations in data-parallel dialects of Fortran, expressed by the
annotations ALIGN and DISTRIBUTE, respectively (see Section 3.2.3).
Finite differencing is a data type transformation used in instances of this third case.
This technique has been introduced in this thesis before, and has been applied in Sec
tion 5.4.2 and 5.4.4 — to optimise the match between the storage structure that resulted
from GiP and the architecture-representing data structure. Section 6.2.2 elaborates
this transformation strategy in the context of data-parallel programming.

6.2.1

Inter-skeleton transformations

Inter-skeleton transformations have been introduced in Section 4.4.1. The basic idea is
that architectural skeletons for a particular architecture are transformed into skeletons for
another one, such that the derivation of an algorithm for the former architecture can act as a
derivation of the same algorithm for the latter architecture. The methodological benefits of
inter-skeleton transformations thus are not only reuse but also the increase of architectureindependency (abstractness).
Care has to be taken when reusing a derivation that originally was aimed at a different
set of skeletons. The design decisions taken and transformation rules chosen in a certain
derivation depend on the target set of skeletons, as has been explicated in Section 4.4. Reuse
of these decisions and rules for a different - albeit semanticaJly equivalent - set of skeletons
might result in an inefficient algorithm. A type of inter-skeleton transformations insensitive
to the above problem are the so-called architecture embeddings, such as the embedding of
trees into hypercubes described in Section 4.3.2. These embeddings have the property that
locality is preserved, i.e. that neighbouring elements in the one structure remain so in the
embedded one. Other embeddings can be found in Cole's thesis (1989), viz. Η-trees and
cyclic lists both embedded in a two-dimensional mesh of PEs.
An example in which an algorithm derived for a mesh architecture with wrap-around
connections has to be implemented on a mesh without these connections is pictured in
Figure 6.2 (note the similarity with Figure 6.1). The picture in words: given a program

MESHwith
abs
MESHwithout

progr
*• MESHwith
abs
*· MESHwithout
progr'

Figure 6.2: Data type transformation in parallel programming

progr on meshes with wrap-around connections and an abstraction function abs, derive a
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program progr' with equal behaviour on meshes without wrap-around connections. The new
program progr' is defined by the equation progr' = abs~l oprogroabs. The technical details
of this derivation are elaborated in Section 6.5.1.

6.2.2 Finite differencing
Finite differencing has been introduced in Section 2.3.1 as an efficiency-increasing transformation strategy for cases where a new argument has to be computed from an old one,
while only part of the old argument has to be computed anew. This strategy as formulated
in Section 2.3.1 is considered a data type transformation since it changes the arguments a
function operates on.
In sequential programming, the strategy is used for objects of simple type (e.g. integers)
as well as complex type (e.g. lists). The example in Section 2.3.2 required the use of finite
differencing since the only way of reading an arbitrary value from the cyclic list is by cyclically
shifting the list such that the demanded element of the list is at the (fixed) reading position
where the value can be read. In the original specification in Section 2.3.2 consecutive values
were read by shifting the list each time from its initial position. Finite differencing changed
this computation into a more efficient one in which the next value was read by shifting the
list as used by the previous read, by one position. In case the cyclic list had allowed for
efficient random access (through indexing) the need for finite differencing would not exist.
In data-parallel programming, the cyclic list corresponds with the data structure into
which the underlying architecture has been abstracted. However, in the data-parallel case
the need for finite differencing does not stem from the absence of indexing, but from the
fact that in the end some indexing is more expensive than other indexing. Recall that each
non-local indexing into the array results in a communication action in the target machine,
and that our objective is to minimise communication, thus allowing only indexings that refer
to a PE near the local one (see also the second of the two requirements formulated in the
introduction of Section 5.3). Finite differencing helps by introducing an extra array - which
is nothing more than a single variable in each PE - that in each step of the recursion is
modified using local 'communication' only, such that the entire specification is expressed
using local references only. In terms of the space-time tradeoff: references that took place
along the space dimension solely, are replaced through finite differencing by references along
space- and time dimensions. It can also be said that finite differencing introduces pipelining.
The current chapter shows an example of this strategy in Section 6.5.2.

6.3

Data distribution algebras

Pepper et al. (1993) and Südholt (1994) consider data partitioning the key problem to be
solved in deriving data-parallel algorithms. Their formalisation is based on so-called covers,
a notion from category theory introduced into algorithm development by Srinivas (1993).
The basic idea of this notion is that partitioned subobjects may overlap. Further, the authors
incorporate the skeleton approach for expressing their parallel algorithms.
Typical data distributions that arise in parallel-algorithm development are the division
of matrices into rows, columns, tiles, etc.; sequences into (interleaved) sub-sequences and
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graphs into subgraphs or a spanning forest. A definition of a cover in terms of an abstract
data type is the following:
Definition 6.1 (Südholt, 1994) A cover specification is an instance of:
type COVERS
exports O, C,S, split, glue;
sort 0[a],C[/3],S[ 7 ];
split: О [a] -> C[S[a]j,
glue: C[S[a]] -> О [a];
axioms:
glue о split = Id
endoftype
where Id is the identity function, and split specifies the decomposition of an object of type
О [a] into a structure С of (possibly overlapping) subobjects S [a] and glue specifies the
combination of subobjects such that the shared parts are identified.
The objective of a cover is to come up with a data partitioning that in the implementation
phase directs the mapping of the data onto the PEs. An example is the subdivision of se
quences into sub-sequences, such that each sub-sequence could be allocated to one PE 1 . This
cover BLOCKSEQUENCE includes the types and functions from the data type COVERS
and changes each of the type constructors О, С and S to that of the list constructor.
type BLOCKSEQUENCE
include COVERS as [.],[.], {.], split, glue;
axioms VS:
split(S) = some Τ: Τ = [S,, ... , S„] Λ S = Si -H- S 2 -H- · · • -H- S„
glue = 44-/
endoftype
in which / is the reduce operator (Section 2.2.2). For reasons of load-balancing, it would nor
mally be further required for an implementation that the sub-sequences are of approximately
equal length.
Skeletons in this approach consist of a data distribution, a higher-order function similar to
our notion of skeleton, and some cost measure (which the authors do not further elaborate).
An example is the JWj4P-skeleton:
type MAP-SKELETON
based on COVERS;
MAP: ((a -»• β) χ О [a]) ->• 0[/3];
axioms Л:
MAP{f,A) = glue{{f*)*split(A))
endoftype
^his type of data partitioning is one way of eliminating the assumption that an unbounded number of
PEs is available (see Section 5.1.1 and 7.1.2).
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where * is the polymorphic map function as known from functional programming languages
(see Section 2.2.2).
In general, the operations on a cover should satisfy certain compatibility requirements,
which means that consistency of overlapping parts is guaranteed. In the final algorithm,
communication is needed between subobjects in maintaining this consistency.
After this overview of the theory, a possible application in the form of a strategy is proposed
now. Starting with a specification that operates on some structured (i.e. non-primitive)
data type 0 [ a ] , a cover of subobjects C[S[a]] should be constructed. The guideline in
finding such a cover could be that the data structure С eventually has to be (embedded
in) a data structure for which efficient skeletons can be or have been defined (see also the
quote by Skillicorn (1993) in Section 3.3.2 on CDT). The subsequent derivation should use
the laws on split and glue in constructing a data-parallel algorithm operating on the data
type C, which can contain (for each PE) a routine operating on type S. For instance, for
a specification on lists that should be transformed into an algorithm on hypercubes a cover
of a tree of lists could be devised. The tree can be embedded in the hypercube and the
algorithm on each PE operates on lists. Moreover, covers support architecture-independent
algorithm development. For example, consider a problem specification on the data type of
matrices. A cover of list of rows could then lead to an algorithm on linear arrays, whereas a
derivation starting from a cover of a matrix of submatrices could result in an algorithm on
two-dimensional meshes.
The above sketched use of covers is a special case of data type transformations as pictured
in Figure 6.1. Here, 0 [ a ] is the abstract type, while C[S[a]] is the concrete type; glue and
split are the abstraction function and its inverse.

6.4 Domain morphisms
The language Crystal (Chen et al., 1988) is a functional programming language with a
lean syntax. Its main computational construct is the λ-expression, and its major data
structure - besides primitive types like booleans and naturals is the index domain, being
a set of index points. An example of a one-dimensional index domain is D = interval(l,n),
representing an index domain indexed from 1 to n. An index domain of two dimensions then
is D χ D, or D2. The A-expressions define so-called data fìclds, i.e. functions over some
index domain. These data field definitions can be mutually recursive, thus causing data
dependencies between index points. A compiler should align the index domains onto the
available PEs such that the computation is efficient, i.e. communication - induced by the
data dependencies - is minimised. An example Crystal program is the following specification
of matrix multiplication, from (Yang and Choo, 1991):
D = ¡nterval(l, n), D' — interval(0, n),
A = X(i,j): D2.< read some matrix >,В = \{i,j): D 2 .« read some matrix >,
С = \(i,j):
D2.c(i,j,n),
с = X(i,j,k): {D2 χ £>'). | ! < A < „ _> c (i, j , jfc _ 1) + A(i,k) * B(k,j)

J'
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where 1С expresses that matrix С is to be computed. In a naive implementation this specifi
cation requires 0(n3) PEs that use long-distance (i.e. not nearest-neighbour) communication
in their computation.
The program transformation rules for Crystal are largely the same as the ones defined
in Section 2.3.1. Transformations of the index domain - called domain morphisms - are
described in (Chen et al., 1988) and (Chen and Choo, 1990). The following formally defines
the notion of domain morphism.
Definition 6.2 A communication form is a composition of communication operators, i.e.
functions on an index domain. The aim of these forms is to specify data dependencies.
An index domain morphism is a function g from index domain D to index domain E
such that the following holds for all elements χ and y in D: if there exists a communication
form τ over D such that y = τ(χ), then there is a communication form r' over E such that
g(y) = т'(д(х)). [This constraint is to ensure that if a chain of data dependencies exists from
a: to у in domain D, such a chain also exists in E]
Applications of domain morphisms and their effect on data fields are in reshape mor
phisms. Let D and E be two index domains, and ƒ : D —)• V, ƒ': E —>V be two data fields,
for some value domain V. The index domain morphism g: D —> E is a reshape morphism if
its inverse index domain morphism g~l: E —> D exists, such that the diagram in Figure 6.3
commutes. The objective is to derive an ƒ' - given ƒ, g and g~l - that is more efficient than

Figure 6.3: Reshape morphism

ƒ. This procedure is a special case of the use of data type transformations as explained in
Section 6.1. Examples of reshape morphisms are affine morphisms and uniform partitions,
which respectively resemble the affine and blocking transformations in parallel versions of
Fortran (see Section 3.2.3).
Yang and Choo (1991) describe how to apply a reshape morphism in a space-time transformation for the above matrix multiplication specification, yielding a wavefront computation
that requires only ö(n2) PEs.
The transformational method of Crystal is treated here as being one that extracts parallelism from a data structure rather than from a recursion structure, and is hence presented
in this chapter. The reason for this is that although the problem specification is given in a
recursive form, the whole apparatus in the method aims at transforming the index domains,
i.e. the data structure.

6.5 Examples

6.5
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The examples in this section illustrate the extraction of parallelism from data structures in
data-parallel-algorithm development. First, the technical details of the inter-skeleton trans
formation (by means of data type transformations) from meshes with wrap-around connec
tions to meshes without wrap-around connections are presented. Second, two algorithms are
derived from a high-level specification operating on a data structure that will be parallelised:
matrix multiplication on both of the above meshes and the sieve of Eratosthenes.

6.5.1 Mesh architectures
This section gives the technical details for the inter-skeleton transformation proposed in
Section 6.2.1 and illustrated in Figure 6.2. The basic idea of the architecture embedding
_1
comes from (Veldhorst, 1990). We start by defining an implementation function a6s from
MESHwith to MESHwithout, with both meshes having size nxn, for some n. This is done
l
by defining a function abs-a~ that changes the configuration of a one-dimensional array.
The purpose of the implementation function is to permute an array in such a way that a
cyclic shift can be efficiently performed in the absence of wrap-around connections.
inat = (nat г: 0 < г < η — 1)
abs-d'1·. (inat —>· α) —¥ (inat -> α)
abs-a'1(a) = Xi.iï е еп(г) then a(i/2) else a(H(a) - (г - l)/2) fi
For instance, an array of length 8 will be configured as follows:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ab

L·!

0 7 16

2 5 3 4

Figure 6.4 and 6.5 show how a cyclic shift on such a permuted array can be implemented.
It is an efficient implementation, since it is performed in a number of steps independent of
the length of the array.
3
Figure 6.4: Cyclic shift left

4
Figure 6.5: Cyclic shift right

When extending the definition to two-dimensional arrays there are two possible solutions,
viz. rows first or columns first. It is easily seen that the order is not of importance, so the
following two definitions for abs~l have equal behaviour:
abs l: mesh(a) —> mesh(a)
<i6s_1(m) = Xi,j. o6s_a"1(COL(abs_a_1(ÄOWr(m,i)),ji))
abs'1 (τη) = Xi, j .
abs.a~\ROW{abs.a'l(COL{m,j)),i))
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Since the definitions of skeletons like MAP, ZIP, etc. are equal for both architectures we
only have to change the definition of the communication skeletons CSHRL, CSHCL, CSHRR
and CSHCR (see Section 4.3.2) according to the implementation function abs'1. Moreover,
these communication skeletons are all expressed in terms of CSHIFTL and CSHIFTR, so it
is sufficient to construct concrete versions of these two skeletons, in such a way that they
implement the cyclic shifts as shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5. In other words, we look for
inter-skeleton transformations to express CSHIFTL and CSHIFTR in terms of SHIFTL and
SHIFTR. Following our commuting diagram in Figure 6.2 this means that first an abstraction
function abs has to be defined. The function abs can be constructed from a function abs-a
- easily derived from abs.a*1 - in the same way as with abs -1 :
abs-a: (inat - » a ) - > (inat —¥ a)
abs.a(a) = Xi.iï i < (DIM(a) + 1) div 2 then a(i * 2) else a((H(a) - i) * 2 + 1) fi
The one-position cyclic shifts CSHIFTL' and CSHIFTR' on permuted arrays now are:
CSHIFTL'{a) = abs-a.-l{CSHIFTL{abs-a(a), 1))
CSHIFTR'(a) = abs-a~l(CSHIFTR(abs-a(a), 1))
Working out these two equations, i.e. making them independent of CSHIFTL and CSHIFTR,
is a tedious task. A possible solution for them can be found in (Geerling, 1992). What is
important is that the functions CSHIFTL' and CSHIFTR' can be implemented with SHIFTL
and SHIFTR using 0(1) timesteps.
A program progr' for mesh architectures without wrap-around connections now is:
progr': mesh (a) —> mesh(/3)
progr''(m) = abs*1 (progr (abs (m)))
where progr is the program as developed for meshes with wrap-around connections with all
occurrences of CSHIFTL and CSHIFTR replaced by (the implementations of) CSHIFTL' and
CSHIFTR', respectively. The specification progr' need not be simplified in most cases, since
abs and abs~l are executed only once. However, if the costs for executing abs and abs*1 are
large compared to that for progr, specification progr' can be easily simplified by means of
known techniques for the elimination of function composition (see (Partsch, 1990)).

6.5.2 Matrix multiplication
The derivation presented below results in an implementation of the matrix multiplication
skeleton (Section 4.3.1) for mesh architectures with wrap-around connections. This also
gives an implementation for meshes without those connections, because of the inter-skeleton
transformations of the previous section. Recall the specification of the algorithmic skeleton:
MM: ((α χ α — > o ) x ( a x a - > α) χ (nat χ nat-* α) χ (nat χ nat—>α)) —»(nat χ nat—>α)
n-ì

ΜΜ(φ,®,πΐι,τη2)

= Xi,j. ф т і ( і , і ) ® m2(A;,j)
Jt=0
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First, a recursive functional solution is derived, by mapping the elements of a matrix
onto the abstraction of a mesh architecture with inat = (nat ¿ : 0 < г < п — 1), followed by
an embedding:
MM: ((α χ a —¥ α) χ (α χ a —• a ) χ mesh(a) χ mesh(a)) —> mesh(a)
n-l

MM(®,®,mi,m2)

= Xi,j.
k=0

®mi(i,k)®m2{k,j)

= [Embedding]]
ΛίΜ(φ,®,τηι,τπί) = Xi,j.MMi(n,i,j)
MM\. (nat χ inat χ inat) —¥ а

where

¡-1

MMi(l,i,j)=

®m1(i,k)®Tn2{k,j)
k=0

The introduction of a case distinction 1 = 0- followed by a simplification - leads to a folding
that yields the wanted recursive specification:
(-1

MM χ (I, i, j) = if I = 0 then 0Ш else φ τη,χ (г, к) ® m2(fc, j) fi
Jt=0

= [[Property of φ

- - Fold ΜΜλ\

MMi(l,i,j) = if / = 0 then 0 Θ else ММг(1 - l,i,j) φ (тщ(г,/ - 1) ® т2{1 - l,j)) fi
Since a tail-recursive (or iterative) function is preferred for efficiency reasons, the transfor
mation rule recursion simplification from Section 2.3.1 is applied, followed by currying of the
parameters i and j :
MM(®,<E>,mi,m2) = MM2(0,Xi,j.O®) where
MM2: (nat χ mesh(a)) —¥ mesh(a)
ΜΜ2(ζ,α) = Ίΐ ζ = n then a else MM2(z + l,Xi,j.a(i,j)

φ (mi(г,ζ) ® m2(z, j))) fi

This yields a function in which the manipulation of the processor structure has been
isolated (into the two A-abstractions). As the motivation for applying certain transforma
tions is in the skeletons (see Section 4.4), the forthcoming derivation aims at the ultimate
introduction of skeletons in the two λ-abstractions. For the second abstraction this means in
particular that instantiations of the communication skeletons for meshes with wrap-around
connections have to be introduced.
For the current program to be executed efficiently the values ті(г, ζ) and m2(z,j) should
be in the same PE, for instance P E t J . This requirement, called locality, reduces the amount
of communication and hence increases efficiency. The following derivation, which establishes
locality, starts with the application of an easy to prove substitution. It can be proved that
for any associative and commutative operation 0, the expression E(x) in:
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/(Ο, α) where
ƒ: (nat
χβ)->β
f (χ, а) = if χ = η then G(a) else f (χ + 1, ο Θ Ε(χ)) fi
сап be replaced by S((a; + i)modn) for any t € N. This substitution changes (i.e. cyclically
shifts) the order in which the values of argument χ are used in expression E. The motivation
for this transformation comes from the target architecture that supports the cyclic shifts.
We should choose t such that some similarity in indexing ττίχ and m2 is obtained, which
brings us closer to locating the computation in one PE. Application to our algorithm2, with
t = j + i, yields (focusing on the ®-subexpression in the else-branch):
(тпі(г, (z + j + i) m o d n ) ®m2((z + j + i) m o d n , j))
= [Fold ROW, COL}
(ROW(mu i)((z + j + i) mod η) ® COL(m2,j){{z + j + i) mod n))
This specification shows that elements in the ith row and the jth column are now indexed
by the same index (z + j + i) mod n. Communication skeletons should be introduced such
that these two elements finally end up in one PE. We proceed by folding CSHIFTL twice,
which is allowed because η = DIM(m\) = DIM{m2).
(CSHIFTL{ROW(Tm,i),ζ + i){j) ®
CSHIFTL{COL(m2,j), ζ + j)(i))
= I CSHIFTL(a, i+j) = CSHIFTL( CSHIFTL(a, i),j)}
(CSHIFTL(CSHIFTL(ROW(mui),i),z){j)
®
CSHIFTL{ CSHIFTL( COL{m2, j),j),z) (¿))
= [λ-abstractionj
{CSHIFTL(Xl.[Xp,q. CSHIFTL{ROW(mi,p),p)(q)]{i,l),z)(j) ®
CSHIFTL(M. [Ap, q. CSHIFTL(COL{m2, q),q)(p)]{l,j), z){i))
Note that the two \p, g-expressions are independent of г, j and z, so these two expressions
can be precomputed. Therefore, two functions init\ and init2 are defined:
¿mix, init2: mesh(a) —> mesh(a)
¿m'ii(m) = Xp,q.CSHIFTL{ROW(m,p),p){q)
init2(m) =Xp,q. CSHIFTL{ COL(m, q), q) (p)
With the incorporation of these precomputations in the function definition - naming them
m'j and m2 -, further derivation then produces (still focusing on the ®-subexpression):
application is valid, since Θ - the instantiation of Θ - is associative and commutative in all four examples
described in Section 4.3.1 and Appendix B.
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{CSHIFTL{Xl.m\{i,l),z){j) ® CSHIFTL(Xl.m'2(l,j),z){i))
= [Fold ROW, COL}
{CSHIFTL{ROW{m'ui),z){j) ® CSHIFTL{COL(rr^,j),z)(i))
= [Fold £75ЯД£, ОЯГСХЦ
((75ffÄI(m'i,z)(i,j) ® CSHCL(m'2,z)(i,j))
yielding
МЛ/(®,®,m b m 2 ) = ММ 3 (гшіі(ті), тг< 2 (т 2 ),0, Ai,j 0Ф) where
MM3: (mesh(a) χ mesh(a) χ nat χ mesh(a)) -> mesh(a)
ММз(тп[,т'2, ζ,а) = if ζ — η
then a
else ММз (m'l,m,'2,z + l,\i,j.a(i,j)
φ
(CSHRL{m'uz)(i,j) ® £75tfC7i(m2,z)(i,j))) fi
On the one hand, reducing the amount of communication actions is a requirement in
obtaining an efficient program. On the other hand, the distance of communication should be
kept minimal as well, preferably nearest-neighbour only. However, from our model of mesh
architectures it follows that the occurrences of CSHRL and CSHCL in the above algorithm
take ζ timesteps. By application of finite differencing we can break the cyclic shifts into
pieces of one timestep (i.e. nearest-neighbour); compare the application of finite differencing
in the derivation of parallel-prefix sums in Section 5.4.2. The rule applied here is a variant
of the one presented in Section 2.3 1, since no new arguments are introduced below. The
invariant is formulated on parameters m\ and m'2:
m[ = CSHRL(miti(mi),z)

Λ m2 =

CSHCL(init2(m2),z)

Application of the (variant) rule for finite differencing then delivers:
ММ( ,®,тпі,т 2 ) = MM4(tmti(mi),%nit2(m2),0, Xt,j 0$) where
MMi(m[,mi,, z,a) = if ζ = η
then α
else ММ 4 ((75ЯЛі(т' 1 ,1), CSHCL(m'2,1), ζ + 1,
Χι^.α^,^θ^'^ι,^^τη'^ι^)))
fi
аеПпеа(МЛ/ 4 (7п' 1 ,т 2 ,г, a)) => m', = CSHRL{initi{mì), ζ) Λ
τη2 = CSHCL(imt2(m2),z)
We finally have reached our objective of having the entire computation for index 1,3
located in P E t J , hence we can proceed with transformation into skeleton form.
AI,J.0<B

= [Fold NEW}
NEW{0e)
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M,j.a(i,j)

φ (m[(i,j) ® m'2(i,j))

= [Fold MAP — Fold ZIP\
MAP(®,ZIP(a,\i,j.m\{i,j)®m'2{i,j)))
= [Fold MAP — Fold ZIPj
MAP{@, ZIP(a, MAP{®, ZIP(m'ltm'2))))
This transformation results in a program that is expressed in terms of skeletons for which
efficient implementations exist on meshes with as well as without wrap-around connections.
The time complexity of this algorithm on both architectures is linear, i.e. 0(n).
MM: ((α χ a—>a) χ (α χ a —• a ) χ mesh(a) χ mesh(a)) —>mesh(a)
M M ( ® , ® , т ь т 2 ) = MMi{init\(mì), тгІ2(яі2),0,NEW(0®)) where
MM4: (mesh(a) χ mesh(a) χ nat χ mesh(a)) -» mesh(a)
ММА(гп\,т'2,ζ,a) == if ζ = η
then a
else MM^CSHRHm'v 1), CSHCL(m'2,1),г + 1,
MAP{®, ZIP(a, MAP(®, ZIP(m'vm'2)))))

fi

6.5.3 Sieve of Eratosthenes
The algorithm derived in this section is the well-known sieve of Eratosthenes for finding
prime numbers. The development starts with an obviously correct high-level specification
on an array of booleans indexable from 2 to N and ends in an architecture-independent (or
topology-independent) data-parallel algorithm.
primes: [bool]
primes^that
a·

(г: 2 < г < Ν): о[г] = ispnme{i)

isprime: nat —> bool
isprtme(rì) = п > 2 Л ( г : 2 < г < f-y/гг "| ): η mod г φ О
In the straightforward sequential algorithm, all a[i] (г = 2,3,... ) are computed, and for each
г, all a[k] (к > г) have not been computed yet Targeting at a sieve algorithm, a test has
to be introduced on whether the truth values of these a[k] already have been determined.
This will be done by the following embedding of a new argument, for which an assertion is
invented that reflects the idea of the sieve.
primes'(2, some a: г: о [г] = if е еп(г) Αι φ 2 then false else true fi) where
primes': (nat χ [bool]) —> [bool]
primes'{j, b) = primes
deî'med(pnmes'(j, b)) => V (г, к: 2 < ι < j Л к > 1 Л г * к < Ν):
Ь[г * к] — isprime(i * к)
It can be easily proved from the assertion that all primes have been found if j = [%/ÎVl·
Hence, if primes is unfolded in primes' and this case distinction is introduced we have the
following transformation:
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pnme$'(j, b) = if j = \VÑ~\ then that o: V (г: 2 < г < Ν): а[г] = %sprime(i)
else that а: V (г: 2 < г < Ν): а[г] = tspnme(i) fi
= [[Simplification: j = [\/Ñl )r primes'(j,b) = 6J
pnmes'(j, b) = if j = \\/Ñ]

then Ь
else that а: V (г: 2 < г < Ν): а[г] = ispnme{ì) fi

This specification (including its assertion) expresses that all primes up to j have been identified, so in order to achieve progress value j + 1 has to be tested. Prom the initial value of
b - in which all elements that have not been inspected yet are true - and the assertion, the
following invariant can be deduced: b[j + 1] = ispnme(j + 1). This allows to introduce a
case distinction in the else-part of primes':
primes'(j,b) = if j = [%/JV] then b
else if b[j + 1]
then that a: V (г: 2 < г < Ν): а[г] = isprime(t)
else that α: V (г: 2 < г < Ν): α[ι] = tsprime(i) fi fi
The two that-expressions can be folded to primes' if the assertion is maintained For
the then-part this requires the recording in argument b that all multiples of j + 1 are not
prime.
some a: V (г. ι > j + 1): о[г] = if г mod (j + 1) = 0 then false else b[i] fi
= [[Totalisation]]
some о·

г: а[г] = if г mod (j + l ) = 0 A i > j + l then false else 6[г] fi

In the else-part, the assertion will be maintained when argument b is updated with the
information that j +1 is not prime. This is exactly the information on which the test m the
conditional expression was based, so in this part of the specification argument b satisfies the
assertion for the next recursive call. Before primes' is folded, a data type transformation is
applied that converts the type [bool] into inat —> bool with inat = (nat г: 2 < г < Ν). А
fold of primes' - followed by distributing the test b[j +1] inside the recursive call - then yields
the following expression. In this expression, both some-expressions have been eliminated
since they are total
primes"(2, Хг.іі е еп(г) Л г φ 2 then false else true fi) where
primes": (nat χ (inat —> bool)) -> (inat —> bool)
primes" (j,b) =
then b
else primes" (j + 1, if b(j + 1)
then λιΛί ι mod (j + l ) = 0 A t > j + l then false else Ь(г) fi
else b fi) fi
The two λ-abstractions can now be transformed into skeleton form; the first one is:
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Аг.if е еп(г) Л г φ 2 then false else true fi
= [Abstraction — Fold MAP — Fold INEW}
MAP(f, INEW) where
ƒ · inat -> bool
ƒ (г) = if е еп(г) Л г ƒ 2 then false else true fi
The transformation into skeleton form of the second some-expression starts with the intro
duction of a new skeleton The test b(j + 1) demands for a broadcast operation, which can
be modelled by the following skeleton.
Broadcast
BCAST: (t. χ S(L, a)) -> 5(t, a )
BCAST(j,o) = Xi.a{j)
The conditional expression now can be transformed into a form that uses the broadcastif b{j + 1 )
then Лг. if г mod (J + 1) = 0 A Z > J - | - 1 then false else b(i) fi
else b fi
= jDistributivity — Abstraction]]
Xi.g(b(j + l),t,j,b(i)) where
g: (bool χ inat χ nat x bool) —> bool
g(c,i,j,b) = if с
then if г mod (j + l)=0Ai>j
else b fi

+ l then false else b fi

= [[Rearrangement of conditional])
Аг g(b(j + l),i,j,b(i))

where

g(c, ι, j , b) = if с Λ ι mod (j + l) = 0/\i>j

+ l then false else 6 fi

= ([Fold MAP — Fold ZIPA}
MAP{g, ZIPA{\i.b{j + 1), Αι.г, \i.j, \i b(i)))
= [Fold BCAST — Fold INEW — Fold NEW}
MAP(g, ZIP4(BCAST{j + l,b), INEW, NEW(j),b))
This all leads to an algorithm that uses the broadcast primitive:
primes" (2, MAP{f, INEW)) where
primes": (nat χ (inat —l· bool)) —» (inat —> bool)
prtmes"(j,b) =
if j = \y/Ñ]
then b
else primes"{] + 1, ΜΛΡ(ρ, ZIP-4{BCAST(j + 1,6), /AŒW, NEW(j), ò))) fi
ƒ (г) = if е еп(г) Л г ^ 2 then false else true fi
g(c, ι, j , b) = if с Л г mod (j + l) = 0 A z > j + l then false else ò fi
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Since there are no communication skeletons involved that depend on any topology the
above algorithm can be implemented on any architecture that supports the skeletons used.
Assuming that the broadcast takes unit time the time complexity of the algorithm derived
is 0{VN).

6.6 Discussion
This chapter gave an overview of approaches whose main concern it is to transform the
data structure underlying a specification, in order to match this structure with the target
architecture-representing data structure. It was shown that data distribution algebras and
domain morphisms are a special case of data type transformations.
It is evident that the origin of all the effort boils down to a quote of Quinn (1987)
(also cited in Section 2.4 and 4.1): "The algorithm must fit the architecture." FYom the
above it can be added that it is the algorithm as well as the data structure that must
fit the architecture. Pepper et al. (1993) arrive at the same conclusion when they write:
"Data distribution is the key problem to be solved." Finally, Karp (1987) in an article
introducing the SPMD programming style, wrote: " [ · · · ] data organisation is the key to
parallel algorithms even on shared-memory systems." These quotes also apply to the previous
chapter where applications of the Generations in Parallel rules were invariably followed by a
derivation to transform the manipulation of the storage structure such that it matched the
target skeletons.

7

Implementation issues

Whereas the previous two chapters had a more theoretical nature, the present one will
describe how the results of that work map onto actual parallel hardware. These implementations include synchronous as well as asynchronous ones. The two main subjects that will
be addressed are the mapping of the output of the rule Generations in Parallel (and its
variants) onto parallel machines, and the actual implementation of some of the algorithms
derived in Chapter 5 on (a simulator of) a synchronous data-parallel machine.

7.1

Implementation for GiP

This section should be seen as a sequel to Section 5.2.3. Here, more details about interpretations of the abstract notation for tabulation - as introduced in Section 5.2.1 - are given
for synchronous and asynchronous machines. The most important part of implementing
the output of GiP is to map the nodes of a generation onto the PEs — see for instance
function PE in Section 5.2.3. Since the dependencies between nodes in adjacent generations
induce communication in the implementation, the mapping also determines the communication actions. Apart from these data dependencies the rule GiP leaves everything open
regarding an ultimate implementation. In this section, first the particular details of using
the output of Generations in Parallel for an (a)synchronous implementation are discussed.
Second, the assumption that an unbounded number of PEs is available (first mentioned in
Section 5.1.1) is shown not to be completely unrealistic. Finally, the topic of (what will be
called) sender-perspective- vs. receiver-perspective communication is elaborated.

7.1.1

Synchronous vs. asynchronous

In general, implementations of synchronous data-parallel algorithms end up to be asynchronous as a result of the compilation process in which a mapping from virtual processors
to physical processors is made. During the algorithm development it can be assumed that a
sufficient amount of (virtual) processors is available, all running the algorithm. Only during
the compilation phase a decision has to be made how many of these virtual processors should
be emulated by each physical processor. No intricate details are involved in the allocation of
virtual to physical processors (for instance regarding load-balancing), since all virtual processors run the same algorithm. Therefore, they can just be uniformly divided over the physical
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processore. This scheme implements Brent scheduling as introduced in Section 2.4.3. It is
most efficient to implement the physical algorithm on a MIMD computer, since these only
need to synchronise when virtual processors interact. Between these points each physical
processor can emulate its virtual processors at full speed. A more detailed description of the
mapping (for Dataparallel С) - especially on the functions of a compiler in this process can be found in (Hatcher et al., 1991).
Section 5.2.3 gave the preliminaries for an actual implementation of GiP on synchronous
architectures. First, a property on UK was formulated that should hold if OK is to be
used in a synchronous implementation, viz. in that case all nodes for which the termination
condition Τ is true should be in one generation. Second, a function PE was defined for
mapping nodes in a generation to PEs, and communication was modelled as a collective
action. This action - the manipulation of an array - was represented by indexing an array s
with expressions of the form PEm(y), i.e. the y referred to nodes in generation m and PEm
mapped this information to the index of an actual PE from which the data could be fetched.
In the output scheme for synchronous implementations, this fetching was expressed in the
form s(PEm(Kj(y))) for y £ OKm~1{x), i.e. fetching from nodes in the next generation m.
In the general case, i.e. to facilitate the implementation of GiP on asynchronous architectures
as well, functions should be provided to compute the indices of PEs a PE can communicate
with, in the succeeding as well as the preceding generation.
These functions directly follow from the function PE and the functions K\,... ,Kn. Let
t = that k: UKk{x) φ 0 Л OKk+l(x) = 0, then the function SUCC™ computes for a given
node у in generation m, the PE index that belongs to the node K} in generation m + 1:
SUCC^(y) =
PEm+l(K3(y))
defined(5VCC™(y)) =*0<m<tAye

OKm{x)

A^T{y)

and the function PREC™ computes for a given node y in generation m, the PE index that
belongs to the node K~1(y) in generation m — 1:
PREC™(y) = PE"1'1 (that z: y = K3{z))
definediPRECfiy))
= > 0 < m < i A y € OKm{x) A3 ζ ζ OKm~l{x):

у = K,{z)

As an example, some instances of SUCC and PREC for the binomial coefficients example
in Figure 5.2 and its implementation in Section 5.4.1 are found below. Recall that in this
case PEm(x, y) = y, for all m.
SUCCl(6,S) = 3, SUCCIA, 2) = 1
PRECÙl, 1) = 1, PREC({3,2) = 3
The implementation of GiP's output scheme for synchronous architectures in Section 5.2.3
could also be expressed using the function SUCC. The fetching of values from the storage
structure would then translate as follows:

f (KM)
= lye

С Ж т _ 1 ( х ) , for some i j

s{SUCC™-\y))
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= [Instantiate SUCCJ
s(PEm(K3(y)))
The synchronous model of execution ensures that PEs only receive values from an adja
cent generation; the PEs are all computing one and the same generation, since they all run
at the same speed. In the asynchronous case we assume that communication will be through
message passing. As with synchronous communication, the destination of a message can be
determined from the functions SUCC and PREC above. However, since the PEs run at
different speeds a PE can be busy computing its node in some generation using values (i.e.
in messages) from an adjacent generation, while a message from a not-adjacent generation
is already send out towards it. Hence, messages in the asynchronous model of execution
are not unique when labelled only with their source/destination, they should also be tagged
with their generation's number.

7.1.2 Unbounded number of PEs
In the case of tabulation (Section 5.1) for a sequential target architecture the storage of
computed results can be implemented by к variables or by an array of length k, where /с is
the maximum of the sizes of the ОКг(х) for all i and a given x. This storage can be global,
since its useful life is exactly one generation. In other words, for a single PE a fc-element
storage is sufficient. In the parallel case, as has been said before, storage is distributed over
PEs. For instance, k PEs storing one element each, or 3 PEs storing k div 3 elements each.
As said in Section 5.1.1, the number of cells in Figure 5.2 is not bounded by a constant.
This carries over to the data-parallel interpretation as used in the algorithm derivations.
The algorithms all operate on a data structure ¿'(inat, a) with inat = (nat г: I < ι < h) in
which I — h depends on one of the input parameters. For instance in the binomial coefficients
example, inat ran from 0 to j for a call btn(i,j). It was then assumed that every cell
in the ¿-structure would be allocated to a single PE. Following the explanation above of
a compilation scheme using virtual and physical processors it can be seen that such an
5-structure of size η can be uniformly divided over ρ available physical processors. Thus
allocating η div ρ cells of the storage structure S to one PE; and there is no need for having
η known at compile-time. See also the application of covers in Section 6.3, where a sequence
was partitioned into sub-sequences in order to deal with sequences with more elements than
PEs available.

7.1.3 Sender- vs. receiver perspective
In communicating computed results, it shows an essential difference between tabulated al
gorithms and parallel algorithms. The initiative of communication in a parallel algorithm is
with the sender (of a message into the network). The initiative of using stored values in a
tabulated algorithm is with the fetcher (of a value from the storage structure). We will call
this a sender perspective versus a receiver perspective. This discrepancy between the model
of tabulation - in which our algorithms are derived - and the architecture - on which the
algorithm has to be implemented - has different implications for the implementation of our
abstract notation on synchronous and asynchronous architectures.
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Since in synchronous architectures every PE executes the same instruction at a time,
fetching/receiving can be easily replaced by sending. For instance, communication in this
case can be modelled by shifting the contents of an array — as is done in the SHIFT skeletons
in Section 4.3.2, an action which has no sending- or receiving perspective. In other words,
communication is a collective action in these architectures.
On the other hand, in asynchronous architectures communication is modelled via receive
and send primitives, i.e. message passing. Hence, communication is an individual (per PE)
action which implies that table-fetches should be explicitly translated to send-primitives.
The technical details of the discrepancy between the abstract model and the implemen
tation model are as follows: the storage cell (and its associated PE) from which data has
to be fetched can be easily calculated using the functions ΡE and SUCC above, whereas
the storage cell (and hence its PE) to which data will be moved requires the existence of
K~l for evaluating PREC. In some cases an efficient operational version of К^{у) exists
whereas in general a possibly expensive computation can be found in which all generations
until the mth one (for PREC™(y)) are computed, recording the sequence of K}'s that led
to an element in that generation. The problem of reversing data fetches into data moves or
sending into receiving comes up in various approaches for parallel-algorithm development.
In their language on data fields (Section 3.3.1), Hammarlund and Lisper (1993) model
communication by means of index set transformations. They distinguish between get commu
nication and send communication, where send communication results from an index mapping
that is reversed with respect to get communication.
The model used by Chen and Choo (1990) in their language Crystal (Section 3.3.2) is
also based on data fields. Recalling Definition 6.2 for communication forms, given an index
(considered as the receiver of a message), the communication form produces the sending
index of that message. If an inverse of the communication form exists, it will yield the
receiving· index for a given (sending) index. The authors advise to obtain closed formulas
for a communication form and its inverse at compile-time, otherwise the forms have to be
evaluated at run-time which might be very inefficient.
In Data Parallel Haskell, Hill (1993) also distinguishes between sending data from a local
processor to a remote one and fetching data from a remote processor to a local one. Two
1
POD comprehensions (see Section 3.2.3 for details) associated with the two variants are:
sending: «
fetching: «

(If x; y|) I (|x;yl) « - vec »
(|x; y|) I (|x; _ | ) « - vec, ( I f

x; y|) « = vec

»

These two comprehensions deliver an array in which data from ΡΕ χ in the original array is
now is PE f χ and f ,_1 χ respectively. The latter is only defined if the inverse of f ' exists,
and the two comprehensions are equal if f = f,_1. In the second comprehension, the « generates indices which are used in the generator denoted by « = .
Werth and Feautrier (1994) describe a problem that resulted from their parallelisation
method that expresses communication by means of a primitive having a receiver perspective
called get. However, in certain implementations this get has to be translated into a send
'Parallel Object with arbitrary Dimensions.
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(sender perspective). The authors reformulate the above problem as an application of Gauss'
algorithm to a system of linear equations.
Finally, Williams (1990) describes a transformation technique for converting programs
from the shared-memory model to the message-passing model and vice versa, which involves
a similar change in perspective.

7.2 Parallaxis
As a final exercise, to show the applicability of the approach reported in this thesis some of the
algorithms derived will be implemented on a simulator of SIMD architectures. This simulator
- called Parallaxis (Bräunl, 1989; Barth et al., 1992) - allows to specify the topology of an
architecture, instantly providing data-exchange operators for using the topology in a dataparallel program. The strategy followed in this section is to specify architecture topologies
and their skeletons - like in Section 4.3.2 - in Parallaxis, and then use those Parallaxis
skeletons in programs that are one-to-one translations of the formerly derived algorithms.
First, a short introduction into Parallaxis is given; followed by the translation of the relevant
skeletons, and finally the Parallaxis translations are presented.
Parallaxis is a programming system which allows to specify the topology of architectures
and write programs on those architectures in a language that is an extended subset of
Modula-2. The system consists of a compiler generating intermediate code that can be fed
to the interpreter/debugger; there is also a compiler for compiling the intermediate code to
С
First, the target architecture has to be specified as a storage structure, which is done
through the keyword CONFIGURATION declaring the architecture's identifier, its dimensions
and their sizes. The keyword CONNECTION then is used to specify the topology by declaring
the connections (and their identifiers) between the PEs. These declarations implicitly specify
data-exchange operators for modelling communication.
The program code distinguishes between scalar and vector operations. Scalar operations
model the host processor (or front end) while the vector operations model the data processors
(see Section 2.4.2), i.e. the PEs. Each PE runs exactly one process and a PE can be masked
from executing a(n) (sequence of) instruction(s). This model differs somewhat from the
SIMD model as detailed in Section 2.4.2 in that Parallaxis employs a host processor to
direct the data processors. In data type declarations the above distinction is expressed by
the keywords SCALAR and VECTOR. For the control structure, operations on VECTOR data
should always be inside a PARALLEL.. .ENDPARALLEL block. Furthermore, scalar values may
be assigned to vector variables but not the other way around, and binary operations with at
least one vector value yield a vector result. A typical program in Parallaxis resulting from
our derivations has the following structure (compare the TR skeleton in Section 4.1):
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VECTOR <vector агіаЬ1ез>: <data type>;
SCALAR ζ: <data type>;
WHILE not(Τ(ζ)) DO
PARALLEL
operations on VECTOR data>
ENDPARALLEL;
K(z)
END (* while * ) ;
Parallel d a t a exchange is expressed by the keywords PROPAGATE or SEND/RECEIVE which are
both explicated when introduced in the skeleton definitions in the next section.

7.3 Architecture examples
This section presents the implementation of skeletons for linear arrays and hypercubes.
These implementations are preceded by the specifications of the topologies for both archi
tectures. Section 7.4 then presents the algorithms derived in the previous chapters using
these skeletons.

7.3.1

Linear arrays

The following piece of Parallaxis code defines the structure of a linear processor array by
means of a one-dimensional array of some s i z e , and a topology in which a P E is connected
via the l e f t port to its left P E ' s r i g h t port, and vice versa.
CONST
TYPE
CONFIGURATION
CONNECTION

lower = 0; u p p e r = 7 ; s i z e = upper - lower + 1;
inat = [lower..upper];
linear_array [ s i z e ] ;
r i g h t : l i n e a r . a r r a y [ k ] -> l i n e a r _ a r r a y [ k + l ] . l e f t ;
left:
linear_array[k] -> l i n e a r _ a r r a y [ k - l ] . r i g h t ;

The topology-independent skeletons will now be defined. These do not include the MAP
and ZIP skeletons, for two reasons. First, the version of Parallaxis used does not allow to
have procedure types, so for each function a new instance of the MAP skeleton would have to
be defined. Second, MAP is the basic operation in Parallaxis, hence programs become more
readable when operations on VECTOR types are directly expressed without the MAP skeleton.
Having decided to leave out the MAP skeleton, the ZIP becomes obsolete because there
is no need anymore to have a skeleton that groups parameters together before a function
application. Furthermore, an auxiliary function PE_INDEX is defined that returns the index
of a PE — in the range lower.. upper. This function is based on the Parallaxis system
variable id_no that contains the PE index in the range 1. .size.

7.3 Architecture examples
PROCEDURE L ( ) · SCALAR m a t ;
BEGIN
RETURN(lower);
END L,

PROCEDURE H() : SCALAR m a t ;
BEGIN
RETURN(upper),
END H,
PROCEDURE DIM(): SCALAR integer;
BEGIN
RETURNOK) - L() + 1);
END DIM;
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PROCEDURE NEWÍSCALAR v: integer):
VECTOR integer;
BEGIN
RETURN(v);
END NEW,
PROCEDURE INEWO : VECTOR m a t ;
BEGIN
RETURN(PE_INDEXO);
END INEW,
PROCEDURE PE_INDEX(): VECTOR m a t ;
BEGIN
RETURN(id_no - 1 + l o w e r ) ;
END PE_INDEX;

The specification of the NEW skeleton results from the absence of type polymorphism
in Parallaxis This particular definition caters for the application below in which the array
elements will be of type i n t e g e r The same holds for the following definition of the SHIFTR
skeleton, which is only defined for integer-arrays
PROCEDURE SHIFTR(VECTOR a · i n t e g e r ;
SCALAR d· i n t e g e r ;
SCALAR ν · i n t e g e r ) : VECTOR i n t e g e r ,
VECTOR t : i n t e g e r ;
BEGIN
t = a, PROPAGATE r i g h t " d ( t ) ;
IF PE.INDEXO - d < L() THEN t := v; END,
RETURN(t),
END SHIFTR,
The keyword PROPAGATE specifies the sending and receiving of data - respectively from and
in variable t - going out through port r i g h t over a distance d. No values are shifted in from
the lefthand side, therefore the IF-statement assigns the value ν to these PEs Note that
this function has to be applied inside a PARALLEL. ENDPARALLEL block, since it operates on
VECTOR variables

7.3.2

Hypercubes

A zero-dimensional hypercube consists of one node, while an η-dimensional (n > 0) one
is constructed by taking two η — 1-dimensional ones and linking the corresponding nodes
Following this inductive scheme a three-dimensional hypercube is defined by
CONST
CONFIGURATION

lower = 0, upper = 7,
hypercube [ 2 ] , [ 2 ] , [ 2 ] ;

s i z e = upper - lower + 1;
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CONNECTION

g o ( l ) : h y p e r c u b e [ i , j , k ] -> h y p e r c u b e [ i , j , ( k + 1 ) mod 2 ] . g o ( l )
g o ( 2 ) : h y p e r c u b e [ i , j ,k] -> h y p e r c u b e [ i , (j+1) mod 2 , k ] . g o ( 2 )
g o ( 4 ) : h y p e r c u b e [ i , j , k ] -> h y p e r c u b e [ ( i + 1 ) mod 2 , j , k ] . g o ( 4 )

The ports go of the PEs can be parametrised by an index d (d = 1,2,4) to select the
dimension along which communication should take place.
Apart from the skeletons defined in Section 7.3.1, two variants of the NEW skeleton are
defined, due to the lack of type polymorphism.
PROCEDURE NEWint(SCALAR v: i n t e g e r ) :
VECTOR i n t e g e r ;
BEGIN
RETURN(v);
END NEWint;

PROCEDURE NEWlst(SCALAR ν : c o n s . l i s t ) :
VECTOR c o n s _ l i s t ;
BEGIN
RETURN(v);
END NEWlst;

The NEWlst skeleton will be used in an instance of the divide-and-conquer skeleton in
Section 7.4.2. The type c o n s . l i s t is an implementation of the abstract data type of linear
lists in which lists are built from an empty list and a function for prepending elements
to a list. An implementation of the type c o n s _ l i s t can be found in Appendix C. The
implementation emulates these dynamic lists by fixed-length lists which are delimited by a
special character d e l i m i t e r . Here we only specify the type of c o n s _ l i s t and its elements:
CONST
TYPE

l i s t _ m a x = 20; d e l i m i t e r = CHR(O);
element.type = char;
c o n s . l i s t = ARRAY [ 0 . . l i s t _ m a x ] OF element_type;

The communication skeletons for the hypercube cannot be immediately translated since
Parallaxis does not allow the communication of structured types, such as c o n s _ l i s t . How
ever, the skeletons can be implemented by sending a c o n s _ l i s t clement by clement. Only
the skeletons THYPERD and THYPERU' (renamed to THYPERU_) arc implemented.
PROCEDURE THYPERD(VECTOR a: c o n s . l i s t ;
SCALAR d: i n t e g e r ;
SCALAR v: c o n s _ l i s t ) : VECTOR c o n s _ l i s t ;
VECTOR t : c o n s _ l i s t ;
VECTOR t c : element_type; SCALAR i : i n t e g e r ;
BEGIN
t := a;
FOR i := 0 TO list_max DO
t c := t [ i ] ;
IF (PE_INDEX() - L O ) MOD (d * 2) = 0

THEN RECEIVE hypercube.go(d)(t[i]) FROM hypercube.go(d)(tc);
ELSE t[i] := v[i]; END;
END (* for * ) ;
RETURN(t);
END THYPERD;
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PROCEDURE THYPERU.(VECTOR a: c o n s . l i s t ;
SCALAR d: integer): VECTOR cons_list;
VECTOR t : cons_list; VECTOR t c : element_type; SCALAR i : integer;
BEGIN
t := a;
FOR i := О TO list_max DO
t c := t [ i ] ;
IF (PE_INDEX() - L() + d) MOD (d * 2) = О
THEN RECEIVE hypercube.go(d)(t[i]) FROM hypercube.go(d)(tc); END;
END (* for * ) ;
RETURN(t);
END THYPERU_;
The RECEIVE primitive lets all PEs do a send action according to the FROM part, but only
the active PEs - selected by the surrounding conditional statement - will actually receive
the value, while the inactive ones remain unaffected.

7.4 Algorithm examples
This section presents one-to-one translations of the formerly derived data-parallel algorithms
in terms of the skeletons defined in the previous section. In order not to veil this one-to-one
relation, the Parallaxis programs will not be further optimised. The following variant of
a rule from (Partsch, 1990) performs the transformation of a tail-recursive function into a
WHILE-loop (compare the TR skeleton in Section 4.1).
Tail recursion to iteration
E{f(X)) where
f (χ) = if Β (χ) t h e n Η {χ) else f {Κ (χ)) fi

— 1 —
vx: α;
BEGIN
vx := Χ;
WHILE not(ß(vx)) DO

vx := K(vx) ;
END (* while * ) ;
Я ( Ж vx));
END;
Syntactic Constraints:
NOT_OCCURS[vx in Β, Η, K]
The syntactic constraint defines some extra condition on the syntactical rewriting, viz. that
variable vx must not appear in expressions Β, Η and K. The assignments of vx will be
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multiple ones, which means that they have to be sequentialised. A safe sequentialisation
will be established by (repeated) application of the following transformation rule (Partsch,
1990).
Sequentialisation of multiple assignment
(xi,...,

X]t)

:= ( E i , . . . ,

Efc)

— I —
Xi : = Ε ι ; ( x i , . . . , Х ц x i + l j . . . , x k ) : = ( E i , . . . , E i , E 1 + i , . . . , E k )
Syntactic Constraints:
NOT_OCCURS[x;, in Ej

(1 < j < к Л j φ i Л k > 1)

Note that this rule cannot be applied if a cyclic dependency exists between the variables
X i , . . . , Xi and the variables in E j , . . . , Ek. However, this will not be the case in the
examples below.

7.4.1

Binomial coefficients

With the derivation in Section 5.4.1 it was mentioned that the problem of binomial coef
ficients is not the most challenging one in the parallel-algorithm community, but that its
algorithm derivation would be very illustrative. The same holds for the implementation in
Parallaxis given below, which follows immediately from application of the rule taiJ recursion
to iteration. The algorithm makes use of the skeletons for linear arrays defined above.
VECTOR a: integer; SCALAR I.J.z: integer;
BEGIN
WriteStringC'I:"); Readlnt(I); WriteStringO'J:"); Readlnt(J);
ζ := 0;
PARALLEL
a := SHIFTR(NEW(0),1,1);
ENDPARALLEL;
WHILE not(z = I) DO
ζ := ζ + i;
PARALLEL
a := SHIFTR(a,l,0) + a;
ENDPARALLEL;
END (* while * ) ;
PARALLEL
IF PE_INDEX() = J THEN Writelnt(a, 7); END;
ENDPARALLEL;
END.
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7.4.2 Divide-and-conquer
The divide-and-conquer skeleton will be instantiated for the mergesort problem, i.e. the
functions d, t, s, с and ρ in the derived algorithm in Section 5.4.3 have been replaced by
their instantiations from the mergesort example in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, the function
mit in the implementation below has been slightly adapted since Parallaxis does not allow for
functions returning a SCALAR result and a VECTOR result in one. The variant implemented
only returns the VECTOR result, since it can be seen from the definition of mit that the
SCALAR result will always be 1, if the condition t(p) is replaced by ƒ = 1 as suggested in the
footnote on page 80. Transformation to iteration and sequentialisation immediately yields
the following algorithm which uses the skeletons for hypercubes defined above.
PROCEDURE R(VECT0R p : c o n s . l i s t ;
VECTOR ι: m a t ;
VECTOR f : i n t e g e r ) : VECTOR c o n s _ l i s t ;
VECTOR r : c o n s _ l i s t ;
BEGIN
IF ( ι + f DIV 2) MOD f = 0
THEN г := SUBLIST(ρ.LENGTH(ρ) DIV 2,LENGTH(p));
ELSE r := SUBLIST(p,0,LENGTH(p) DIV 2 - 1 ) ; END;
RETURN(r);
END R;
PROCEDURE init(SCALAR x: integer; VECTOR y: cons_list): VECTOR cons.list;
SCALAR f: integer; VECTOR p: cons_list;
BEGIN
f := χ; ρ := у;
WHILE not(f = 1) DO
ρ := R(THYPERU_(p,f DIV 2), INEWO, NEWint(f));
f := f DIV 2;
END (* while * ) ;
RETURN(p);
END mit;
PROCEDURE merge(VECT0R s,t: cons_list): VECTOR cons_list;
VECTOR r: cons_list;
BEGIN
IF ISEMPTYLIST(s) THEN r := t;
ELSIF ISEMPTYLIST(t) THEN r := s;
ELSIF FIRST(s) < FIRST(t)
THEN r := CONS(FIRST(s),merge(REST(s),t));
ELSE r := CONS(FIRST(t),merge(s,REST(t))); END,
RETURN(r);
END merge;
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PROCEDURE c_(VECTOR χ , y : c o n s . l i s t ) : VECTOR c o n s . l i s t ;
VECTOR г : c o n s . l i s t ;
BEGIN
IF ISEMPTYLIST(x) OR ISEMPTYLIST(y)
THEN r := EMPTYLISTO;
ELSE г := merge(x.y); END;
RETURN(r);
END c_;
VECTOR a: cons_list; SCALAR p: cons_li8t; SCALAR
BEGIN
WriteStringC'Input string:"); ReadString(p) ;
ρ [size] := delimiter;

x: integer;

χ := 1;
PARALLEL
a := init(DIM(),NEWlst(p));
ENDPARALLEL;
WHILE not(x = DIMO) DO
PARALLEL
a := c_(a,THYPERD(a,x,EMPTYLISTO));
ENDPARALLEL;
χ := χ * 2;
END (* while * ) ;
PARALLEL
IF PE_INDEX() = 0 THEN WriteString(a); END;
ENDPARALLEL;
END.

7.4.3 Dynamic programming
The dynamic programming algorithm below, has been instantiated for the parenthesisation
problem from Section 5.4.4. The yet undefined expressions P, R and S will be given the
empty list as their constant value. The expression E will return constantly zero. The program
uses the skeletons for linear arrays, in which the communication skeletons have been modified
such that a list can be transfered, as has been done for the hypercube skeletons defined above.
PROCEDURE min(VECTOR x , y : i n t e g e r ) : VECTOR i n t e g e r ;
VECTOR t : i n t e g e r ;
BEGIN
IF χ < y THEN t := x; ELSE t := y; END;
RETURN(t);
END min;
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PROCEDURE plus(VECTOR χ,y : integer): VECTOR integer ;
BEGIN
RETURN(x+y);
END plus;
SCALAR

P,R,S: cons_list; VECTOR

E: element_type;

PROCEDURE g(VECTOR a,d: cons.list;
VECTOR z: integer;
VECTOR y: inat): VECTOR cons_list;
VECTOR k: integer; VECTOR m,n: element_type; VECTOR r: cons.list;
BEGIN
IF y - ζ < О
THEN г := CONS(E.a);
ELSE
к := у - ζ;
m := d[y - к - 1] + a[k - (y - ζ)] + w(y - ζ,к,y);
FOR к := y - ζ + 1 ТО y - 1 DO
η := d[y - к - 1] + а[к - (у - ζ)] + w(y - ζ,к,у);
m := min(m,η);
END (* for * ) ;
г := CONS(m.a);
END (* if *) ;
RETURN(r);
END g;
TYPE
VECTOR

matrix_sizes = ARRAY[lower..upper+1] OF integer;
rows: matrix_sizes;

PROCEDURE init(VECTOR i: inat): VECTOR element.type;
BEGIN
RETURN(0);
END init;
PROCEDURE w(VECTOR i,k,j : integer): VECTOR integer;
BEGIN
RETURN (rows [i] * rows[k+l] * rows[j+l]);
END w;
SCALAR i.tmp,vi,vj.vz: integer; VECTOR va,vb.vd,temp: cons_list;
BEGIN
PARALLEL
FOR i := lower TO upper+1 DO
WriteString("r[");WriteInt(i,2);WriteString("] : " ) ; Readlnt(tmp);
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rows[i] := tmp;
END (* for * ) ;
ENDPARALLEL;
PARALLEL E := 0; ENDPARALLEL;
Ρ := EMPTYLISTO; R := EMPTYLISTO; S := EMPTYLISTO ;
vi := 0;
vj := size - 1;
vz := 0;
PARALLEL
temp := EMPTYLISTO; vb := CONS (init ( INEW ()), temp) ;
va := vb;
vd := SHIFTR(vb,l,P);
ENDPARALLEL;
WHILE not(vz = (vj - vi)) DO
PARALLEL
va := g(va,vd,NEWint(vz + D.INEWO);
temp := SHIFTR(va,l,R); vd := CONS(temp[0],SHIFTR(vd,l,S));
ENDPARALLEL;
vz := vz + 1;
END (* while * ) ;
PARALLEL
IF PE_INDEX() = vj THEN WriteInt(va[0],6); END;
ENDPARALLEL;
END.

7.5 Related work and discussion
Previous work related to the implementation of skeleton algorithms has been given in Sec
tion 4.5. These related approaches provide a compiler for translating a given program ex
pressed in terms of skeletons from a certain set onto various hardware — optimising the
resulting code with respect to the context the skeletons are used in.
The work in this chapter completes the track followed in this thesis of transforming a
- possibly non-executable - high-level formal specification into an implemented program.
Its aim was to construct an efficient tail-recursive function after which transformation into
an iterative loop - and maybe the application of some architecture-specific optimisations
- can be done automatically, i.e. by a compiler. It is this last step, without the possible
optimisations that was illustrated above.

Discussion

8

This thesis' objective is to present an approach for the transformational development of dataparallel algorithms. The subject is regarded from a software engineering perspective. This
means firstly that the research has been aimed at the search for methodological knowledge
to derive data-parallel algorithms, and second that the final algorithms should be efficient
and correct. In other words, the approach should be of high practicality. Moreover, the
algorithm derivations should be as architecture-independent as possible.
At the backend of the approach are the skeletons playing the role of abstraction mechanism as well as transformation target. The abstraction of architectures into S-structures
might be of a little too low level for scaling up the approach to larger algorithms. The
indexing scheme by means of type inat works well for algorithms supporting this indexing, such as the specifications that result from the GiP rules. Regarding specifications in the
'data structure parallelism' class, algorithms like matrix multiplication also suit this indexing
mechanism. However, for algorithms on for instance non-indexable lists, other architecture
abstractions and hence other skeleton definitions are supposed to be more effective. This
belief is supported by algorithm derivations in (Partsch, 1994) and (Achatz and Schulte,
1995).
It has been shown that skeletons have the ability to increase the reuse of algorithm derivations by means of inter-skeleton transformations. These transformations did not establish
full architecture-independency, since part of a derivation deals with the design decisions for
matching the algorithm and the architecture (i.e. its skeletons). A different set of target
skeletons - although semantically equivalent to the previous one - might cause other design
decisions to be taken. It is nevertheless foreseen that these inter-skeleton transformations
have their benefits in transforming between two related architectures, i.e. when one of them
can be embedded in the other. This assumption is supported by the single derivation of an
algorithm for two types of mesh architectures in Section 6.5.1 and 6.5.2.
One objective of the aforementioned design decisions is to have the algorithm fit the
architecture. This aim was reflected in the algorithm derivations by the concern to get the
communication right and therefrom the effort to come up with an efficient data distribution.
The variant transformation rules of GiP in particular provide methodological means to solve
this communication problem. The output schemes of these rules clearly isolate the parts in
which the storage structure (the S-structure) is manipulated and thus where communication
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will take place in the final implementation. Therefore, further transformation focuses on
these spots, since these are the parts of the specification where communication skeletons
have to be introduced. Moreover, by specifying these parts by means of some-expressions
the developer retains all freedom in further transforming them. All in all, the transformation
rules provide guidance in a derivation towards an efficient algorithm in skeleton form.
Apart from the novel transformation rules introduced in this thesis, the data-parallelalgorithm derivations make use of existing transformation rules from sequential-program
development. This rehash of existing transformation rules is possible because of the single
instruction flow of data-parallel algorithms. These existing rules however should cooperate
with the novel transformation rules, which is expressed in the following strategy that could
be gathered from the exposition in Section 4.4 and the algorithm derivations in this thesis.
• Transform the initial (descriptive) specification into a functional (recursive) solution
that either operates on the processor structure or that can be input to one of the GiP
rules.
• Transform the resulting specification into a form such that (communication) skeletons
can be introduced, by isolating the manipulation of the storage structure from the rest
of the specification. The latter is established by the GiP rules.
• Transform the specification into skeleton form.

8.1 Further research
The idea behind the transformation rules presented and applied in this thesis is that they
should establish a substantial rewriting of the specification; a rule may involve the proof of
some applicability condition; and the developer is capable of choosing the most suitable rule
in a given situation, e.g. by following some strategy. It is not purposed that rules will be
applied automatically. Following this philosophy the strength of the approach described in
this thesis is in the transformation rules and less in the skeletons, because the methodological
knowledge is in the rules and strategies rather than in the skeletons. In this context it will
be more worthwhile to search for novel transformation rules than for novel skeletons. Other
questions for further research are grouped below in those concerning the methodology, cost
measures (as a way to improve the methodology) and support-tools.
Methodology
In the introduction to Section 5.3 in the second requirement, some hints were given on the
relation between the form of certain expressions and the target architecture. It should be
investigated how to formalise these hints in a way that they can guide a derivation. To put
it in words used before: the expression "the algorithm must fit the architecture" (Quinn,
1987) has to be formalised.
Further methodological knowledge is needed concerning the introduction of an assertion
or some-expression, like the assertions in a finite differencing scheme are motivated by its
strategy. This knowledge is beneficial for sequential- as well as parallel-algorithm development, since it lessens the possibility that such an introduction is regarded a Eureka-step.

8.1 Further research
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For instance, it could be investigated whether the introduction of dynamic lists (and the
corresponding some-expression) in the derivation of the dynamic programming algorithm
in Section 5.4.4 can be generalised to the level of a strategy.
It should certainly be searched for more architecture-independent ways of developing
parallel algorithms. This need dissents though with the requirement that the final algorithm
must fit the architecture, which prevents one from abstracting away too many details. One
way to solve this problem could be to take the idea of 'restricted computations' (introduced
in Chapter 3) very strict and allow only a few computational schemes, viz. those for which
efficient implementations on various architectures exist. An approach that attempts to do
so is the FP compiler by Danelutto and Pelagatti (1993) which provides efficient parallel
implementations (on several architectures) for the functional forms of the language (see
Section 4.5). The problem however is that the costs of implementing a certain functional
form is not the same for differing architectures, thus making it difficult for a developer to
judge the efficiency of an algorithm designed. The same holds for similar work - presented in
Section 4.5 - performed by Skillicorn (1990) for the language BMF. The following paragraph
presents further details on cost measures in particular on results by Skillicorn (1995) as well
as on work done for the aforementioned FP compiler.
Cost measures
Complexity models for the primitive computations of sequential programming are portable
among separate implementations. The costs of executing, say a while-loop, on machine X
and executing the same loop on machine Y differs (asymptotically) only in a constant term.
The portability of cost measures is possible because of the unifying model underlying the
sequential machines, viz. the Von Neumann model. Parallel machines however differ in ways
that affect the execution time of an algorithm by more than a constant. For instance, the
number of PEs can have a relatively large influence on the execution time, although this is
less the case in a scalable model, like the data-parallel one. Moreover, there is the variety
of topologies that has an obvious effect on the execution costs of an algorithm. Hence, cost
measures have to be incorporated in a development method for parallel algorithms, thus
constituting another way of formalising the "algorithm-must-fit-the-architecture"-paradigm.
The derivations in this thesis were based on rather informal notions for expressing cost-related
design decisions. In future derivations, words like 'locality' or 'distance' (of communication)
should have a firm justification from some mathematical cost model.
Such a cost model can be realized by adding cost measures to skeletons, and so enhancing
the target function of skeletons. However, for a methodologically valuable integration in the
development method the cost measures have to be available during the derivation itself as
well, i.e. they should be embedded in the transformation rules.
Only the work of Skillicorn (1995) on this topic integrates cost information and transformational development of algorithms. The author's model is based on the complexity model
introduced by Blelloch (1990) for the VRAM and scan vector model (see Section 3.2.1 and
3.2.2). Skillicorn assumes though that the target architectures are so-called uniform, which
has strong implications on the computational model. Only randomised data distribution
(among the PEs) and hence randomised data exchange is admitted; thus voiding the notion
of locality. It is further described how to have a derivation guided by cost information and
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examples are given in a style formerly advocated in (Skillicorn, 1990).
The work of Darlington et al. (1993) assumes the availability of a performance model
in their skeleton approach that supports for instance design decisions concerning process
granularity. Other work on adding cost information to skeletons is carried out in connection
with two skeleton compilers; for SkelML (Bratvold, 1994) and FP (Danelutto and Pelagatti,
1993) (see also Section 4.5). The SkelML compiler has a performance model attached to
every skeleton, and it uses the information from this model in compiling a skeleton for a
certain target architecture. The FP compiler has for every functional form a number of
implementations (called implementation templates) available. These templates are provided
with (generic) cost information that can be evaluated in a specific situation to pick the best
one.
Tools
The transformational development of algorithms as well as their implementation on actual
hardware would be very much facilitated when an integrated transformation and implementation tool is available. It is expected that formal methods will only find their way into
industrial software development if (interactive) tools exist that hide as much as possible of
the mathematical details of the method. Currently, work is done on tools supporting the
transformational development of sequential algorithms (Vullinghs, 1994; Eijkelkamp et al.,
1995; van den Brand et al., 1995). Such tools could be easily enhanced by including the
work described in this thesis, to support the derivation and implementation of data-parallel
algorithms.
Furthermore, computer algebra systems could be employed in the derivation of parallel
algorithms. For instance, in performing the argument-dependency analysis or in solving the
discrepancies caused by the sender- and receiver perspective as described in Section 7.1.3.
In several approaches in that section the inverse of some function has to be found, in which
a computer algebra system could help. Furthermore, the system of linear equations in the
approach of Werth and Feautrier (1994) may be solved with the support of a computer
algebra system.

А

Proofs and subderivations

A.1 Proofs
A.1.1 Proof of Finite differencing
f{X) where
f(x) =
E{x,f{Kl{x)),...,f(Kn(x)))
defined(/(x)) => C{x)
The new argument is introduced through an embedding with an assertion that reflects the
update of the new argument from the old one; needless to say that the initial value should
satisfy this assertion.
f'(X, E'(X)) where
ƒ': (a x 7) -> β
f'(χ, y) = f (χ)
def 'ined(f'(x, y)) =>· С {χ) Лу = Е\х)
Function ƒ' is then simplified
f'(x,y)

= f(x)

= [Unfold ƒ]
f'(x,y)

=

E(x,f(Kl(x)),...J(Kn(x)))

= JSimplification у = E'(x)1
f'{x, y) = E(x, /(Krix)),...,

f(Kn(x)))[E'(x)/y]

The final step is a fold with assertion of function ƒ' for which it is required that E"(x, y) Ξ
Е'(Кг(х)), for all 1 < г < п. In general, this requirement leads to a subderivation to establish
an efficient expression for E"(x,y).
ƒ'(*, У) = E(x, Г(Кг(х), Щ{х, у)),...,

f'(Kn(x),

ЕЦ(х, у)))[Щх)/у]
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A.1.2 Proof of Linearisation
ƒ: ( Q X / 3 ) - > 7

ƒ(*,») = if T(x) then H(x,y) else £ ( Д ^ ( х ) , о ' / ( х , у ) ) , . . . , f(K'n(x),D'¿(x,y)))
def ined( ƒ (x, y)) => P(x, y)

fi

= [Abstraction]]
/(x,y) = if T(x) then Я(х,у) else /h = Xk.f(K[(y),k);
hn = Xk.f(K'n(y),k);
E{hl{IT1{xty)),...,hn{I%(x,y)))fì
=$ ({Simplification: Vpi,P2,qi,q2,m: ((pi,gi) G OKm(x,y) Л (p2,ç2) e DA™(x,y)) =>
(Pi Ф ъ^ЧхФ 92)1
/(x,y) = ifT(x)
then #(x, y)
else Л = some g: У(р: p = £>"(х, у) V · · · V ρ = £^(χ, у)):
ff(p) = / ( i f p = I??(i,y)theiiJfí(i)
D p = D'¿(x,y) thentf 2 (x)
D p = ^ ( ι , ι / ) then/r;(a;)fi,p);
E{h{D4{x,y)),...,h{Dl{x,y)))n

def ined(/(x, y)) => P(x, y)

A.1.3 Proof of Generations in Parallel 2
This proof of correctness is through rule Generations in Parallel 1 and the use of stacks data type stack - which will cater for an invertible operator. Elements are pushed on the
stack by means of an operator +. The command last s yields the last element pushed on
the stack, and s = lead s + last s.
ƒ (A', Y, Z) where
/:(ίχαχι)-»7
f {χ, y, ζ) = if T{x,y) then H(x,y,z) else h = Xk.f{K{x),K'(x,y),k);E(h,x,z)
def ined( ƒ (x, y, z)) => P(x, z)
= [[Embedding]]

ƒ {X, Y, emptystack, Z) where
ƒ : (δ χ α χ stack χ t) —> 7
ƒ (¡r, y, s, z) = if T(x, у) then H(x, y, z)
else h = Xk.f{K(x),K'(x,y),s
defined(/(χ, y, s, ζ)) => Ρ(χ, ζ)
= lK,(x,y,s)

= {K{x),K'(x,y),s

+ y)-K;l(x,y,s)

+ y,k);E(h,x,z)
=

fi

{K-l{x)Msts,leads)l

fi

A.1 Proofs
f (Χ, Y, emptystack, Ζ) where
f (χ,y, s, ζ) = if T(x,y) then H(x,y,z)
def ined( ƒ (x, y, s, z)) => P(x, z)
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else h = Xk. f(Κ, (χ, y, s), к); E{h,x,z) fi

^ [[Generations in Parallel lj
f'(imt(X,Y, emptystack)) (Z) where
ƒ': (δ χ α χ stack χ S(L,y)) -> S(L, 7)
f'(ρ, q, s, a) = if (p, q, s) = (X, Y, emptystack)
then α
else f'(K~l(ρ,g,s),some
b: ispmap(b, K~l(p,q,s)))
defined(/'(p, g, s,a)) => tspmap(a,p,q,s)

fi

mit: (δ χ a χ stack) —¥ (δ χ α χ stack χ S(i,y))
vnit{x, y, s) = if T(x, y) then (χ, y, s, some b: ispmap(b, x, y, s))
else mit (Κ,(χ, y, s)) fi
ispmap: (S(t,y) χ δ χ a χ stack) —> bool
ispmap{a,p,q,s)=V{y: P{p,y)): a(y) = f(p,q,s,y)

Subderivation for the some-expression in the else-part of function ƒ'.

some 6: ispmap(b, Κ~γ(ρ, q, s))
= [Unfold К'1}
some 6: ispmap(b, К"1 (p),last s, lead s)
= [Unfold ispmap^
some b:^{y: Ρ(Κ~ι(ρ),y)):

b{y) =

f(K~l{p),ìasts,ìeads,y)

= [Unfold ƒ — Simplification: T{K~l{p)) = falsej
some b:V(y: P(K-l(p),y)): b{y) =
(h=Xk.f(K(K1{p)),K'(K-'i{p),lasts),leads

+

iasts,k);E(h,K-1{p),y))

^ [Simplification: {Κ{Κ-χ{ρ)), K'{K-l(p), lasts), lead s + lasts) =
Kt{K-l{p),lasts,leads)
Щ
K,(K~1(p.n,s)), for any η of type a. ]
some 6: V (y: P{K~\p), y)): b{y) = (h = \k.f{p,q,s,k);
= [Simplification: ispmap(a,p,q,s)
some b: V(y: P(K-l(p),y)):

b(y) =

E{h,K^{p), y))

\-h=a§
E{a,K-l{p),y)

Now, parameter q of function ƒ' has become superfluous, and hence parameter s is not
needed anymore. The functions init and ispmap can be simplified as well.
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f'(mit(X,Y)){Z)
where
/':(ixS(i,7))->S(i,7)
}'{p,a) = iip = X
then a
else f'(K-l(p),some

b: V (y P(K-l(p),y))

b(y) = E(a,K-l(p),y))

fi

mit: ( ί χ α ) - ) ( ί χ S(¿,7))
imi (χ, y) = if T(x, y) then (χ, some 6: ispmap(b,x,y)) else mii(K'(x),Ä''(a;,i/)) fi
ispmap: (S(t,f) χ ί χ α ) -» bool
ispmap(a,p,q)=4(y: P(p,y))· a(y) = j{p,q,y)

A.1.4 Proof of Compact rule for linear arrays
Xi.if ι — d> L(a) then α(ι — d) θ Ь(г) else υ φ &(г) fi
= [Distributivity]]
Аг if г - d > L(a) then о(г - d) else ν fi Θ b(i)
= |[Fold Mvl/'l
MAP(®, Ai.(if г - d > L(a) then а(г - d) else ν fi, Ь(г)))
Ξ [Fold Ζ/Ρ]
ΜΑΡ(®, ΖΙΡ(λι if г - d > L{a) then а(г - d) else и fi, &))
Ξ [[Fold SHIFTR}
MAP{®, ZIP{SHIFTR(a, d, v),b))

A.2

Subderivations

A.2.1 Subderivations for Dynamic programming (1)
some a: V (/ г < I < j): a[l - г] = if / < 0 then E(l,j) else /(i,j) fi
= [î = j A 0 < j < n - i h г > о]]
some а: V (Ζ: г < i < j ) : a[í — i] = ƒ(',,?)
— І г = J — some-elimination]]
IHJ,J)}

= [Instantiation]]
[imí(j)]
some α. V(/: г < / < j): a[l - i] = if l < 0 then E(l,j) else /(i,j) fi
= li φ j Л г < 0]
E{i,j)>± some о. V(Z: г + 1 < I < j) a[l - г] = if I < 0 then E{l,j) else f(l,j)

fi

A.2 Subderívations
some а: V {1: г < I < j): а[1 - г] = if / < 0 t h e n Е{1, j) else f(l,j)

fi

= h > О Ь I > 0]
some о: V(í: г < Ζ < j): а[1 —г} — f{l,j)
= |[»#JA»>0I
/(г,j) » - s o m e α: V(Z: г + 1 < I < j): а[1 - г] -

f(l,j)

A.2.2 Subderívations for Dynamic programming (2)
some d: V(y: 0 < у < (η - 1)):
d{y) = some 6: V (г: 1 < г < {ζ + 1) Л у - i > 0): Ь[г - 1] = а(у - г)[г - 1]
= [[Normalisation of array indices]]
some d: V(y: 0 < у < (η— 1)):
d(y) = some &: V (г: 0 < ι < ζ Л у - г - 1 > 0): Ь[г] = а{у - г - 1)[г]
= [Simplification for ζ = 0 — Introduction of some expression P ]
some d: V (г/: 0 < у < (η - 1)): d(y) = if у — 1 > 0 then o(j/ - 1) else Ρ fi
Ξ Цг = 0 h а = some 6: V(j/: 0 < у < (η - 1)): b(y) = [tmí(y)]]|
some d: V (t/: 0 < y < (η - 1)): d(y) = if y - 1 > 0 then [гші(т/ - 1)] else Ρ fi
some d: V(t/: 0 < y < (η— 1)):
d(î/) = some b. V (г. 1 < г < (г + 1) Л у - г > 0): 6[г - 1] = а(у - г)\г - 1]
= [Normalisation of array indices]]
some d: V(y: 0 < у < (η— 1)):
d(y) = some 6: V (г: 0 < ι < ζ Л у - г - 1 > 0): 6[г] = а(у - г - 1)[г]
= [Case introduction — г = 0 l· 6[г] = а(у — 1)[0]]]
some d. V(y. 0 < у < (η- 1))· d(y) = some 6: (г: 0 < г < ζ Λ у - г - 1 > 0):
6[г] = if г = 0 t h e n а{у — 1)[0] else а(у - г — 1)[г] fi
= [г > 0 h а(у - г - 1)[г] = d(y - 1)[» - 1]]
some d· V (у: 0 < у < (п— 1))· d(y) = some ò: V (г: 0 < г < ζ Л у — г — 1 > 0):
Ь[г] = if г = 0 t h e n о(у - 1)[0] else d(y - 1)[г - 1] fi
= [Case introduction — Introduction of some expression QJ
some d: V (y: 0 < у < (η - 1)): d(y) = some ò: V (г: 0 < г < ζ Λ у - г - 1 > 0):
і»[г] = if у - 1 > 0 then if г = 0 then а(у - 1)[0] else d(y - 1)[г - 1] fi else Q fi
= [Property of »

some-elimination]]

some d.V(y:0<y<
(η - 1)):
d{y) = if у - 1 > 0 then 0(2/ - 1)[0] Х- d(y - 1) else Q fi
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A.2.3 Subderivations for Dynamic programming (3)
some d: Vy: d(y) = if y — 1 > 0 then b(y — 1) else Ρ fi
= [[some-elimination]]
Λΐ/.if y - 1 > 0 then b{y - 1) else Ρ fi
= IFold SHIFTR}
SHIFTR{b,l,P)
some c: Vy: с(у) = [m¿í(j/)]
Ξ [[some-elimination]]
Xy.[init(y)]
= IFold MAP]]
MAP(Xx. [init (x)], Xy. y)
= IFold INEW\
MAP{Xx. [init(x)\, INEW)
some b: Vy: b(y) =
if t/ - (z + 1) < 0
then E{y - (z + 1), y) >f 0(3/)
else

y-i

min {t%)[i/ - λ - 1] + a(i/)[fc - (y - (z + 1))] +
* - y - ( z + 1 ) t ü ( y - ( 2 + l),fc,tf)}>ba(»)fi

= Isome-eliminationJ
Xy.ify-(z
+ l) < 0
then £(j/ - (ζ + l), y) >f а(у)
else

min {d{y)[y - к - 1] + a(i/)[fc - (j/ - (ζ + 1))] +
* = * - ( г + 1 ) u»(y-(z + l),fe,i,)}>fa(i,)fi

Ξ [[Abstraction]!
Лу-ρ(α(ΐ/), d(î/), ζ + 1, y) where
ρ: ([/3] χ [β] χ nat χ inat) -> [/3]
$(α, d, ζ, y) = if г/ - ζ < 0
then ¿'(y - z,y)>\-a
y-i

else min {d[y — k — l] + a[k— (y— z)\ + w(y — z, k, y)\ >f о fi
k=y-z

= IFold МЛР]
MAP(g, (Xy.a{y), Xy.d{y), Xy.z + 1, Ay.y))
Ξ [Fold Z/P-4 — Fold NEW - Fold /JV£W]]
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MAP{g, ΖΙΡ-4(α, d, NEW(z + 1),INEW))
some с: Vy: c{y) = if у - 1 > 0 then а'(у - 1)[0] >+ <% - 1) else Q fi
= [Instantiate Q = Я X- S — DistributivityJ
some с: Vt/: c(t/) = (if y - 1 > 0 then a'(j/ - 1)[0] else R fi) >+
(if у - 1 > 0 then d(y - 1) else 5 fi)
= [[some-elimination]
Xy. (if y - 1 > 0 then a'(y - 1)[0] else R fi) >f
(if y - 1 > 0 then d(t/ - 1) else 5 fi)
= [Distributivity]
Xy. (if y - 1 > 0 then a'(j/ - 1) else [R] fi[0]) >+
(if y - 1 > 0 then d(y - 1) else S fi)
= [Fold MAP}
MAP{>¥, Ay. (if J/ - 1 > 0 then a'(y - 1) else [R] fi[0],
if j/ - 1 > 0 then d(y - 1) else 5 fi))
= [Fold ZIP}
MAP{>+-, ZIP{Xy.if y - 1 > 0 then a'(y - 1) else [R] fi[0],
Aj/.if y - 1 > 0 then d(y - 1) else 5 fi))
= [Fold SHIFTR (2x)l
MAP(>f, ZIP{SHIFTR{a', 1, [ñ])[0], SHIFTR{d, 1, 5)))

В

Matrix multiplication

This appendix describes four problems that can be implemented by a general matrix multi
plication algorithm. Besides Definition 4.3, some extra definitions are needed:
Definition B.l The identity or neutra] element of matrix multiplication, I, consists of
all Oe's except for the elements on the principal diagonal which are all 1®. The repeated
multiplication of a matrix is denoted by a superscript and defined as A' = Al~l · Л, for i > 0
and A0 = I.
Matrix closure comes in two forms, the reflexive-transitive closure of matrix A is A" =
A0 + A1 + A2 4 l· A°° while the transitive closure is A+ = A* • A = A1 + A2 H
h A°°. It
can be shown that for finite S (see Definition 4.3) the closure of a matrix can be computed
in a finite number of steps. We will use this result in our applications.
The following four problems are related to general matrix multiplication of Definition 4.3.
The treatment of the second and third problem is based on (Aho et al., 1974). The relation
between Cocke-Kasami-Younger and matrix multiplication comes from (Harrison, 1978).
Matrix multiplication Regular matrix multiplication on real numbers R is obtained by
instantiating the 5-tuple with (R, +, x,0,1).
Connectedness Computing the connectedness of a graph G is the same as computing the
reflexive-transitive closure of G, which is equal to computing A* where A is the adjacency
matrix of G and the 5-tuple is ({0,1},Л, ,0,1). It can be shown that for a graph with
η nodes A* = A0 + A1 + A2 + ••• + An~l = I + A1 + A2 + • • • + A"'1 = (I + A)n~\
This is proved by induction on the hypothesis that entry i,j of (ƒ + A)k is 1 iff a path
exists from i to j with к or fewer edges. Since matrix multiplication on the above 5-tuple
is associative, the computation of (ƒ + A)"-1 can be shortened to computing the sequence
{I + A),(I + A)2,(I + A)'i,... , ( / + A) n_1 . So, by using only O(logn) matrix multiplications
the connected components of a graph can be found.
All-pairs shortest path There is a close relation between this problem and the previous
one. In this case, graphs having edges labelled with a weight are represented by matrices
with these weights. By the same reasoning as above it can be argued that for graphs without
directed cycles with negative weight, the shortest path can be computed using only ö(logn)
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matrix multiplications. To do so, the 5-tuple is instantiated with (N, min, -f,oo,0). Note
that the identity matrix consists of all co's except for the principal diagonal containing all
O's.
Cocke-Kasami-Younger The Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm recognises input
according to a context-free grammar in Chomsky Normal Form.
Definition B.2 A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (TV, Τ, S, Ρ) where:
• TV is a finite non-empty set of non-terminal symbols;
• Τ is a finite non-empty set of terminal symbols, with TV Π Τ = 0;
• S 6 TV is called the start symbol;
• Ρ is a finite non-empty set of ruJes (or productions) of the form а —> β, where α € TV,
and/3e (/VUT)*;
• The empty string is denoted by e.
A context-free grammar is in Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) if each rule is of one of the
forms:
(i) A -»• ВС, with

B,CeN;

(ii) A -»• a, with α eT.
It сап be proved (Harrison, 1978) that any context-free language can be generated by a
context-free grammar in CNF. Further, note that the only way for a context-free grammar
in CNF to recognise t is to allow a rule S —> e, with S the start symbol, and S & В and
S $. С in form (i) above, and moreover, in the recognition of any non-empty string a rule
S —> e cannot be used. So, by not allowing a rule S —> e we restrict ourselves to non-empty
input strings.
In (Harrison, 1978) an algorithm due to Valiant (1975) is given, which generates a recog
nition matrix equal to the one generated by the original CKY algorithm. We are interested
in Valiant's algorithm because it reduces the problem of recognition to matrix multiplication
as follows:
• G = (Ν, Τ, S, Ρ) is a context-free grammar in CNF;
• For NUN2

Ç N define: Νχ ·Ν2 = {С e TV | C-»· AB e P, for some A e NltB

• w = α-ιθ2.. α„, is an input string where a* e Τ, for 1 < к < η, η > 1;
• D = d,j, for 0 < i, j < η, is an (n + 1) χ (η + 1) matrix;
• d,j — 0, for 0 < i < j < η - 1;

6 TV2};
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• (ί,,,+i = {A I A -> a i + 1 e Ρ}, for 0 < i < η - 1;
+

l

2

3

• compute D — D U D U D U · · · U £>" using matrix multiplication defined by the
5-tuple (Λ^,υ,·,0,1.).
It is not necessary to have a definition for 1., since it is not used in this application.
In (Harrison, 1978) it is shown that · is not associative, so matrix multiplication is not
+
1
2
3
n
associative in this case, and hence D = D U D U D U · · · U D has to be computed by
0(n) matrix multiplications.
An implementation for (η χ η) matrix multiplication with time complexity 0(n) has been
derived in Section 6.5.2, which gives the following time complexities for our four problems:
Regular matrix multiplication
Connected components
All-pairs shortest path
Cocke-Kasami- Younger

0(n)
C(nlogn)
C(nlogn)
2
0{n )

С

Dynamic lists implementation

The functions below are based on the definitions for list.max, delimiter, element_type
and cons_list in Section 7.3.2.
PROCEDURE EMPTYLISTO: SCALAR cons_list;
SCALAR 1: c o n s _ l i s t ; SCALAR i : integer;
BEGIN
FOR i := 0 TO list.max DO
l [ i ] := d e l i m i t e r ;
END (* for * ) ;
RETURN(1);
END EMPTYLIST;
PROCEDURE CONS(VECTOR c: element.type;
VECTOR 1: cons.list): VECTOR cons.list;
VECTOR t: cons.list; VECTOR i: integer;
BEGIN
FOR i := 1 TO list_max DO
t[i] := l[i-l];
END (* for * ) ;
t[0] := c;
RETURN(t);
END CONS;
PROCEDURE ISEMPTYLIST(VECTOR 1: cons.list): VECTOR BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
RETURN(1[0] = delimiter);
END ISEMPTYLIST;
PROCEDURE FIRST(VECTOR 1: cons.list): VECTOR element.type;
BEGIN
RETURN(1[0]);
END FIRST;
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PROCEDURE RESTCVECTOR 1: c o n s . l i s t ) : VECTOR c o n s . l i s t ;
VECTOR t : cons_list; VECTOR i: integer;
BEGIN
FOR i := 1 TO list.max DO
tCi-1] := l [ i ] ;
END (* for * ) ;
RETURN(t);
END REST;
PROCEDURE LENGTH(VECTOR 1: cona.list) : VECTOR integer;
VECTOR i: integer;
BEGIN
i := 0;
WHILE (l[i] <> delimiter) AND (i < list.max) DO
i := i + 1;
END (* while * ) ;
RETURN(i);
END LENGTH;
PROCEDURE SUBLIST(VECTOR v: cons.list;
VECTOR b,e: integer): VECTOR cons_list;
VECTOR t: cons.list; VECTOR i: integer;
BEGIN
FOR i := 0 TO (e - b) DO
t[i] := v[b+i];
END (* for * ) ;
t[(e-b)+l] := delimiter;
RETURN(t);
END SUBLIST;
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Summary

This thesis is about gathering methodological knowledge for the construction of correct
and efficient data-parallel algorithms. It is a monograph presenting novel methodological
knowledge illustrated with realistic examples. The context for this knowledge is provided
through a state-of-the-art survey of the research area.
Chapter 1 presents an introductory view on computing science research, in particular the
research of this thesis.
Chapter 2 outlines the research area that will be explored in this thesis. The discipline that
deals with the construction of reliable and efficient - i.e. 'well engineered' - software is called
software engineering. When restricting the qualification of reliability to certißedly correct,
only one class of methods remains for constructing software, being the formal ones that is
those based on mathematics. Following a short overview of some of these formal methods
for program construction the one used in the remainder of the thesis - transformational
programming - is described in more detail. A transformational algorithm development starts
with a precisely defined problem specification that should be validated against the informal
problem description. Adding details and taking design decisions are then performed through
the application of semantics-preserving rewrite rules that transform the initial specification
into an efficiently implemented program. This resulting program is correct by construction
and the derivation is the proof of correctness, i.e. the certification.
The introduction on parallelism presents a short overview of parallel computer architectures as well as ways of programming them. The treatment is centred around the notion
of scalability. This restriction leaves those architectures for which an addition of processing
elements yields a proportional increase in processing power; and those programming models
that are capable of expressing this proportion. A scalable programming model chosen for
the rest of the thesis is the data-parallel one, a kind of parallelism obtained by splitting the
data of a task into smaller pieces and simultaneously executing the same algorithm on each
of them. Data-parallelism is opposed to control-parallelism in which a given task is splitted
into several different smaller ones that are executed simultaneously. Besides scalability, the
advantages of data-parallelism (also called massive parallelism) are programmability - there
is only one flow of control - and applicability - practice shows that many computational
problems in for instance engineering and astronomy are solved in a data-parallel way.
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Summary

In summary, the subject of the thesis is the transformational development of data-parallel
algorithms from formal specifications that were designed without a particular (parallel) implementation in mind. The approach should deal with the variety in parallel architectures;
establish methodological knowledge in the form of transformation rules; and be of high
applicability, to be proved by actual implementations.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of state-of-the-art approaches to the problem of data-parallelalgorithm development. The number of techniques and their variety show that researchers
with different backgrounds regard the construction of this kind of parallel algorithms important. The approaches vary from emphasising language-oriented aspects (e.g. dialects
of Fortran) towards methodology-oriented aspects (e.g. formal methods based on category
theory). From this chapter an architecture-abstraction mechanism called skeletons is taken,
which will be integrated in the transformational programming method.
Chapter 4 introduces the idea of skeletons through a state-of-the-art overview; defines novel
skeletons for the scalable architectures described in Chapter 2; and shows how these architecture descriptions should be integrated in transformational algorithm development. Skeletons
are higher-order functions that model certain typical elementary computations of an architecture. By abstracting away from architecture details the variety in architectures is hidden
since certain classes of architectures are now identified through some common set of skeletons.
Example skeletons are given for linear array, hypercube and perfect shuffle architectures.
In transformational programming, the abstraction step modelled by skeletons can be
factored out of algorithm developments, since the coding of a particular set of skeletons
can be performed once and for all. Moreover, skeletons have a second role namely that of
transformation target, since the application of transformation rules in a derivation is aimed
at expressing the specification in terms of the available skeletons. By means of so-called
inter-skeleton transformations algorithm derivations can be reused. A derivation for some
architecture X can be reused in deriving the same algorithm for architecture Y if the skeletons
of X can be efficiently expressed in terms of those of architecture Y.
Chapter 5 deals with transformation rules that are designed to parallelise non-linear recursive
specifications. The rules extract parallelism from the argument-dependency graph by a
technique that is based on the idea of tabulation as used in sequential-algorithm development.
It is precisely defined which nodes in an arbitrary argument graph for a given recursive
function can be evaluated in parallel. Two transformation rules are presented in such a way
that a subsequent derivation can still be targeted at any of the scalable architectures selected
in Chapter 2. The application of these rules is illustrated by several data-parallel-algorithm
derivations, e.g. for parallel-prefix sums, divide-and-conquer and dynamic programming.
Chapter 6 describes techniques for the parallelisation of the data structure of a specification,
as opposed to the parallelisation of the recursion structure presented in the previous chapter.
It is shown how data type transformations can be applied in data-parallel-algorithm development. Examples are in the introduction of pipelining and in inter-skeleton transformations.
Furthermore, two related methods are introduced, for which it is shown that they are specialisations of data type transformations. Finally, examples of this type of parallelising data
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type transformations are presented. First, the skeletons of a two-dimensional array architecture are transformed into the skeletons of a related two-dimensional array, by means of
inter-skeleton transformations. Second, two algorithms are derived in which the parallelism
is extracted through a partitioning of the data structure, being matrix multiplication and
the sieve of Eratosthenes.
Chapter 7 shows the practicality of the approach introduced in the preceding chapters. It
gives details on how to implement the output of the rules of Chapter 5 onto various parallel
architectures. Further, a large part of this chapter is spent on actual implementations of the
previously derived algorithms on (a simulator of) parallel hardware. It turns out that the
skeletons defined in Chapter 4 can be easily translated in terms of the primitives provided
by the simulator, after which the derived algorithms can be converted one-to-one using the
translated skeletons. Examples are given for divide-and-conquer and dynamic programming.
Chapter 8 draws some conclusions and gives questions for future research. The single flow
of control of data-parallel algorithms made it possible to rehash the body of transformation
rules formerly devised for sequential-algorithm development. A strategy is given in which
these existing rules and the novel rules from this thesis cooperate in the development of
data-parallel algorithms.
Future research regarding the methodology should aim at further formalisation. For
instance, the target role of skeletons has to be further investigated such that design decisions
in a derivation can be supplied with a convincing motivation that refers to the architecture
(or its skeletons) aimed at.
Furthermore, it should be searched for more architecture-independent ways of developing
parallel algorithms. Possible solutions should have a good model of cost measures associated with them. Such a cost model should be integrated in the transformation rules thus
allowing to motivate the application of certain transformation rules by referring to some cost
minimisation.
Finally, it is expected that formal methods will only find their way into industrial software
development if (interactive) tools exist that hide as much as possible of the mathematical
details of the method.

Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over het vergaren van methodologische kennis voor het bouwen van
correcte en efficiente data-parallelle algoritmen Het is een monografie waarin nieuwe methodologische kennis wordt gepresenteerd die geïllustreerd wordt met realistische voorbeelden De kennis wordt van een context voorzien door een state-of-the-art overzicht van het
onderzoeksveld te geven
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een inleidende visie op informatica onderzoek, in het bijzonder het onderzoek in dit proefschrift
Hoofdstuk 2 bakent het onderzoeksveld af dat m dit proefschrift wordt geëxploreerd Het
specialisme dat zich bezig houdt met het bouwen van betrouwbare en efficiente software
heet software engineering Als de kwalificatie van betrouwbaarheid wordt ingeperkt tot
gegarandeerde correctheid dan blijft er slechts eén klasse van methoden over voor het bouwen
van software, namelijk op de wiskunde gebaseerde formele methoden Na een kort overzicht
van enige van deze methoden voor het bouwen van programma's wordt de methode die in de
rest van het proefschrift gebruikt zal worden - transformationeel programmeren - in meer
detail beschreven Een transformationele afleiding van een algoritme begint met een precies
gedefinieerde specificatie van het probleem die gevalideerd moet zijn tegen de informele
probleembeschrijving Het toevoegen van details en het nemen van ontwerpbeshssingen
vindt plaats door het toepassen van betekenis-behoudende herschrijfregels die de mitiele
specificatie in een efficient geïmplementeerd programma transformeren Het resulterende
programma is correct vanuit de constructie, en de afleiding vormt het correctheidsbewijs
oftewel de garantie
De inleiding in parallellisme omvat een kort overzicht van parallelle computer architecturen alsook manieren om deze te programmeren De beschrijving draait om het begrip
schaalbaarheid Deze beperking laat alleen die architecturen toe waarbij het toevoegen van
verwerkingseenheden (processoren) resulteert in een proportionele toename van de verwerkingscapaciteit, en alleen die programmeermodellen waarin deze proportionaliteit uitgedrukt
kan worden Het voor de rest van dit proefschrift gekozen schaalbare programmeermodel is
het data-parallelle model Dit is het soort parallélisme dat verkregen wordt door het opdelen \an de data van een taak in kleinere delen en het gelijktijdig uitvoeren van hetzelfde
algoritme op die delen Data-parallelhsme staat tegenover control-parallelhsme waarbij een
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gegeven taak wordt opgedeeld in verschillende kleinere taken die tegelijkertijd worden uitgevoerd. De voordelen van data-parallellisme zijn, naast schaalbaarheid, programmeerbaarheid
- er is slechts één instructiestroom - en toepasbaarheid - de praktijk laat zien dat veel computationele problemen in bijvoorbeeld de technische wetenschappen en astronomie op een
data-parallelle manier worden opgelost.
Samenvattend is het onderwerp van dit proefschrift het transformationeel ontwikkelen
van data-parallelle algoritmen uit formele specificaties die zijn ontworpen zonder enige parallelle implementatie in het achterhoofd. De aanpak moet kunnen omgaan met de diversiteit
in parallelle architecturen; methodologische kennis vastleggen in de vorm van transformatieregels; en een grote toepasbaarheid hebben die aangetoond wordt met daadwerkelijke
implementaties.
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht van state-of-the-art benaderingen voor het ontwikkelen van
data-parallelle algoritmen. Het aantal technieken en hun diversiteit laten zien dat onderzoekers vanuit verschillende achtergronden het bouwen van dit soort parallelle algoritmen als
belangrijk beschouwen. De aanpakken variëren van het benadrukken van taai-georiënteerde
aspecten (bijvoorbeeld dialecten van Fortran) tot methodologie-georiënteerde aspecten (bijvoorbeeld op categorie-theorie gebaseerde formele methoden). Uit dit hoofdstuk wordt een
abstractiemechanisme voor architecturen geselecteerd - skeletons geheten - dat wordt geïntegreerd in de methode van transformationeel programmeren.
Hoofdstuk 4 introduceert het idee van skeletons middels een state-of-the-art overzicht; definieert nieuwe skeletons voor de schaalbare architecturen uit hoofdstuk 2; en laat zien hoe
die architectuurbeschrijvingen in het transformationeel ontwikkelen van algoritmen geïntegreerd kunnen worden. Skeletons zijn hogere-orde functies die bepaalde typische elementaire
berekeningen van een architectuur modelleren. Door van details van een architectuur te
abstraheren wordt de diversiteit in architecturen verborgen daar bepaalde klassen van architecturen nu geïdentificeerd worden door een gemeenschappelijke verzameling skeletons.
Voorbeelden van skeletons worden gegeven voor lineaire array, hypercube en perfect shuffle
architecturen.
De abstractiestap van skeletons kan in transformationeel programmeren uit de algoritmeafleidingen gefactoriseerd worden, daar een bepaalde verzameling skeletons voor eens en voor
altijd geprogrammeerd kan worden. Daarnaast hebben skeletons nog een tweede rol namelijk
die van doel van een transformatie, omdat tijdens een afleiding het toepassen van transformatieregels is gericht op het uitdrukken van de specificatie in termen van de beschikbare
skeletons. Door middel van zogeheten inter-skeleton transformaties kunnen afleidingen voor
een algoritme worden hergebruikt. Een afleiding voor een architectuur X kan worden hergebruikt in een afleiding van hetzelfde algoritme voor een architectuur Y, als de skeletons van
X efficiënt kunnen worden uitgedrukt in termen van die van architectuur Y.
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt transformatieregels die bedoeld zijn om niet-lineair recursieve specificaties te parallelliseren. De regels halen parallellisme uit de argument-afhankelijkheidsgraaf
met een techniek die gebaseerd is op het idee van tabuJatie zoals dat gebruikt wordt bij de
ontwikkeling van sequentiële algoritmen. Er wordt precies gedefinieerd welke knopen in een
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willekeurige argumentgraaf van een gegeven recursieve functie parallel geëvalueerd kunnen
worden. Twee transformatieregels worden gepresenteerd en wel zo dat een verdere afleiding
nog elk van de geselecteerde schaalbare architecturen uit hoofdstuk 2 als doel kan hebben.
De toepassing van deze regels wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand van verschillende afleidingen
voor data-parallelle algoritmen, bijvoorbeeld parallel-prefix sommen, divide-and-conquer en
dynamisch programmeren.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft technieken voor het parallelliseren van de datastructuur van een specificatie, in tegenstelling tot het parallelliseren van de recursiestructuur zoals gepresenteerd
in het vorige hoofdstuk. Er wordt getoond hoe datatype transformaties toegepast kunnen
worden bij de afleiding van data-parallelle algoritmen. Bijvoorbeeld bij de invoering van
pipelining en bij inter-skeleton transformaties. Verder worden twee gerelateerde methoden
geïntroduceerd, waarvan wordt aangetoond dat ze speciale gevallen van datatype transformaties zijn. Tot slot worden er voorbeelden van dit soort parallelliserende datatype transformaties gegeven. Ten eerste worden de skeletons van een twee-dimensionale array architectuur
met behulp van inter-skeleton transformaties getransformeerd naar de skeletons van een gerelateerd type array. Ten tweede worden twee algoritmen afgeleid waarbij het parallellisme
is verkregen uit een opdeling van de datastructuur, te weten matrixvermenigvuldiging en de
zeef van Eratosthenes.
Hoofdstuk 7 laat de toepasbaarheid zien van de benadering zoals die in de voorgaande hoofdstukken werd geïntroduceerd. Er staan details in over het implementeren op verschillende
architecturen van de uitvoer van de regels uit hoofdstuk 5. Een groot deel van het hoofdstuk
wordt besteed aan daadwerkelijke implementaties van de hiervoor afgeleide algoritmen op
(een simulator van) parallelle hardware. Het blijkt dat de skeletons zoals die in hoofdstuk 4
gedefinieerd waren eenvoudig vertaald kunnen worden in termen van de primitieven van de
simulator, waarna de afgeleide algoritmen één-op-één geconverteerd kunnen worden, gebruik
makend van de vertaalde skeletons. Voorbeelden worden gegeven voor divide-and-conquer
en dynamisch programmeren.
Hoofdstuk 8 trekt enige conclusies en geeft onderwerpen voor nader onderzoek. Vanwege de
enkele stroom van instructies in data-parallelle algoritmen was het mogelijk de bestaande regels voor de ontwikkeling van sequentiële algoritmen te hergebruiken. Er wordt een strategie
gegeven waarin deze bestaande regels en de nieuwe regels uit dit proefschrift samenwerken
in de ontwikkeling van data-parallelle algoritmen.
Toekomstig onderzoek met betrekking tot de methodologie moet zich toespitsen op een
verdere formalisatie. Bijvoorbeeld de rol van skeletons als doel in een afleiding dient verder
uitgezocht te worden zodat ontwerpbeslissingen voorzien kunnen worden van een overtuigende motivatie, die verwijst naar de doel-architectuur (en de bijbehorende skeletons).
Verder moet er gezocht worden naar meer architectuur-onafhankelijke manieren voor het
ontwikkelen van parallelle algoritmen. Mogelijke oplossingen dienen te zijn voorzien van
een goed kostenmodel. Door zulke kostenmodellen te integreren met de transformatieregels
kan de toepassing van bepaalde regels gemotiveerd worden met een verwijzing naar een
kostenminimalisatie.
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Samenvatting

Tot slot is het te verwachten dat formele methoden slechts hun weg naar de industriële
software-ontwikkeling zullen vinden, als er (interactieve) gereedschappen bestaan die zoveel
mogelijk de wiskundige details van de methode verbergen.
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